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The Growing
Importance
of the
Army Science Board
I am delighted to have this opportunity to commend the
Army Research Institute's (ARI) behavioral and social scientists and staff on the excellent work they're doing to maximize the combat effectiveness of of the soldier. This issue includes a number of articles on ARl's current focus
on Force XXI. ARI is the "people" side of research and
development, and its work has had a great impact on
America's Army.

*****
I recently had the pleasure of attending the Army Science
Board' ( B) 1995 Spring General Membership Meeting in
Huntsville, AL. I served as the board chairman from 1987 to
1989, and I am intensely interested in the work undertaken
and the challenges faced by this distinguished panel of experts.
More than ever before, the board is a vital resource for our
soldiers and our overall modernization progrdIO.
As background, the ASB is the Department of the Army's
senior scientific advisory body. Its mission is to provide independent scientific, technological and managerial advice and
recommendations to senior Army leadership on scientific and
technological matters of concern to the AmlY. The board has
been in service since 1977 when it was chartered to replace
the Army dentiiic Advisory Panel, and it impact has never
been greater than today.
" e find tOday that our smaller Army must be more ersatile, deployable to more location , su tainable in a ariety of
environments, and just as mission-capable as in me past. In
short, we are asked to do more with less-Ies money, less
people, and less tinle. In this complex and ever·changing World,
there i a growing need for the Army to employ groups of experts like the ASB to prOVide advice and recommendations
on how the Army should cope with thi changing environment. Readiness is our number one priority, but we must not
overlook me fact mat a stable focus on modernization will ensure the long-term readiness of the force. Today's modernization
program is tomorrow's readiness. Our actions now will influence the readiness of me force for the next decade and
beyond.
Through a careful membership screening and selection
process, the ASB has brought ooro the board the kinds of experts needed to support the Army in today' environment, experts from industry, academb, government agencies, and the
private sector. Membership focus has been broadened to include members wim contemporary areas of experti e to deal
with today' problem ,i.e., the environment, information warfare, acquisition reform, organiZational re-engineering, and infrastructure issues.

I

The ASB performs most of its advisory functions wough
subgroup panels and studies. Two Summer tudies are conducted each year which address major Army issues. They are
one year in lengm, highlighted by an August brief-out to the
ecretary of the Army and the Army chiefof staff. Ad hoc studies and independent assessment are conducted throughout
the year to address Army i sues narrower in scope. They generally la t tluee to nine months and culminate in briefings and
reports to the study sponsors. TIle ASB maintain 10 standing i ue groups. The e panels are functionally organized and
provide advice tluoughout the year to their functional area
sponsors.
The 1994 Summer tudies were entitled the "Technical Information Architecture for Command. Control. Communications, Computers and Intelligence (C41)" and the "Capabilities Needed to Counter Current and Evolving TIlreat .. The
C41 information infra tru ture is a critical component of the
Army's operations, and it i vital ~ ith tile increa ing emphasis on joint and combined operations. A coberent and enforceable tec1lnical architecture is the kel' to en uring interoperability among aU Department of Defense C41 system . The
ASB's omet Summer Study looked at tile capabilities required
in the zero to seven year timefranle and tile eight to 20 year
timeframe in order to allow senior Army leader to prioritize
resources to meet new and unforeseen threats. This rudy was
briefed beyond the Army to tile chairman of the joint chief ,
at General Sullivan's request.
nus summer tile board is focusing on "Army Logistical Support to Military Operations Other Than War" and the "Transition of Technology from the Technology Base to the Customer." The ASB's workload is heavy. It has been involved this
fiscaJl'ear in more man 20 Summer tudies, ad hoc studies,
and independent asses ments.
The board's operating methodology is to work dosely with
th Army study sponsors to ensure tlmt all aspects of a study
are in estigated and tllat tile board provides advice and recommendations mat are actionable by the Army within tile constraints oftoday's environment, including budgetary and joint
aspects. In addition. in a nUDlber of stUdies, the board is tasked
to continue working with the Army to support its implementation of a tudy panel' recommendations.
In dosing, let me thank the illustrious members of the Army
Science Board and me ASB staff for the many significant and
lasting contributions to OUI national ecurity. A very high percentage of board recommendatiOns will be implemented because they really focus on the things we need to do. Keep up
the good work!

Gilbert F. Decker
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COVER
Army Research Institute R&D efforts in support of Force XXI cover a broad
range of areas, including training programs, leadership development, and the
concept of soldier quality.

THE ARMY
RESEARCH
INSTITUTE
AND
FORCE XXI
By Dr. Scott E. Graham
Introduction
The Army continues to change. It recent·
ly changed from a forward deployed Army to
a force projection Army. Now Porce XXI is
going to require even deeper change-change
in the way Army leaders view their roles and
responsibilities, and change in the way the
Army plans to do business. Force XXI will
also require change from an "Industrial Age,'
where preparedness was defined by the nUIll'
ber of weU-honed weapons ready for well·
defined missions, to the "Information Age,·
where preparedness is defined by flexibili·
ty, responsiveness, and the ability to exploit
near·instantaneous knowledge of the battlefield. Porce XXI will not, however, change
the fundamental tenet that quality, weUtrained soldiers and leaders are the key to bat·
tlefield success.

Manpower, Personnel and
Training R&D Needs
If the Army is to meet the goals of Force
XXI, there must be significant advancement
in manpower, personnel and training (MP1)

technologies to complement advances in
hardware and digital technologies. This ar·
ticle presents an overview of research and
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development (R&D) being conducted by the
U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behav·
ioral and Social Sciences (ARl) in support of
Force XXI. ARI' research tepresents the
Army's primary R&D efforts supporting
three of the Army chief of staff's six imper'
atives for a trained and ready Army: Leader
Development, Quality People and Training.
With fewer than 250 people, the majori·
ty of whom are research psychologists, ARI
has research units coUocated at three Battle
Labs, the MOUllted Battlespace Battle Ulb (Fort
Knox), the Dismounted Battlespace Battle Utb
(Fort Benning) and the Battle Command Battle Lab (Fort leavenworth). We also have reo
search units at the U.S. Army Aviation Cen·
ter (Fort Rucker), the U.S. Military Academy
(West Point), tile Special Warfare center (Fort
Bragg) and with the Sinmlation, Tralnlng and
Instrumentation Command (STRICOM).
Why an ARI? TImt is, why is behavioral and
social science research important to the Amly
and Porce XXI? Behavioral research is im·
portant because it is seeking ways to bener
understand, measure, predict, and change performance. And the bottom line for the Army
is performance, be it in high intensity conflict or in operations other than war (OOTW).

Much of ARI's R&D lead to new methods
for improving individual, unit, and leader per·
formance, often through the cost-effective use
of emerging simulation technologies. Other
ARI research seeks to understand the un·
derlying skills, knowledge and experiences
that are important for effective planning, de·
cision·making and leadership.
Behavioral science researchers are trained
to avoid many of the pitfalls of research in·
volving soldier and unit performance. TI1is
is particularly inlportant in the evaluation of
Force XXI technologies in that hardware-oriemed scientists and engineers rend to un·
derestimate the contribution of soldier-related
variables, e.g., the effects of adequate train·
ing or cohesion. As has been demonstrated
at the National Training Center, the added
value of Force XXI technologie can be obscured by the effects of soldier·related vari·
able . In addition to their R&D mission, ARI
researchers serve as honest-brokers for senior
Army decision-makers in the analysis of poli·
des and programs.

A Force XXI Scenario
Consider the following hypothetical Force
XXI scenario. A Porce XXJ division is given
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Force XXI Manpower, Personnel, and Training
R&D Issues
Training Slrategl... for
the Digitized Balllefieid
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How 10 train with DIS

Customers
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ODCSPER

II

Chief of Staff

shon notice to mobilize for a multinational
offensive operation. The division include reserve component civil affairs, psychological
operations, and military police units as well
a some active duty fillers. The intact division has time for six days of pte-deployment
tra.ining.
The division and battalion conunanders and
their staffs have digitized, real-time, two-dimensionaJ images of the battlefield which represent all friendly and enem)' forces. Portions
of the digitized information are intemetted
to company, pLatoon, and individual tanks,
a well as to adjoining units. The battalions
have tacit consent to engage any targets of
opportunity on d,e extremely fluid battlefield
which is near intemationaJ boundaries and
civilian populations.
ow add the /lew fog of war. Corps and
battalion headquarters have access to a nearinfinite amount of digitized intelligence and
communications data from fOtces on the
ground, as well as from aircraft, satellites, and
friendly nations. WIllie latgely accur-,te and
nearly in real-tinle, there are constant information mismatches and disconnects.
At platoon level, a tank commander's twodimensional display shows coalition forces
10 kilometers to the east and enemy forces
30 kilomelers to the north. pon hearing "incoming" on the platoon voice net, he executes a react to indirect fire bartJe driU. His
display now shows a unil five kilometers to
the northeast represented by 'Unknown" IFF
symbols. His battalion completed a peace-
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keeping oper-'tion in southwest Africa nine
months earlier.

Research Issues
The scenario is presented as a platfoml for
considering some of the Force XXI MPT research issues. As stated in the Training and
Doctrine Command Pamphlet 52;-5, Force
XXI Operations, Force XXlleaders, regardless of rank or experience, will be reqUired
to make rapid, doctrinally sound decisions
as they plan and execule missions in diverse,
complex, high pressure operational environments. Future leader also must be able
to fully exploit the opportunities and capabilities of new digitized command systems.
They must show vision, adaptability, creativity
and the ability to reduce anlbiguities-all while
operating under stress and the scrutiny of international media. The ba Ic MPT research
questions are relatively straightforward.
Firsl, how do we determine what knowledge, skills, and abilities are required for successful performance and leadership in Force
XXI? Second, what methods and career experiences can be used to develop officers and
enlisted personnel? And, third, how do we
train the increasing number of individual, unit,
and Leadership tasks in an era of increasingly limited training resource ?The number of
tasks to be trained will increase because the
Force XXI modular Army will have both a
greater variety of missions and fewer individualized officer and enlisled specialties.
More peciJically, how are Force XXJ

leaders at all echelons supposed to make use
of aU the digitized information' Much of the
digitization R&D is working to get more information, more quickly to the decision-maker. While this is important, it is al 0 inlportant 10 determine what information and how
much infomlation battle commanders need
10 increase dleir unils' performance, be it on
the battlefield or in OOTW. More information is nOl necessarily better, as there will certaittly be instances of information overload.
The question then becomes: How do we tmin
leaders at all echelons to make effective u e
of the Force XXI digital technology and
doctrine?
Other MPT research i sues that can be
drawn from the scenario include:
• TI,e effects of intemetted, non-hierarchical information flow on leadership and
command relationships;
• selecting and assigning active and reserve
component ofJjcers and noncommissioned
officers with the abilities and skills for effeclive decision-making and leadership;
• Training rapid. SOlUld decision-making
when confronted with conflicting digital information;

If the Army
is to meet
the goals
of Force XXI,
there
must be
significant
advancement
in manpower,
personnel
and training
technologies
to complement
advances
in hardware
and digital
technologies.

ArmyRD&A
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of dlis rype whicb is currendy performing a
peacekeeping mission in the inai as part of
a multinational force and observers. The research addresses various MPT technologie ,
including selection, small-unit cohesion,
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commitment, training, economic and fami·
Iy impact.
Other ARI research projects addressing the
full spectrum of Force XXl issues involve: in·
tercultural communication requirements for
SpeciaJ Forces tearns, training methods to sustain foreign language skills, trdining tech·
nologies to improve night operations, and the
development of OOTW training strategies.

Force XXI Research
Priorities

• Research Units (5)
.. CoordinationlResearch Elements (7)

• Training interculrural sensitivities to all
echelons;
• Understanding skill acquisition and decay as soldiers and units shift between traditional combat missions and OOTW;
• Ensuring basic combat tasks are fully
trained, e.g., e."eculing baltle drills, along with
Force XXl technology-based tasks.

ARI Research Supporting
Force XXI
Much of ARl's training systems research
involves enhancing the effectivenes of
new training imulation technologies with the
focus largely being on how to use distributed
interactive Simulation (01 ). Virtual training
simulations, no matter how elaborate or life·
like, are mere I)· tools to be u cd to improve
soldier and unit perfomlance. Simply stated,
ARl's training simulation re earch is looking
for better ways to lise these new tools. List·
ed below are brief descriptions of selected
ARI research projects that support Force XXl.
Other article in this issue present more COol·
plete descriptions of these and other ARl
Force XXl·related projects.
Force XXI Training Strategies for the
Digitized Battlefield. Tllis research is developing new training technologic that will
help prepare operators and commanders to
incorpomte new doctrine and take maximum
ad'"dntage of d,e capabilities of evolVing dig·
itized command, control and communications
systems. The project will use developmen·
tal simulation and the Advanced Warfighting
Experiments to demonstrate and evaluate prototype training tecluliques. The work will be
done in conjunction with the Mounted Bat·
despace Battle Lab.
Multi-Service Distributed Training
Technologies. Thi project is developing
guidelines for the use of Dl in the training
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of joint missions with the initial focus on close
air support. A recent demonstration linked
together simulated armored forces, attack aircraft, forward air controllers, and ground spotters in four states. The project will also de·
velop performance measures for interrelated
brigade·level tasks, e.g., synchronization, as
the basis for brigade-level performance assessment and feedback methods.
Human DimensIons of Battle Com·
mand. This project is determining the key
factors in commander and staff effectiveness.
It will then validate recommended organizational designs, procedural changes, and
training strdtegies for effective battle com·
mand. Issues include siruationa! assessments, effective utilization of all combat pow·
er, and communication of commander's
intent. The research will include the analy·
sis of data from the Battle Command TrJin·
ing Progmm and the Louisiana Maneuvers
Data Base.
Simulation-Based Training for Army
National Guard Units. This project is de·
veloping and evaluating a trucrured multi·
echelon training program using DIS and con·
structive simulations. The work includes the
development and validation of new methods
of performance feedback and after action reo
view capabUities.
Force XXI Leader Effectiveness and Development. ThiS project is developing
medlods for inlproved lellder assessment and
development from pre·commissioning
tllrOugh company-grade ofli ers. The research
will develop measures of effective leadership
acro organizational levels and new approaches for progressive leader development.
Volunteer Reservists in Peacekeeping
Operations. This project is evaluating the
use of composite active and reserve com·
ponent units, Tbe foclls is on the first unit

In an era of reduced budgets, the Army
needs to be particularly prudent in its prioritization of progmms, including those R&D
programs that are helping the Army to real·
ize the full potential of Force XXl. To a great
extent, the Army's MPr R&D is guided by two
documents, the Army Modernization Plan and
the Army SCience and Technology Master Plan
which well represent MPI" concerns. Can·
sidering that greater than 60 percent of the
Army's bUdget goes to personnel and train·
ing, it makes good sense for the Army to continue to place emphasis on the development
of new MPI" technologies.
Force XXI is about a leap-ahead, digitized
capabiliry that will leverage the latest advances in electronics. These include the ef·
fective integration of electronic intelligence,
computer processing, advanced software, and
'window to the battlefield" displays. BlIt it
is also about well-tmined units comprised of
quality oldiers. And it is about leaders with
vision who can trdnslate the digitized infor·
mation into effective battle command. Only
when the digitized, electronic technologies
are merged with appropriate manpower, per·
sonnel and training technologies will we fully realize the information-based potential of
Force XXl.

DR. SCOTT E. GRAHAM is a research psychologist in ARTs Plans.
Programs and Operations Office in
Alexandria, VA. He has a BA.from
Indiana University and a PhD. from
the University of Maryland in cognitivepsycbology. He workedfor eight
years at ARTs F011 Knox Field Unit
and has conducted resea1'ch on simulation-based training, reserve component and Special Forces training.
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SOLDIER
SELECTION
FOR
FORCE XXI
By Dr. Michael G. Rumsey
Soldier Quality
As the Army approaches the 21 st cena,ry, it is faced simultaneously with declining
resources and monumental chalienges, Even
as it downsizes, its missions are increasing
both in numbers and variery, ow, besides
preparing for conventional, large-scale warfare, it must also be prepared for the full range
of operations other than war, The Army' reo
sponse to these chalienges, Force XXI, is both
proactive and innovative, It accepts the reality of downsizing and focuses on leveragIng those resources that will still be available,
Much of the discussion of Force XXI has
emphasized the importance of new technology, particularly with respect 10 the digitized battlefield and associated communication issues, Technology is in fact a cntical
element of the Army's strategy, However, no
Ie s importam ;s the concept of soldier quality, The Army's Training and Doctrine Com·
mand Pamphlet 525, Force XXi Operatiot1S,
notes: "Quality soldiers, trained and led by
competent and caring leaders, will remain a
key to success on future battlefields," 'ntis
article discusses current and planned work
by the U,S, Army Research In tinne (ARI) to
improve soldier quality through selection,

Historical Perspective
The focus of ARI's selection research is to
detemtine what constitutes quality, develop
the techniques to measure it, and detennine
how to apply these techniques in the most ef·
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fective and cost-effective manner possible.
Army research on the problem of defining qmlity is not new, It began in 1917 witll tlle de·
velopment of the Army Alpha and Beta rests
10 select and classify recruits for World War I
on the basis of cognitive aptitude. The Army
then developed the Army Classification Battery for differential assignment, a forerunner
to the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (AVSAB), which ha been u ed for
joint ervice enlisted selection and classification since 1976,
Recendy, ARl has been conducting resean::h
which uggest the need for a more comprehensive assessment of applicant charactenstics. The research has identified multiple facets of job performance and indicates
that multiple measures are needed to best predict these facers, ew tests of temperament,
spatial ability, and psychomotor ability have
been developed which represent a major step
toward improved prediction of entisted
performance. We are currently working on
refinements to ensure that the e mea ures
work as well in an operational environment
as they do in a research environment.

New Requirements
While the general problem of defining qual·
ity is not new, it takes on new urgency and
direction as we try to develop a definition
of quality which will meet tlle req uiremenls
of the 21st cenrury battlefield, This definition
must take into account the need to deal

The focus
of the Army
Research
Institute's
selection
research
is to determine
what constitutes
quality, develop the
techniques
to measure it,
and determine
how to apply
these techniques
in the most
effective
and cost-effective
manner
possible.
Army RD&A
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FORCE XXI SOLDIER REQUIREMENTS

perform in his or ber first or second tour than
we can at predicting how he or she will perform as a mid-level or senior non-conlmissioned officer. Considerable research is also
needed to enable us to better predict officer
performance. We need to look at the job requirements at aU organizational levels, nO! just
the enlisted entry level, and we need to develop procedures which will ensure we are
placing individuals in each case for the maximum benefit of the Army.

Conclusion
Today, Force XXI is a concept. Bringing
this concept to realit)' will require doctrine,
tecbnology and equipment. But above aU, it
will require people who can perform effectively in the 21st centwy environment. The
Army must be able to attract these people;
tben it must be able to recognize and properly place them. Through the efforts outlined
here, AID is attempting to develop the tool
that will be most helpful in the recognition
and placement proce s. These tools will help
ensure that we do not wdSte manpower, the
010 t predous resource we have, as ,ve move
toward century 21.

effectively with a rapid flow of information
in a high-stress environment. It must encompass the ability to quickly determine the
relevance and importance of the informMion
received and to use effective judgmeOl and
time managemeOl so th.at the individual can
respond effectively to the siNation ratber than
being overwhelmed by infonnation overload.
Our intervic::,vs \vith Desert Storm veter·

ans identified some performance requirements which may well forecast some aspects
of what will be required in a Force XXI environment. The e included adaptability,
tenacity under stress, capacity to learn spontaneously from experience, sustained performance, resourcefulness and working well
with others. The definition of quality for the
Force XXI soldier must also take into accowu
req uirements associated with peacekeeping
and operations other than war, uch as cultural awareness and IOJerance for boredom.
Tbis new, evolving definition of requiremeOlS for the 21st century soldier suggests
the need to develop appropriate new predictor measures. Such requirements as
adaptability and tenacity under stress have
non-cognitive components which can be assessed to some exteOl by measures of temperameOl and personal history. These types
of measures are being developed and tested,
with encouraging results. Future research will
focus on improving such measures and in-
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creasing their coverage of characteristics as-

sociated with Force XXI requirements.

Person-to-Job Match
To maximize the efficacy of our force in
the 2 I t century, we must ensure that individuals and jobs are properly matched. One
generic definition of quality will not apply
equally to aU jobs. We must differentiate those
characteri tics wbich are important for
combat jobs from those which are importam
for combat support and combat service support jobs, tben make further distinctions to
the extent possible. The current ASVAB provides separate selection criteria for separate
collections of jobs. These criteria will be refined and expanded to enhance overall effectiveness. We will look at the person-to-job
match from the job ide as well. We expect
that jobs will need to be re-defined to fit the
requirements of Force XXI. We will conduct
research to deveLop inlproved job definition
procedures so that the new job structures can
be rationally aligned with the Army's needs
and individual aptitudes.

DR. MICHAEL G. RUMSEY has
been chief of the Selection and Assignment Research Unit in the Manpower and Personnel Research DiVision, U.S. Army Research Institute
since 1989. He holds an A.B. degree
in political science from \'Vbitman
College and M.5. and Ph.D. degrees
in social psychology from Purdue
University. Since 1975, he has participated in and directed numerous
research projects dealing with enlisted and officer selection, classification, and assessment. He is the senior editor of Personnel Selection
and Classification, a bookpublished
in 1994 by Lawrence Erlbaum Associate .

Quality Leaders
We also need to look at how the defu1ition
of quality regarding Force XXI requirements change as one moves up the organizational ladder. We believe we can do a better job of predicting how a soldier will
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The battle command concept incorporates
both battle decision making and leading and
motivating soldiers and their organizations
into action to accomplish mission (FM 1005. June, 1993). Building on a long tradition
of behavioral science research on tactical planning and decision making and a paraUei tradition of research On Army leadership from
pre-commissioning to strategic levels, the U.S.
Army Research Institute (ARl) is conducting
a research and development program to support the deVelopment of battle commanders
for Force XXI. This artide will briefly examine
the changing requirements for battle commanders under Force XXI. highlight some recent research /indings and technology insertions, and provide an overview of
longer-range re earch goals.
Questions being addressed center around
two major issues:
• What are the performance requirements for the Force XXI battle commander?
• How does the Army develop competent,
confident and tactically proficient battle commanders for Force XXI?

Force XXI Battle Command

I

In many ways, the job of a Force JCX] tactical or operational commander will not be
very different than it i today. Battle commanders will need to understand the mission
passed down from higher headquarters;
identify. evaluate and select options for accomplishing the mission; and guide their organization to successful mission accomplishment. TItis will not be done in isolation,
but Witll a supporting staff system, and a continuing need to train the supporting staff to
perform their assigned tasks. But, under Force
XXI. battle command will be perfo.nned witllin a radically ne\v infomlalion environment
and within a new organizatioruU strUcture.
Force XXI conditions will change the nature
of the battle commander's task, and in order
to maximize the commander's battlefield effectiveness, the e changes need to be understood.

Impacts of Battlefield
Digitizatlon
The vision for Force XXI includes battlefield information technologies which wiU allow digitization of the battlefield; information
will flow in an intemetled fashion among all
echelons. across all battlefield opemting systems. When these information concepts are
combined witll plans to physically isolate the
commander and principal staff in battle com-
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By Dr. Stanley M. Halpin
mand vehicles, we can see that the commander will have a distributed, virtual staff
group; t1lere will seldom be a cluster of staff
persorUlel arowld a common map sheet providing situation updates or assessments, as
in the past.
Digitization is expected to result in a net
gain in situation awarenes and understanding for senior personnel, a net gain in the extent to wltich dillerent elements share a common vision of the current siruation, and a net

Force XXI conditions
will change the nature
of the battle
commander's task,
and in order to
maximize the
commander's
battlefield effectiveness,
these changes need
to be understood.

reduction in the number of staff personnel
required. It will also certainly result in a
change in the working relationships berween
battle commanders and their staffs. The Army
needs to develop battle commanders who can
adapt to and, more inlportantly. take advantage of this new way of working.

Impacts of Modular Units
If infoffilation-age technology is tile most
frequently used tenn to describe the materiel
underpinnings of the Force XXI vision. then
modularity is the most often u ed organizational-<lesign concept. In a smaller Army, we
cannot afford the luxury of maintaining division-sized wtits which are designed and
tmined to accomplish a single mis ion. The
ahernative whicl1 has been proposed is to assemble brigade--or division-size forces from
among force modules as needed for a given
ntission. A situation where ad hoc forces are
assembled under strong time pressures for
mpid deployment cOltld create spinoff consequences for battle commanders.
First, ARI research has shown that the effective span of control of commanders depends to a great extent on their establishment
of strong working relationships with their subordinate commanders. It is difficult to invest
total trust in an unknown subordinate, no matter how competent he or she is reputed to
be; an ad hoc wtit with many unfamiliar
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subordillates COl~d severely t'lX even the most
expert commander's Ie:ldership skills.
Second, subordinate commands are not independent actors, but mUler, elements of U,e
larger unit. Force XXI barUe commanders,
working with unfamiliar subordinates, may
also be faced wim the diffiCult task of coordinating with unfamiliar adjacent and upporting modular units to a greater extent man
in me past.

Battle Commanders
Developing Expertise
BarUefieid digitization and ad hoc modular units will put increasing demands on Ule
battie commander's personal knowledge and
skills. ARl scientists participated with the Batde Command BarUe uboratory (BCBL) in conducting focused rotations at the ational
Training Center and the Joint Readiness Training Center in 1994; observations made
mere confirmed for Arm)' leaders what is
known about other professions: expens must
po ess high levels of well-integrated domain
knowledge in order to operate effectively. In
me context of batUe command, expeMise
demands a morough understand.ing of relevam tactics, techniques and procedures. Expertise is gaJned Over a long period of time,
widl considemble practice. An i sue, then,
is how to develop expert Force XXI barUe
commanders and develop the nece ary leadership, decision making, and broad technical skills required to command ad hoc
modular units commanded by unfamiliar subordinates.

Battle Commander
Development
An Army division comm'Ulder takes 2S
years to develop. Force XXI batde commanders now are in variou stages in the developmental pipeline. The major generals
who will as ume command, in 2010, of division-sized elements of Force XXI entered
the Army in 1983-1985, are in their early 305,
have participated in Operation Just Cause
and/or Operation Desert Storm, and will graduate from the Command and General Staff
Officer's Course in 1994-1996. Under their
command will be commanders of brigadesized elements who are currenUy senior captains who probably also have Operation Just
Cause and/or Operation Desert Stonn experience.

The tieutenant colonels who will command
banaIion-sized Force XXI elements in 20 I0
entered the Army in 1991-1993 and probably did not participate in Operation Desert
Storm, bm may have experience in omalia,
Rwanda, and/or Haiti. The commanders of
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Force XXI company-sized elements have not
yet entered high school. How the e future
barUe commanders and command staff will
develop and prdctice tbe kills needed for the
Force XXI digitized battiefield is a major consideration of our research.
The Army leader development model is
based on the relationship among the three
pillars of officer development: i.nstitutional
training and edu ation, operational assignments, and self development. The Officer Perso,mel Management System, built around this
model, balances the institutional and operational opportunities in an officer's career,
wim each succcs ive experience allowing
grOwUl and development. The goal is to provide an orderly, predictable career path which
will maximize an officer's capability to accomplish each new assignment. We believe
the fundamental concepts of this leader development model fit Ule requirements for batde command devclopment for Force XXI, but
the specific details of the information,
knowledge, kills, and expen:ise, and me tinling of critical experiences need to be better
understood.

ARI Research on Battle
Command
Past ARJ research relevam to developing
Force XXI battle commanders draws from
two parallel trdcks: an emphasis on tactical
decision making processes and an equal emphasis on senior leadership competencies.
TIle insights gained from mese research programs were brought together in a presentation to GEN Frederick Franks, then com·
mander, U.S. Army Tmining and Doctrine
Command (fRAOOC) and formed the basis
for a joint ARJ and DCBL Workshop on Force
XXI BarUe Command held at Fort LeavenwOrUl, KS, in November 1994. This application of prior research findings to the concept of battie command and the workshop
discussions provide the foundation for exploration of new approaches to me development of hattie commanders.

A Prellininary Cognitive
Model
A cognitive model was developed to describe tile interplay among factors wh.ich affect an individual's effectiveness in perfonning complex mental tasks. Based on their
experiences, individuals develop knowledge, skills, and attitudes which affect their
perfonnance. A second component of me
model recognizes that knowledge alone is relatively useless; true expertise cOmes as individuals organize their knowledge. Expertise implie e;-.-tensive domain knowledge
organized in a complex, adaptable fashion.
TIle knowledgeable commander Cilll recognize points of similarity between the current
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HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF BATTLE COMMAND
TASKS

Factors Affecting Thinking-Reasoning-Deciding

Understand
Visualize
Predict
Plan
Create
Choose
Communicate
etc,

KNOWLEDGE
ORGANIZATION

> Complex Mental Models

1
COGNITIVE MODES
Intuition
Non-Linear Judgment

Logical Analysis
Concrete Operations

bartlefield situation and famou battles, bUl
the expert baule commander can recognize
opportunities and risks in the current situation, building only in part on hisrorkal analogies. Effective organization of one's knowledge can come abour only with practice and
experience.
Complex cognitive skills are required for
battle command-some we can identify, otbers we need more research to articulate;
moreover, baule commanders may need rO
be capable oftllinking in a number of modes,
such a inruitively or logically, depending
upon the task demand, We believe that, at
a minimum, components of these skills can
be taught. We also believe that, to a large extent, modes of thougbr also can be taught.
Finally, task performance depends to
some extent on organizational dynamics. For
example, a baule commander with zero tol·
erance for failure will hear fewer speculative
ractical assessments than " battle commander who encoul"'dges open discussion.

Insights
Based on this cognitive model and the miJieary and civilian research which underlies
it, we have derived a number of general insights into the cognitive aspects of battle command. Some of these are:
• Even the most intuitive battle comm'lJ1der
must have a sound base of experience and
knowledge to draw upon when making decisions. There is no magical process where-
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by someone can solve a complex problem
in an area about which they know little or
nothing.
• At a mininlllm, components of critical
battle command skills uch as planning, problem solving, decision making, communicat-

ing, and leading can be taught.
• Expertise cannor be taught; it [Ilust be
developed over time,
• Expen battle commanders operate on the
knowledge they bring to the siruation a modified and refined by information about the current situation. The massive intemetted flow

of information seen as the hallmark of Force
XXI will be critically importanr for the control function, but mal' contribute relati ely
lirtle to bartle command_

Continuing Research
ARJ will continue to collect data during focussed rotations at combat trd.ining cearers
and during adVlUlced warfighting experiments
10 assist the Army in the articulation of skills
required of Force XXI bartle commanders_
Our future research progrdm will continue
to be oriented on our [WO central questinns
on battle command:
• What are the perfoffilance requirements for the Force XXI bartle commander'
• How does the Army develop competent,
confidenr and tactically proficient battle commanders for Force XXI?
Several research efforts are directed at developing cognitive and metacognitive skills.

For example, researchers at ti,e ARJ Fort leavenworth Research Unit are currel1lly reaching a 17-hour block of instruction on practical thinking kills within rhe Baltle
Command Elective (A308) of the Command
and General Staff Officer's Course, Pending
evaluation results on this pUm effort, we expect to refine and export the in rruction to
other TRADOC chools.
We are laying the groundwork for an understanding of the growth of Army leaders'
knowledge, skills, and abilities over time as
a function of educational and assignment experience. Much of this research is developing
performance and kill measures targeted at
the battle commander as a leader and a decision maker. One project is attempting to
measure the growth of cognitive and
metacognitive skills at different rimes in officers' careers. Valid me:lsures could be used
to provide feedback to developing battle commanders on their cognitive and metacognitive skUls. The AID Leader Development Research Unit at the _So Milirary Academy, West
Point, is conducting longirud.inal research on
officer development USing a variery of apri·
rude, cognitive, and leadership measures_ Critical to this and other related research looking at the nature of expertise is rhe
development of meaningful performance
measures of barrie command.
Battle commanders with strong leader and
decision-making skills are critical ro tbe 'uccess of Force XXI. The human dimensions
of bartle command will continue to be a major focal point for ARJ behavioral and social
science research on selection and assessment,
performance measurement, leadership, and
decision making.

DR_ STANLEY M. HALPIN has been
chi~lof the ARI Research

Unit at Fort
Leavenworth, K5, since 1983, He has
a B.S. in industn'al and labor relations from Cornell University and
M.S. and PhD. degrees in social psychologyfrom Purdue University, He
is the co-author of Information
Technologyfor Command and Control, a book published in 1991 by
IEEE.
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DEVELOPMENT
OF
A FORCE XXI
TRAINING
MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY
By Dr. Jack H. Hiller,
BG Stewart W. Wallace,
COL Scott C. Marcy
and CPT Robert B. Akam
Introduction
The Army chief of taft has said that the
critical challenge for the Army as we create
Force XXI is to remaio trained and ready,
while growing more capable. Essential to
training readine s are the resources reo
quired for conducting the training; the
spares, fuels, ranges, maneuver areas, and the
training aids, devices, siDlulatofS. and simulations crADS ) necessary to accomplish the
mission. To maximize the value of these resources, there is a need to develop current
and relevant unit tralning strategies. In addition, there is also a need for management
tools to: analyze changes in training needs
caused by revised mission assignments and
personnel turbulence/turnover; coordinate
the acquisition of resources (e.g., firing
t'.wges, fuel and butlets); and construct schedules for individual, leader, and collective training that adjust to outside laSkings and post
support chores. Finally, there is a need to create a simplified, yet accurate means for routinely reporting training results to enable monitoring of readiness and detection of needs
for training system Changes, including funding requirements.
The Tr-...ining Directorate (DAMO-TR), in
the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Opemtions and Plans, is leading the organiza·
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tion of efforts by the Army Training and Doc·
trine Command (TRADOC), the Army Forces
Command (FORSCOM), U.S. Army, Europe
(USAREUR), National Guard, and Army Research Institute (ARl) to estimate and justi-

Essential to training
readiness are the
resources required for
conducting the training;
the spares, fuels,
ranges, maneuver
areas, and the training
aids, devices,
simulators, and
simulations necessary
to accomplish the
mission.

fy the necessary training resources and to develop the management tools necessary for
maiotaioing readiness during the transition
to Force XXI and beyond.

Operational Tempo
Rationalization and
Validation
How much operational tempo (OI'TEMPO)
does an 3ffilored or aviation unit require to
achieve and maintain combat readiness? Don't
unit Mission Essential Task Usts (METl), and
basing difference (e.g.. Fort Hood or
USAREUR) affect access to tralning areas,
train.ing strategies, and OPTEMPO requirements' Field commanders generate and forward their analyses of training resource requirements, but how good are their training
stmtegies and how accumte are their analyses of resource requirements? The Office of
the Secretary of Defense and the General Accounting Office have continued to ask these
questions year after year.
Back in the mid-8Os, DAMQ-TR attempted
to answer these questions with the direct assistance ofTRADOC and major cOll1IrulIld representatives by fomlulating tralning strategies
for each type of battalion, at each readiness
level. Panels of experienced trainers led by
TRADOC proponents distilled their experi-
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ence to esLimate how often units needed to
train in the fleld with the ;tid of TADSS, to
!ustain each readiness level. Based on average Army cost factors, each battalion training' trategy" was costed and emered in the
DAMo-TR daL1 base as a Battalion Level Training Model (BLTM).
Today, the Army is once again facing the
need to a curately detemtine and then defend its analyses of the resources required to
maintain tr;,ining readiness. Today, this
challenge will be met by capitalizing on the
experience of Army leaders, both in-Service
and recently retired, to fonn tbe training
strategies-but with significant changes in procedure from the original effort. \Vhen the
BlTMs were originally defined, there was an
intent to have each MACOM coUect data that
would form more accurate BlTMs than the
single models or strategies, but tl,at intent was
never realized.

Recognition of Basing
Differences
Accuracy deD1ands that significant variations in availability of trairUng areas and training devices to units be incorporated in me
unit ' training strategies. To accomnlOdate
this requirement, FORSCOM has provided selected armored urUts from ill Corps as a test
bed and USAREUR has likewise provided all
armored unit from V Corps. The current availabiUty of the simulation network (SIMNET)
in USAREUR and severe maneuver area limitations will be reflected in training strategies
custom tailored for USAREUR. Likewise, training strategies will be custom tailored for Fon
Hood. To focus the effort, only me 10 highest co t battalions wiU be worked initiaUy.
11,e basic procedure will be to draft the training strategies with the aid of detailed TADSS
inventories :md recent urUt training progr.uns.
TRADOC proponents will be criLical evaluators of tl,ese draft strategies.

Field Testing
Once me training strategies have been approved by TRADOC proponents, they will be
applied to craft complete two-year training
plans. 11,e rwo-)'ear plans will provide a detailed basis for conducting cosLing :U1d effectiveness analyses. This two-year period was
selected to pemtit inclusion of rotations to
me combat training centers that typically occur within every 24 months, and to prOVide
a firm basis for costing analy es.
After tl,e training strategies and two-year
plans have been drafted, they will be subjected to 'murder boards" at Fort Hood and
USAREUR hosted by the test-bed units, After
scrubbing, the test-bed urUts will use the strategies and two-year pl:ms as training managenlent aids. 11,e test urUts will be free to vary
their schedules to accommodate mission re-
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quirements, acru:il availability of tesources, and
emerging new and better ideas, DAJ\10:rR
will monitor unit execution with the assis-

tance of ARJ to detennine if the training strategies correspond to actual practice, and, if not,
how to modify them to reflect actual resource
requi.rements.

Flexible Training Strategies
The training strategies will be drafted to
identify the a1temative live, constructive, and
virtual sinmlations that Im.its may choose, or,
because of shortages, be forced to use. However, to ensure Ulat training readine

i ac-

curately monitored by the units, eadl of the
altemative TADSS will be rated in ooe of four
categories for its ability to train specific taSks.
TI,e four ratings are: (A) Combat Training Center (erC) rotation: reali m sufficient to permit appr.usal of urUt training reldiness for the
Unit Status Report (USR); (8) erc quality
training: realism also sufficient to permit appraisal of unit training readiness for the SR;
(C) training Gate quality, bur not adeqnate
for SR; (0) good enough only for refresher or ba ic training.

Training Management
rut training management is exceedingl)'
complex. Units are responsible for achieving
and maintaining readiness for multiple combat missions and military operations other
than war. 11,e mission tasks to be trained
withi.n a battaJion nunlber in the hundreds,

for botll collective and individual soldier training. Personnel turbulence/turnover and
skill degradation complicate determination
of unit capability and thus complicate precise scheduling of tl,e most important tasks
to be trained or refreshed. Coordinating the
resources for training events require continuous attention and effort, Collecting the
results of lraining and anaJy-Ling them to ad-

just training schedules and to assess tr.Uning
readiness are tasks SO diffiCUlt that a great deal
of ubjective estimation must be relied upon
by training staffs and commanders.
To pro,1de units with computer-based trdining management tools, ARJ developed an integrated training management system (training,personnel, supply and maintenance were
included together) and tested it in one bat,
talion (the I/11FA) of the High Technology
Te~1 Bed, Fort Lewis, WA, in the micHl()s. Ine
test results validated the utility of a computerbased training management system (tlle Advanced Technology UrUt Tmining Management System).

Collecting
the results
of training
and
analyzing
them
to adjust
training
schedules
and
to assess
training
readiness
are tasks
so difficult
that
a great
deal
of subjective
estimation
must be
relied upon
by training
staffs
and
commanders.

Standard Army Training
System
Based on the success of AlU's experimenLlI
system, and further development by the High
Technology Test Bed as the Jntegrated
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Training Management System, TRADOC
a umed proponency and fielded a personal computer-based Stand'ltd Army Training
System (SATS). During tins fiscal year, with
funding and policy gUidance provided by
ODC OPS, the Army Tmining Support Center will advance the capabilities and user
friendliness of tbe SATS by entirely reprogrammlng it to feature objective oriented progmmming witbin a Windows, or Windowslike, environment. Thi software, called
SAl'S 4.0, will "pull thc user" into the process
of managing tmining.

Training Management Tools
The new SAT (4.0) wiU incorporatc tbe
experimental training strategies as upgmded
versions of Combincd Arms Training Stmtegies and the two-year training plans as example implementations. The Training Mix
Model developed by the Training ArulJysis
Center wiU be incorporated to assist training
managers to modify tI,C strategies as a function of shifting training resources. An automated scheduling program, developed by
ARl, wiU be included. The program is based
on tbe concept of "simulated armealing." i.e.,
the program constructs a schedule based on
rated training prioritie and availability of resources until ir hits an impasse, at which point
the program backs up a few steps and resumes its schcduling task ( ee An Application ofSimulated A Ilnealillg to Scheduling
Army Unit Training, ARl TR 727, Hart and
Goehring, 1986).
Of major importancc, the SAT wiU incorporate the Combined Arms Tactical
Trdiner - Training Exercise Development System data base which comprehensively lists
all missions and task and provides a training quality rating for all TADSS, including the
Close Combat Tactical Trainer.
Another management tool to be incorporated in the SATS d,"a base is the set of Critical Combat Functions (CCFs) recently defined by ARl research (see cbapter, •A
Conccptual Framework for Measuring Unit
Performance," by l.cwman, Mullcn, and
Root in Delennillunts ofEffective Unit Perfonnance, Edited by Holz, Hiller, and McFann,
ARl, July 1994). TI,e CCFs were developed
in rc ponsc to a major management problem
fOlUld by d,e detenninants research. The management problem's gcncsis comes from a gap
between management doctrine and the
tools needed for implementation.
FM 25-100, Training The Force, guides
units at every echelon in an.'I!yzing tIleir missions to identify tile Wlit's MET!., and to communkate thi MITL down the chain of command to assisr units in developing their
training progmms. Altllough units have rou·
tinely defined and communicated their
METLs, the tasks necessary for focu ing tntin-
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ing, e.g., Mission Training Plan (MTP) tasks,
have not been systematically listed. Missions
and activities th:u were too general or ahstract
were gellcrally listed as additional MET!. tasks.
-l1le problem as analyzed by ARl appeared
to stem from a reluctance to crcate tile long
list of MTP tasks that were associated with
each MEn item.
The CeFs were created and designed to
prOVide a functional basiS for naturally organizing task dusters by decomposing the seven Battlefield Opct"ating Systems. Thmy-nine
CCl's have been identified for combined arms
operations and are organized within tbe battlefield operating 'ystems, e.g., maneuver:
conduct tactical movement, and engage ell'
emy with direct fire; command and control:
plan for combat operations; direct and lead
preparation; direct and lead execution of the
hattIe.

Training Readiness and
Resources Linkage
An imponam feature of tile ATS data base

win allow training managers 10 key in tbe results of their training. An automated ftware
routine wiU then track tbe Status of training
against the Wlit MJITL to enable a running assessmenl of unit training readiness. Diagnostic
pointers for remedial training will be provided
for consideration. Furthermore, training
readine will be linked bl' SATS software to
training resource expenditures and shortfalls.
Thus, training resources and training readiness wiU be linked and simultaneously mOnitored by units. TItis SATS capability will greatly enhance the unit' ability to monitor and
report training readiness. It will also give the
Department of Army the ability to estimate
and ju tify training readiness resources.
This module win allow the Wlit command·
er to cOnlmunjcate training readiness with
DA in sinlilar fashion to tile Personnel,
Equipment on Hand, and Eqltipmelll Re"diness systems.

Force XXI Transition
Training Management

on training resources ratiollalization? man-

agement, and readiness reponing described
in this paper wiU prOVide an efficient and effective basis for units to maintain their training readiness as they transition to Force XXI.
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In the pasl. an already complicated unil
training managemcnt environment was alway tre sed by the fielding of new equipment, change ill tactical doctrine, and typically lale arrival of individual training,
maintemmce, and collective training prognUlls. Force XXI development planning
should sharply reduce tI1ese historical training problcms. The Army, by committing 10
an experimentation methodol gy for dcveloping Force XXI, has adopted a strategy tI,at
requires training 10 be developed in parallel
Witil equipment and doctrine-so that the
equipment and doctrine can be tested without ohscmation of resl~t caused by untrained
and llnprepared experimental units. TI,e work
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Introduction
Training has been critical to the successful conduct of mounted warfare in the past,
and it will continue to be so in the future.
Training for the 21st century promises to be
increasingly challenging as smaller forces use
highJl' sophisticated equipment in widely
varying environments. Force XXI, the digiti7-ation of battlefield sy terns through application of infommtion technology, will result in major changes in the conduct of
mounted warfare on future battlefields.
Combat Lactics, techniques, and procedures

are likely to change significantly. How must
the design of training change to accommodate new training requirements and technologies?
In some aspects, training for Force XXI will
remain much as it is today. At tl,e delivery
level, training wiU still be conducted largely through the provision of opportunities for
pmctice with performance feedback, although the feedback will be provided increasingly through means other tban IHunan
instru tors. At the management level, the systems approach to tl"dining will still provide
the appropriate framework for training, although parts of the process will be increasingly abbreviated and automated.
TI,e training process involves analysis, design, development, implementation, and
evaluation phases. Major outputs of trd.ining
design, the focus of this article, include the
identification and sequencing of training objectives and the development of evaluation
approaches. TI,e remainder of thi article
briefly examines ways in which the design
of training for Force XXI will differ from traditional tl"diniDg design. Following a brief discussion of future training requirements, the

structuring of tmining objectives and evaluation opportunities is addressed in terms of
an example imulation-based training program
and its inlplications for Force XXI tl"dining.

Training Requirements
Training for Force XXI must continue to apply the basic principles that guide Army training today. Among these are requirements to
train as combined arms tearns, to use performance-Qriented training in a functional context (train as you figbt), to challenge and excite soldiers and leaders (immerse them into
training), and to use ml~ti-echelon teclUl.iques
to trd.in organi7-ational echelons simultaneously.
The requirement for mOlmted warfare training to be increasingly simulation-based will
continue to emerge as we approach the 21 st
century. More specifically, the use of constructive and ,'irrual simulations will increase
as traditional training resources and locations
(ranges and maneuver areas) become more
constrained_ These simulation capabilitie
must be used efficiently as well as effectively.
Reserve units have long faced the requirement to train efficiently, due to constraims on training time. Active urUtS are increasingly faced with the ame need, due to
imilar time constraints, resource constraints,
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and the need ro train rapidly for a variety of
contingencies. Training efficiency will be a
prime con ideration ~ r Force XXI.
Force XXI will also face an increasing need
for staff training. particularly in infomlation
processing and command and control skills
to suppnrt combined arms, joint, and multinational opemtions. Finally, training requirements themselves will change more
rapidly in the future, due to the dynamic nature of world affairs and the development of
automated databases (e_g., the Standard
Army Tmining System) to support rapid upcL1ting of task analysis. Training for Force XXI
must, thus, be rapidly recorulgumble.
Consideration of existing and emerging
training requirements such as those outlined
above leads to recognition of lhe need for
structured training. As defined by LTG
(Ret.) Frederic}. Brown, structured training
involves the deliberate design of training

events to meet specific objectives in an organi7-ed sequence of performance and evaluation activities. Such design is necessary
for efficiem deHvery and reconfiguring of
training.
Structured training is not new to the Army.
Established examples include "I:tnes" training during field exercises and the matrix for
tbe Conduct of Fire Trainer. What is new is
recognition that structured training is appropriate for training complex tactical and
staff skills, for making best use of limited training time and resource available. and for taking full advantage of the capabilities of simulation_ A recent example of the de ign of
structured training is described briefly below,
followed by examination of issues relating to
tmctured training for Force XXI.

Example of Structured
Training
The Army Research Institute' (ARl') Armored Forces Research nit at Fort Knox recently completed a project (entitled "SinlUIation-Based Multi-echelon Training Program
for Armor Units"), providing training research
and development suppon for ti,e Reserve
Component Virtual Training Program
(RCYTP). TIlis program was estlbHshed at
Fort Knox with congressional funding to provide simulation-based tr,tining focused initially
on Anny ational Guaro (ARNG) armor units.
The training is designed to be "tum-key," so
that ARl'JG units can maximize their time in
training execution wrule at Fon Knox. The
program includes complete tra.ining support
packages and a dedicated teanl of military observer/controllers (O/Cs) 10 assist in training inlplememation.
The RCVTP design provides for a highly
structured training program with multi-echelon or nested training e;'{ercises. The program include a library or menu of over 100
structured training exercises, aU within the
context of two typical battallon-level missions
(one offensive and one defensive) conducted at tl,e National TrainiJlg Center. PlatOon,
comp:my, and battalion exercises are available for exeClltion 011 the Sinlulation Network
(SIMNET) , battali n taff exercises are available on the Janus simulation, and one battalion staff exercise is available on IMNET
with the addition of automated message generation capabilities.
TI,e program design focuses on critical
combat kill; each c.xercise addresses a small
number nf specific training objectives or critical subtasks. The sequencing of exerci es
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provides for a structured progression of
difficulry, often described as ·craw~waJk·run.·
Once the unit leader and OIC select a starting point in the Iibraty, the training unit completes exerdses based upon its performance and training needs (performanceoriented training).
Exercises are designed to focus 1e.'lr1]ing
and use simulation tinle eftidently. Each platoon and company exercise or table is organized into a short preparation period of 30
minutes or less, an execution period of ap-

proximately one hour, and an after action review (AAR) lasting abollt 30 minutes. Tbe
training objectives are tated expti itll' at the
beginning of each exercise and are addressed
during the AAR. Battation exerdses have a
similar organization over longer time periods.
The training design emphasizes frequent
provi ioo of feedback. Each AAR is facilitated by an a Ie who encourages group discu ion and discovery learning. The OIC has
various tools available to support the AAR.
In IMNEf, these include capabilities for replaying exercises (inducting communications)
from unlimited perspectives, for focusing on
or "freezing" key exercise events, and for extracting and displaying descriptive data
(Unit Perfonnance Assessment System developed by tbe Army Research Institute).
The design focuses the program On mao
neuver execution. TI,e provision of complete
training support packages and assistance from
OIGs allows units to move quickly into a tactical ituation in order to train in a functional
COntext. Units can move rapidly back into the
icuatioo or context following guided analysis of their previous performance dUring an
AAR' This approacb is designed to maximize
learning through challenging intera.ctive u e
of simulation tllat immerses tlle unit into training. Formative evaluation indicates that the
program has achieved this design goal.

Research Issues for Force
XXI
Structured sinlulation-based training programs such as tlle RCVTP provide a starting
point for the development of Force XXI training. This section addresse lessons learned
and research and development issues or requirements for tlle tructure of Force XXI
training. How can we get from structured
training of today to tlle training required for
tlle 21 st century>
One of tlle goals of structured training is
to provide efficient training delivery. That is,
overhead is minimized for the receivers of
training. Doing this has many imptications for
tlle design, development, and management
of training.
Future sinlulation systems need built-in
capabilities to support generation of structured training exerdses. lrruIgine a video game
that creates new versions as tlle player de·
feats existing ones. The design and development of tructured training is hard work
and resource-intensive. Much effort irequired to check routes, positions, and the tim-
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ing of events to ensure that performance duro
ing tr.uning exercises is cued properly for addressing specific rraining objective . Methods for increasing tlle efficiency of training
delivery have been tried and documented.
Methods for increasing tl,e efficiency of training design and development for Force XXI

Just as simulators are becnming reconfigurable

are now needed.
Research is needed to reduce tlle personnel

Conclusion

overhead of implementing structured training by automating OIC functions through intelligence built inro imulations. Force XXI
training programs are not likely to have dedicated military OIC teams available. Commanders must serve as trainers tiS well as active participant in the training. The)' will
need training in the operation of simulation
workstations, as welJ as in techniques of conducting structured training. lbis is a special
concern for tbe AAR process.
Trainers (O/Cs or commanders) will find
it increasingly difficult to use all availabLe feedback tools that simulation can provide (snch
as instant replays and statistical data summaries) in the hort time they have available
to prepare AARs. Feedback may continue to
be based largely on trainers' quick observations and judgments. One aspeCI of addressing
tllls situation is the development of methods
for integrating and rapidly displaying objective measures of perform'Ulce tailored for
users' needs, using automated intelligent feedback systems. Another aspect is recognition
that it will become more difficult for rr-.uners to observe performance as command and
control becomes increasingly automated or
digitized. Training observation and feedback
tools need to be built directly intO simulations
of digitized systems.
A!; structured training is developed and implemented, procedures and resource must
be put in place 10 sustain it. Software updates
and other enhancements will need to be incorporated into the programs, and good ideas
from trainers and others will need ro be con·
sidered and applied as appropriate. Configuration management and sustainment will be
required for structured training programs,
much a it is for weapons systems.
StOletured training is effective and efficient,
at least for basic levels of training. LTG (Ret.)
Brown has argued tbat training should be·
come less prescriptive and more descriptive
at advanced levels. Many questions remain
about how and when units should transition
from higllly scrucrured tables to exercise variations tailored for unique capabilities and requirements. This issue is especially criticaL
for information processing skills of prime interest for Force XXI.
A fin,l1 issue related to the last one rai ed
above is the required flexibiliry that mu t be
provided with future structured training. Units
must be increasingly prepared to operate in
a variety of contingencies and locations. They
will operare over wider terrain and more varieties of terrain. Their tr'.tining will require
larger terrain databases, and must be rapidly tailorable to terrain and otller conditions.

to represent different weapons systems ca·
pabilities, the training programs in which
these sinlulators are used must be reconfig·
urable for different conditions and requirements.

To make efficient use of simulation capabilities, training for Force XXI needs to be
structured yet flexible. Current structured
trai.ning programs provide a starting point for
Force XXI training, but many research and
development issues remain.
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THE ROLE
OF FLIGHT SIMULATION
IN THE FORCE XXI ARMY
In ltis vision for the Force XXI: Digitized
Battlefield VInny RD&A Bulletin, November·
December 1994), Army Chief of St"ff GE
Gordon R. Sullivan defined six points which
outline the axis of advance for the Army to
follow in order to achieve the enhanced ef·
fectiveness which is the prontise of Force
XXI.. The sixth point, "mke" holistic approach
to the problem," highlights a significant reo
quirement. Over the course of history,
down to the present, the aviation training
community has been concerned with the
training of aviators as individmls and not as
members of a crew or as unit leaders.
Adv"ncing technology has influenced the

By Dr. Dennis Wightman,
MG Ronald E. Adams,
and Charles A. Gainer
design of aircrdft. Engines, Structures. flight
controls, and avionics systems have all in,·
proved radically, while little effort has been
expended to adv:Ulce the technology, programs, and tools used

(0

train aircrews. In

sum, initial training has, illtbe past. focused
upon developing the individu,,1 aviator's skills,

while neglecting the roles aviators play in a
total force context.
When simulation is applied to the process,
it has more often than not been done in a
piecemeal and unsystematic fashion. A conveJ1lional wisdom "pproach has evolved
which has a guiding philosophy that the flight
environmelll is the best one in which to learn
piloting skills. Anl'1:hing short of real flight
is considered a compromise, since all important learning is thought to take place in
the aircraft. As a consequence, simulators

have been designed based upon what the lat·
est technol gy prOVides in the way of a
ground-based, pseudo·flight environment.
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Figure 1.
Initial entry rotary wing Army Aviation Training System.
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Scant attention has been paid 10 creating
a learning environment optimized for skill ac·
quisition and transfer of training to the dynamic, flexible environment which will
characterize the Force XXI Army. Acceptance
of these devices is typically based upon the
opinion of the acceptance test pilot or engineering measurements which compare
simulator functions with aircraft flight characteristics under equivalent llight regimes. Utrle effort is expended to define the training
effectiveness of Lraining systems.
Only a small amount of empirical research
exists to define ri,e training transfer effectiveness of Army training devices. This
viewpoint is echoed in a recent report of the
U.S. Congressional Office ofTecbnology Asse sment (OTA). The OTA S\lltes that, .... it
is strikingly notable, however!.1 that vast sums
of money are invested in new and innovative
pilot training devices and programs in the virtual absence of experiments providing quan·
titative estimates of effectiveness... " Even
when training effectiveness experiments are
conducted, the results can show that these
devices fall short of ri,e mark.
A tecent experiment was conducted by dle
Army Research (nstitute Rotary Wing Aviation Research nit to assess the transfer effectiveness of a simulator for sustaining gunnery skills. Thi teseatch revealed that the
sinllllator was of no apparent value in sustaining the kills of experienced crews after
a six month period with only simulator gunnery tr.tining. Other research has shown
mLxed results for training flight m:lI1euvers
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SIMULATOR

VALIDATE SKILLS
IN
AIRCRAFT

PTIWNlSU;L "ADVANCED SKillS

with -imulators; orne maneuvers show
training tr.lI1sfer to the llight environment for
orne tasks, but not for othe.rs. These findings have had Iirrle influence in changing rhe
device or training process.
GEN Sulli\'an's charge to take a boli tic
view, dle shrinking budget \vith its downward
pressure on /light hours and persormel, and
ri,e capacity for technology to create bener
and less expensive tr.tining tools, has impelled
the Army avia£ion comnnmity

(0

take steps

toward fundamental changes in the way training is conducted. AU of rllese forces have given rise to a new systematic aviation traini.ng
concept whidl has two basic tenets. First,

sinlulation should be me primary training environment while the aircraft should be used
for skill validation and mission execution. Second, all but the most basic flight training
should take place in a mission context, con·
si tent with the digitized barrlefield within
which the units of Force XXI will operate.
The same explosion in infomlation technology which is leading the Arm)' to Force
XXI is creating greater Oppol1Unities Ulan ever
before in ri,e tr.tin.ing realm. Personal computer advances have provided the platform
for a host of procedural and cognitive training to be presented. etworking makes the
personal computer an exp-dnsive platform for
proViding information resource for tbe aviator. These resources can be proVided to 3\'i:nors, increa ing the opportunities to learn
skills required in perfomling as a member of
an aircrew in Force XXI.
Considering the breadth of missions ex·

pected 10 be in Ule repenoire of Force XXI
units (as stated in TRADOC Pamphlet 5255), access to rapidl)' changing databa e of
information about mission requirements
:lI1d procedures makes such 100is mandatDry. n,e qUality of the visual image generators
and display devices, uch as helmet mount·
cd displays is increasing. These devices are
becoming available at telatively low cost and
can provide an array of training systems
which will meet most of the training and skill
integration needs of Army aircrews.
As Figure 1 sbows, srudent flow can be directed first to fligllt sinlUlators, pan-task trainers, and procedures trainers for the kill acqui irion phase. Prior to any implementation
of this program, these devices will have been
subjected to a rigorous transfer effectiveness
test. This evaluation will assure that Ulese devices are valid training media for the skills,
knowledge, and abilities the)' were designed to impan. Once the srudent illustrates
profidency on these devices, validation of that
proficiency through demon tration of task
competency il] the aircraft can take place.
It aircraft kills are insufficient, the student
can be cycled for remedial training in the skill
trainers.
Once proficiency i demonstrated in the
aircraft on basic f1iglll skills, students can learn
advanced ski.lIs as a member of a crew. The
same aircraft skill validation phase can be required for these adV:lI1ced skills prior to graduation. The product of this training system
can be aviators proficient in basic and adv:lI1ced skills, includillg a familiarization for
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PROOF OF CONCEPT PROCESS FOR
IERWIAQC 2003
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in smail groups, or in the devices defined in
the training device requirements phase.
ARl's advanced modular research simulator,
The Sinllliator Training Research Advanced
Testbed for Aviation (STRATA), will be employed to emulate tile devices defined in this
phase. For example, STRATA may be con·
figured to repre ent tile ,ni sion multifunc·
tion displays for the mission equipment pack·
age of the Kiowa Warrior. Students may be
trained llsing this device to impart criticaJ

sk.ilJs and knowledge required to perfonn
tasks as a member of a scout attack team. Our·
ing this process, data will be collected can·
cerning skill acquisition and training transfer effectiveness. These data provide
feedback, enabling a means for continuou
improvemem to be applied to me system of
aircrew training. in this fashion, Army avia·
tion will have a validated, systematic approach
to defining tJle training devices and methods
which will yield the most effective aviation
war fighting assets for Force XXI well into
the next century-KEEPING ARMY AVlAHO
AT THE VANGUARD OF CHANGE.
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Figure 3.
Proof of Concept Process for the Army Aviation Training System.
both crew coordination andteam/coUective
skills.
These studenrs can be the qualified pilots
who then go on to the Aircrew Qualification
Course (AQC) as illusLrated in Figure 2. Here
the student is provided with a host of devices
which serve as the environment for training
to take place. A hierarchical progression of
training from tlight contralto collective avi·
ator tasks is attained. At the end of tl1.is phase.
aviators are produced who are trained to take
tJleir place as members of proficient tactical
teams. These aviators arrive at tlleir duty sta·
tions with knowledge of the team and ultit
requirements within an operational context.
Since Force XXI soldiers will be expect·
ed to engage in unit level training u ing sim·
ulation for maintaining rapiclJy perishable
teamwork skill ,tile appreCiation of the role
of sinllllation imparted to them tJlroughout
their training hould serve them in Force XXI
units. They should be able 10 immediately uti·
Iize the sinlulation tools as primary methods
for honing skills and pmcticing missions. So,
much of the sinmlation training devices pro·
vided for initial and advanced tmining can·
tain many of the same features of advanced
digitized systems which will become common on the Force XXI baTtlefield. As a result,
this breed of aviator should also feel com·
fortable with new, digitized systems which
will become common on the Force XXI bat·
tle.field.
Aside from the most basic /light kills train·
ing, all training should take place in a mission context. The goal of each phase and
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every course is the practice of basic skills ex-

pandedto include the role of the crew memo
bers in tactical missions they will perform as
members of Force XXI units. These aircrews
witi be proVided with the capability to grasp
tJle tactical situation and make coherent de·
cisions if contact is lost with upper echelons.

ntis process of tactical decision making Lrain·
ing should provide Force XXI with crews and
aviation units Wllich are inherently flexible
in the face of changing m.i ·Ions. This is an
absolute necessity as tile Army evolves into
Force XXI.
Botll empirical rese:trdl ,md effective analysis of current and furure lfaining requiremems

will be necessary to enable Army aviation to
train in the required ma.lJler. The Army Re·
search Institute Rotary Wing Aviation Re·
search Unit, a key member of the Aviation
Center Teoull, is engaged ill a comprehen jve
program of research aimed at defining tJle
most effective ,md efficient method 'lnd de·
vices to employ in the future Army aviation

training s)'steill.
As illustrated in Figure 3, th.is research
process begins with weU-defined measures
of success concerning the basic qualities reo
qllired of ,lircrews for successful mission and
task performance. Along witllthese measures,
an analysis of the aviator individual, crew,
unit, and team tasks is conducted to deter·
mine candidate devices for inclusion in the
con teUation of devices to be u cd to train
aircrews. From this sequence flows a defm·
ilion of the course requirements coneenling
which tasks are ro be taught in me classroom,
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ARMY'S
NEWEST
COMMAND
FOCUSES
ON
SOLDIER
AS A SYSTEM
By BG Henry T Glisson

In 1991, the Anny SCien e Board was chartered to conduct a srudy of the "Soldier as a
System." For years, the Army had managed
its major weapons platforms as systems, ensuring integ,dtion, compatibility 'md balance
throughout the modernization process. Suell
an approach had never been truly adopted
for America's ultinlate fighting system-the

occupy the ground upon which wars are
fought. Here, the courage, character and SlICti.fice of U.S. soldiers make the real difference.
II was not surprising, then, that the Army Science Board Study concluded that the soldier
should also be treated as a system; the mo t
inlportantsystemin the Army. The 1991 recommendations become ever more critical to-

::toldier.

day as we modernize the soldier to become

In the final analysis, there is only one way
to achieve decisive victory in war-by
pUlling soldiers in harm's war to rake and

an integral pan of the Force XXI digitized battlefield, an extremely complex process
which require linkage and integration

Figure 1.

U.S. ARMY
SOLDIER SYSTEMS COMMAND

DEVELOP. INTEGRATE. ACOlJIRE. AND SUSTAIN SOLDIERAND
RELATED SUPPORT SYSTEMS TO MODERNIZE, IlALANCE, AND IMPROVE
THE SOLDIER'S WARFIGHTING CAPABILITIES. PERFORMANCE, AND
OlJALfTYOF LIFE. PERFORMSlMILARFUNCTIONS FOROTHER
SERVICES AND CUSTOMERS,
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among all major fighting systems to be
ucce sM.
Clearly an organization was needed to provide oversight and management of the multiple programs involved, integrating and infusing technology, performing trade-off
analyses among interrelated programs-reprogramming funds where necessary-and
providing total life cycle management of soldier and related support systems; a big responsibility but an essential one. Recognizing this, the Army chief of staff authorized
the estabUshmenl of the U.. Army oldieI'
System COll1ll1and (SSCOM) on Nov. 16,
1994.
TIle new command (Fi!,'Ure I), led by BG
Henry T. Glisson, and headquartered at Natick, MA, has as its mission: TO DEVELOP, INTEGRATE, ACQUIRE, AND SUSTAI SOLDIER AND RELATED UPPORT SYSTEMS, TO
MODERNIZE, BALANCE, AND IMPROVE THE
SOLDIER'S WARFJGHTING CAPABlllTIES,
PERFORMANCE, AND QUALITY OF UFE,
AND TO PERFORM SLMllAR FUNCTIONS
FOR OTHER SERVICES AND CUSTOMERS.
To perform this one-stop soldier support,
SSCOM is comprised of three subordinme activities: the atick Research, Development
and Engineering CeOler, located in Natick,
MA; the Project Manager-Soldier located at
Fort Belvoir, VA, and the Clothing and Textile Branch, located in Philadelphia, PA. Additionally, COM acquisition and materiel
management suppon for the command is proMay-Jtllle 1995

vided through a matrix arrangement with the
Aviation and Troop Command in St. Louis,
MO. The winner from aU of this synergy is
the oldier.
By doing coUaborative, integrated work,
S COM can more effectively modernize and
enhance the soldier's lethality, sustainability, command and control, survivability and
mobility in preparation for the 21st century
digitized battlefield.
An indication of this potential was demonstrated during an exhibition of a Soldier integrated Protective Ensemble (SIPE) during
an advanced technology demonstration
(ATD) in 1992. Focusing on advanced and
stJIte-of-me art technologies, a prototype integrated, functional, head-t<Hoe soldier fighting sy tern was created wim five subsystems:
Integrated Headgear Wim Heads Up Display;
Advanced Clodling and Body Armor; MIcroclimate Conditioning/Power; Weapons Interface and Individual Soldier's Communications Subsystems. This was me first time
the soldier was looked at as a sy tern; where
all of me soldier's equipment was designed
to enhance total capability rnrough modular,
integrated functioning of each of its component parts. The re ults were astounding.
ot only could we make a quantum technologicalleap for our soldiers, we could also
improve war fighting capability and reduce
co ts.
Additionally, me modular design of me
equipment enables commanders to tailor soldler loads to meet specific rnreats and mission requirements based on Mission, Enemy,
Troops, Terrain-Time Available (METf-1).
This was a major breakthrough and gave us
an azimum and road map (Figure 2) for me
next generation soldier. Taking lessons
learned/concepts and hardware components which performed exceptionaUy well
in me SIPE demonstration, me Army committed to quick, near term adoption and fielding of its first futuristic, high rechnology, in·
tegrated fighting sy terns for soldiers. Tins
program, called Enhanced Uind Warrior, consists of three systems: land Warrior for dismounted soldiers; Mounted Warrior for armored vehide soldiers and Air Warrior for
aircraft soldiers.
PM-Soldier is re ponsible for the Enhanced Uind Warrior. The land Warrior systern will provide an Integrated Headgear subsystem; a C41 subsystem; a Protective
Clothing and Equipment subsystem; 3Jld a
Weapon subsystem. The Mounted Warrior
sy tern will provide a Head Mounted subsystem; a Body Mounted subsystem; and a
Platform Mounted subsy tern. The Air
Warrior system will also provide a Head
Mounted subsystem; a Platform Mounted subsystem; and a Body Mounted subsystem.
Initial fielding of me Enhanced Uind Warrior systems will occur in FY99/00. During
the intervening years between FY95 and
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END RESULT
( SYNERGISM

Fundamentally Different Exponentially Better

Integrated into the
Digitized Battlefield
Figure 4.

FY99, the Army has scheduled an Integrated
Technology Program known as 21St Century Land Warrior (21ClW) (Figure 3) and another ATD known as Generation JJ (GEN II)
oldier, both to be performed bl' the atick
RDEC. These demonstrdtions will address
those technologies from the SIPE Demoo·
tration which require further maturation before classification and fielding. As the GEN II/
21 ClW demonstrations identify mal:UJ"e technologies whidl are fieldable, they will be included for fielding Witil the three Enhanced
land Warrior systems. But the Soldier Systems
ommand is not waiting until 1999 to make
changes.
PM- oldier, with assistance from the
Clothing and Textiles Branch, administers the
Army'S Clotlting and Individual Equipment
Program which provide for continuous upgrade and fielding of soldier sy tern. pecificaily, items are pursued which are non-developmemal (commercial) or modified
non-developmental which cao be quickly tested, evaluated and fielded to enhance soldier
performance or warfighting capabilities taday. Commodity areas include clothing, individual equipment, communications, navigational aids, weapons and ighLS, and night
operation equipment. This ensures the COntinuou infu ion of available technology and
modemiz.1tion of soldier systems until the Enbanced Land Warrior is a mature system.
Key to tJ,e modernization process is the
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work accomplished by the Natick Research,
Development and Engineering Center
(NRDEC), which is organized and focused
around applicable core technologies, and the
soldier sy tern capability areas of mobility,
survivability, and u tainability. NRDEC
works in coUaboration wim omer government
research organizations, industry and academia to apply tecJmology generation and application with lessons learned from the U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command
CTRADOC) BattJe labs. Current projects in·
clude development of next generation body
armor, cI1ernical protective clothing, clOtJling and load-bearing equipment, development
of precision-guided airdrop capabiliti ,laser
eye protection, improved operational rations,
new belters, improved field food service
equipment, Force Provider, 21 CLW/GEN II
demonstratioos, improved parachutes, and
better field laundry/shower/Jatrine facili ties.
Por more man 40 years, NRDEC has provided
our.standing service to those who serve and
that tradition continues today.
By 2005, cligitizalion wiil markedly change
the way we wage war. lncorporation of digitized information across aU me battlefield S)~
terns will give our leaders and soldiers unprecedented capability. But tJ,e basic element
of success will not change. In the final analysis, soldiers will derermine, decisive victory
or defeat. The mis ion of the U.S. Army Soldier Systems Command is to expedientJy im-

prove the soldier's ability to quickly win the
current battle, survive and fight again, if necessary, to will the war. Thi' requires continuous modernization, tecbnology generation and application, and integration/balance
of the soldier systems.
Through advocaey, dedication and life cycle management of solclier and relared support systems, the Army Materiel Command's
newest command can and will prepare the
Force XXI Soldier for the fulu.re battlefield
(Figure 4). It is an uncompromising repons.ibillty and chalLenge, but one which the
SSCOM workforce willingly accept .

BG HENRY T GLISSO is COmmander ofthe u.s. Army Soldier Systems Command. He holds a bachelor's degree in psychology from
North Georgia College and a master's degree in education from Pepperdine University. His military education includes the Quartermaster
Officer Basic and Advanced Courses, the Command and General
Staff College, and the Army War
College.
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Introduction
The U.. military has long recognized the
danger of "fratricide" in combat. Casualties
are an inevitable consequence of war that will
be incurred on both sides of the battle-rule.
Less justifiable, however, is the accidental
death of a soldier by friendly tire. Few traumas of war exceed the anguish and devastation of those troops who learn they have
taken allie under fire. The emotional effects
of friendly fire are disproportionate to its caualties creating feelings of resentment and
guilt among troops.
Fratricide bas been a problem for centuries,
occurring in vinually every conflict. During
the conflict in the Persian Gulf, the friencUy
fire casualt)' rate was at 18 percent. The U.S.
Army bas since tried to devise ways to better distinguish ground rroops and weapon systems. These quick fix solutions induded special infrared reflective tiles, small lights,
luminescent tapes and other markers. The lumine cent tapes, otherwise known as "Cat's
Eyes," were the only standard military item
available to ground troops. These luminescent tapes are attached to the web band
which encircles the combat helmet. They are
not a battle item and were originally designed
to be used during training exercise only.
'filey were not very effective during tbe Persian Gulf War as a means of soldier identification.

COMBAT
IDENTIFICATION
FOR
THE
DISMOUNTED
SOLDIER
By Robin Russell St.Pere

Changing Battlefield
The nature of the battlefield is changing.
Fluid battlefield lacking easily identifiable
ides are anticipated in future conflicts, virtually ensuring that forces will be intermingled leading way to confusion and increased
letha)jty on the modem battlefield. Traditional
command and control measures are losing
some of their effectiveness to advances in
technology. These advances have led to increased concern among all the Services as the
lethal range of high technology weapons exceed the powers of even augmented human

of friendly fire in future combat. TIle U.S.
Army Combat Identification Program is now
working CO inlprove doctrine, trairting,
leader development and organization, plus
address new materiel development. The program is divided into three phases: near-, midand far-term. The goal of the program is to
prOVide improvements in ituational awareness and target identification, thus reducing

fratridde and increasing combat effectiveness.

vision.

TIlere is reason to suspect that the advance
of military technology has increased rather
than reduced the risk of fmtridde. One technological advantage of todays U.S. military
i the ability to fight at night. Depending on
the various night vision devices (near-infrared
image intensifi.ers and mid- and far-infrared
thermal inlagers), our soldiers have proven
themselves quite capable of not only engaging, but defeating the enemy under the
cover of darkness. However, the resolution
of these devices is not always good enough
to distinguish friend from foe.

Friendly Fire
The high percentage of friencUl' fire casualties of Desert Storm prompted the military to initiate a program to reduce the risk
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The U.S. Army Combat
Identification Program
is now working
to improve doctrine,
training, leader
development
and organization,
plus address new
materiel development.

Millimeter Wave Technology
The U.S. Army recently selected milIinleter wave query/answer technology as the basis for its near-term target identification program. This program is called the Battlefield
Combat Identification ystem. It will initially be developed for selected helicopters and
ground vehicles, due to the ease of integration On these weapons platfOmlS. However,
millimeter wave technology is al 0 being investigated for use by the dismounted soldier.
The soldier as a weapon platform is very different than other weapon platforms uch as
vehicles or aircraft.
The soldier come in all shapes and sizes
and is su-ongly affected by additional equipment weight. Other factors that must be addressed when dealing with the soldier are:
bulk, human factors, integration interfaces,
manpower and personnel integration, power, human safety and anthropometries. Another inlportant considemtion is how the dismounted soldier operates in his battJespace.
The fact that dismounted infantry often fights
at short range, in built-up areas, in heavy foliage, or in other confined spaces, may require
different approadles to combar identification.
In addition to the soldier considerations
jllSl mentioned, the foUowing issu also need
to be addressed:
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Besides
military
application,
commercial
markets
such as
drug enforcement,
covert
operations,
recreational
war gaming,
and undercover
police
activities
could use
technologies
developed
for soldier
combat
identification.
• Compatibility with other combat identification systems;

• Minimizing the weight and logistic burden to the soldier; and
• Integration with planned future systems
for the soldier such as land Warrior and 21st
Century land Warrior.
MiUimeter wave technology appears
promising for soldier use if the components
can be sufficently miniaturized. Combat identification for the dismounted soldier is part
of the ovetall Army Combat Identification Pr0gram. It'S objective is twofOld: to provide the
soldier with a capability to be recognized by
a banletieJd combat identification system at·
tached to friendly forces; and eventually, to
provide the soldier with a capability to identify friendly forces on the battlefield.

Study Work Groups
Two work group comprise the Combat
Identification for the Dismounted Soldier Pr0gram. The first work group is the Fratridde
Srudy Work Group. 11lis group pulls its
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strength from the Office of the Project Manager-Combat Identification, the Army Nat·
ick Research, Development and Engineering
Center, the Surgeon General's Office, the Cen·
ter for Army Lessons Learned, the Army Safety Center, the Army Training and Doctrine
Command, and the Army Infantry School. The
goal of this group is to provide a compre·
hensive analysis of soldier fratridde inddems,
causes, potential solutions and recommend
technical approaches. [ts mis ion is to con·
duct a data base from actual and training simulations fratridde inddents. Data analysis will
aUow for the development of doctrine, training, leader development, organizational,
and materiel solutions. It will help materiel
developers, in particular, to match emerging
and existing technologies that can be
brought to bear on the problem.
The second work group is the Combat
Identification for the Dismounted Soldier. This
work group is made up of representatives
from the Office of the Project Manager-Combat Identification; Army Natick Research, Development and Engineering Center; Army
Communications·E1ectronics Command;
Army Research lAboratory; Army Infantry
School; Dismounted Warfighting Banle lAboratory; the joint Special Operations Command; Office, Project Manager-Soldier;
Army Training and Doctrine Command's S)'l'tem Manager-Soldier; Marine Corps; and the
Army Armament Research, Development and
Engineering Center with technical expertise
in the areas of textile technology, electrical
engineering, chemistry, and mechanical engineering as well as expertise in military training and doctrine. The group was established
to investigate and develop near-, mid- and farterm combat identification technologies
that provide the individual dismounted soldier with improved situational awareness and
reduce potential fratricides through target
identification.
To date, numerous technological investigations, including passive, active and passive/
active technolOgies, have been explored.
These include: ultraviolet/infrared metamers,
laser induced luminescence, radar, fiber optics, data fusion, retr<H'cllection, thermal, liquid crystal and photochromic/electrochromic/thennodynamic colorants as potential technologies for application in soldier
systems. &sides military application, commercial markets such as drug enforcement,
covert operations, recreational war gaming,
and undercover police activities could use
technologies deVeloped for soldier combat
identification.

cronics Command, Army Research lAboratory
and Project Manager-Combat Identification,
hope to develop a lightweight millimeter
wave based device which will integrate into
the clothing and individual equipment systems. The device would protect against friendly vehIde and weapons platfonn fire. As technology marures, this device will not only
aUow soldiers to be interrogated but provide
the soldier the capability of interrogating a
target too.
For the mid- to far·tenn, the combat identification program is intended as a follow-on
to the near·term Banlefield Combat Identificatioo System program. The mid· to far-term
program will use advanced target identification and situational awareness technologies
currently not marure enough for immediace
fielding, but which may be available in five
or more years.

Conclusion
The problem of fratricide will be difficult
to overcome because of the technical challenge in fielding a device that can not only
distinguish friend from foe, but will not disclose life threatening information to the enemy in the chaos of banle. Maturing combac
identification and banlefield awareness tech·
nolOgies will lift some of the fog of war to
give our soldiers the confidence that they will
be neither victims or perpetuate fratricide.

ROBIN RUSSELL STPERE is a textile technologist in the Textile Research and Engineering Division,
SUrvivability Directorate, U.S. Army
Natick Research, Development and
Engineering Center, Natick, MA.
She received her B.S. in textile technologyfrom the University ofRhode
Island.

Future Technologies

In the near-term, the u.s. Army Natick
RD&E Center, in conjunction with key players from the Army Communications-Elec-
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Introduction
Sleep is as important to combat operations
as beans and bullets. Sleep sustains battlefield
awareness-the sum of mental abilities necessary for effective combat performance. As
such, the U.S. Army Medical Research and
Materiel Command (USAMRMC) is developing a field-deployabLe Sleep Management System (SM ) to maximize individual and unit
performance during continuous combat opemtions. This effort is centered in the Department of Behavioral Biology, Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research (WRAlR), where
we are developing the means to measure
sleep and predict the impact of less-than-optimal sleep in operational settings.
To quantify sleep during combat operations, we have developed the wrist-worn
Sleep/Activity Monitor (SA.r.I)-a device
which measures and records ami movements,
and analyzes these data. to estimate sleep dumtion and continuity, the factors which determine the recuperative value of sleep. Sleep
measured by the SAM correlates with e1ectrophysiologically-defined sleep. To predict
the impact of sleep on performance, we have
developed, and are refining and validating,
a quantitative Sleep/Performance Model
(SPM). The SPM, integrated into the SAM, will
form the core of the Sleep Management
System.
The SMS will consist of:
• A data/information/knowledge base
derived from studies of sleep and sleep deprivatioo.
• The wrist-worn, micro-processor based,
self-contained SAM for unobtrusive measurement of sleep duration, continuity, and
timing under operational conditions.
• The Ieep/Performance Model for prediction of individual soldier performance
based on recent sleep history as measured
by the SAM.
• lntegmtion of the SPM into the SAM.
• A sleep-induction/rapid-reawakening
two-<1rug system in which the first drug induces sleep and the second awakens and
eliminates any reSidual drug hangover.
• A safe, effective stimulant to sustain
performance temporarily when sLeep is not
possible.
• Modular integration of the SAM/SPM into
the Personnel tatus Monitor (PSM)/SoJdier
Computer.
• Supporting doctrine and informational/
educational materials for implementation of
the SMS.

Applications
The SMS has civilian as weU as military applications. For example, the Department of
Trnnsportation (DOT) is interested in using
the SMS for sleep/wake monitoring and
work/rest scheduling of commercial motor
vehicle operators and commercial pilots. The
DOT is providing funds to the Department
of the Army for SMS development.
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SLEEP, SLEEP
DEPRIVATION,
AND CONTINUOUS
OPERATIONS
By COL Gregory Belenky, Me
Data/Information/
Knowledge Base
Command, control, communication, and
intelligence (C31) are essential to operations
from crew, squad, and platoon through division and corps. C3l depends upon mpid,
accurate thinking. Battles can be won or lost
at the small unit level-a small group delivering fire at the right place and time can detertnine the outcome of a major engagement.
Laboratory studies by the Department of

Behavioral Biology, WRAIR, show that mental work declines bl' 25 percent during each
successive 24 hours of continuous wakefulness (Figure 1). Sleep-deprived individuals are
able to maintain accuracy on cognitive
tasks, but speed declines as wakefulness is
extended. A soldier's thinking can slow 10
the pOint thaI he cannot re.,ch a correct decision within the available time when he is
sleep-deprived. If Ihe decision is system-crit·
ical, the sy tern fails.

72 Hours of Sleep Deprivation:
Performance on Serial Addition/Subtraction
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have sbown that leep deprivation degrades
performance by reducing brain activation.
The most profound decreases in brain activation ate in brain areas supporting the higher, more complex mental functions (e.g., battlefield awarene )-consistent With the
findings from behavioral studies.

Sleep deprivation degrades the higher,
more complex mental processes. Soldiers lose
battlclield awareness and the ability to integrate information into a coberent and accurate representation of tbe tactical situation.
In contrast, imple mental processes are un:Lffecred. This contrllst between the effects
of sleep deprivation on simple and complex
mental abilities belp explain friendly fire incidents. In the sleep-deprived state, soldiers
can still put the cro haiTS on a racget and
liTe rounds accurately down range, but their
orientation to the terrain and tactical situation is degraded. They can shoot and shoot
accurately but no longer can distinguish mend
from foe.
In coUaboration with, and paTLiaUy funded by, the Johns Hopkin University SChool
of Medicine and the National Institutes of
Health, researchers in the Department of Behaviotal Biology ate studying brain activation
in normal volunteer subjects using Positron
Emission Tomography (pm. These studies

Sleep/Activity Monitor
The centrai element of the SMS is bardware
and software to accurately, objectively, and
unobtru ively measure sleep in operational
settings. Self-reports of sleep (e.g., leep logs)
require effort from the person whose sleep
is being measured and are generally unreliable. The SAM is used for the unobtru ive
measurement of sleep duration, continuity,
and sleep timing under operational condition . De igned in coUaboration with Precision Control Design, Inc., the SAM is cOmmerciaUy available and used in outpatient
clinics and other settings wbere unobtruSive
sleep monitoring is required. Using tile SAM,

Sleep/Performance Model (SPM) Prediction of
Artillery Battery Productivity with
4, 5, 6, or 7 Hours Sleep/Day
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Model the Effect of Sleep
Deprivation on Performance
In collaboration with the Science Applications International COrpo,..dtion (SAIC), the
Deparonent of Behaviotal Biology developed
the SPM, a computer model which predicts
present and future performance based on prior leep amounts. We con tructed this
model by taking as anchor points DO sleep
and six bours of sleep. These anchors are
based on the assumption that six to eigbt
hours of sleep each night will sustain performance indclinitely. Based on other tudies, the model assumes tbat the bulk of reo
covery of lost sleep occurs early in th night's
sJeep. We have incorporated our model into
the Army Unit Resiliency Analysis (AURA)
model of artillery battery performance.
As shown in Figure 2, sleep of less than
seven hours per night leads to degradation
of performance. For a day or two, the shaner-sleep artillery batteries do outperform the
longer-sleep ones (10 tenns of rounds per tube
per day accurately delivered to the target) because they have more hours each day in
which to liTe rounds. However, by the second or third day, tIley are firing fewer accurate rounds over the 24 hour period even
though they spend more time Jiring. To refine and validate our model, we are undertaking a study in normal volunteers of the effects on performance of tllree, five, even,
or oioe hours sleep each night for eight consecutive days. This study is being funded by
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
of the DOT. The refined and validated model will be integrated into tlte SAM and constitute the core of the leep Management ystem. This integration is being fund d by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), anotber agency of the DOT.

Sleep-Induction/Rapid
Re-Awakening

Duration of Operation (Days)
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we have measured sleep in Ranger chool,
at the National Traioiog Center, and in Operation Desen Storm.

Studies shnw that the recuperative value
of sleep depend upon both its duration and
continuity. Even eight hours of total sleep
time bas no recuperative value when that
sleep has been disturbed every two to three
minutes (even without a fuU awakeoiog or
the person being aware of the interruption).
The Department of Behaviotal Biology is
searc:hing for a safe, effective Ieep-inducing
drug that will both increase the duration of
sleep and improve sleep continuity in nonleep conducive environments (e.g., long
range deployments by air, combat operations)
without impairing subsequent performance.
Studies using sevetal different drugs and
drug dosage show that leep-inducing and
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A Future SMS Application
The follOWing enario is a hypotJletical future application
of tile leep Management y tern, based on research and de\'elopment in progres in tile U AMRM : It i August 2004.
An American expeditionary force is deploying to contain aggre ion by a di dplined, well eqUipped, technolOgically 0phJsticated, and well-led force in Southwest Asia. The American are deploying by air after five day of preparation during
whidJ tIlere was little opportunity for leep.
leep Man.,gement Sy tern ( S) software located with command and control element at all echelons periodically interrogates, wough a local area radio-frequency (RF) network.
the leep/Activity Module (SAM) of each soldier's Personnel
talUS Monitor (PSM), gener'dting reports on sleep obtained
and predicting effecls on performance. The integrated M ,
iJlduding hardware, software, modular, integration into tile
PSM, pharmacologi al agents to assist in managing tile sleep/
wake cyde, and appropriate doctrine, had been introduced
into the American AmJed Forces in me late 1990s.
Reports generated by the SMS indicate tIlat, on average, most
personnel had managed .5 hour of broken sleep over the
last fi e night wltile higher echelons of command and control managed only 3.5 hours of sleep. The SMS predicts that
performan e by all echelon will be below optimum. On tile
basis of current intelligence, commanders are anticipating immediate engagement with the enemy upon insertion. Given
mission requ.irements, optinlum perfomlan e is es enliaJ. The
M predicts that six continuous hours of sleep for all personnel will improve performance and increase the probability of a slIcce sfLt! op ration.
Lead elements are now only two to three hours from takeoff.
called for by doctrine, commanders elect to inlplenlent
the IRRA ( leep-induction/rapid reawakening) system for all
oldiers once tbey are airborne. The SIRRA consiSts of twO
pills, oraUy administered, given sequentially. The first, a leep-

performance-impairing effeCIS arc tightly
linked; insofar as a drug induces sleep, il will
impair performance. To overcome this problem we modified our approach to include:
a sleep-inducing drug 10 initiate sleep; and,
an antagonist drug 10 reslore full a1enness 'Ulel
performance when the sleep period is over,
or in the evenl of an emergency.
We call this tl,e Sleep-Induction/Rapid
Reawakening ( IRRA) system. We found tl,at
we can induce sleep wilh eilher lriazolam
(Haldonr) or zolpidem (Ambient), and restore
full alertness and performance with the antagonist drug, f1umazeniJ (Maziconr), FI=e·
nil is nol a stimulant; it has no effects on alert·
ne or performance when given alone.
Flumazenil specifically blocks the effect of
sleep-inducing drug . Having proof of con·
cept, we are proceeding 10 work out
dosages and dosing schedules for field use.

Stimulants to Sustain
Performance
to

In a search for a afe, effective Stimulant
ustain Performance (S11MSUP) when
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inducer, is adminislered prior to the sleep period to induce
sleep. The second, an antidote 10 the sleep-inducer, is administered at the end of the sleep interval to resrore full alertne and performance. The amidote is a specific blocker of
the Jeep-inducer; it i not a stimulant and taken by itself, it
has no effects.
Once airborne, soldiers take their leep-inducer. Ligbt levels, noise, and commotion are kept to a minimum dUring the
sleep period. After 6.5 hours of sleep, the Idiers are awakened. Immediately. tlley rake their antidote. Within 45 minute all personnel are fully alert. They are refreshed from their
leep. Their thinking is dear and rapid. Their motivation i
bigh. They are ready for combat.
A query to the MS ineli ates that personnel obtained an average of 5.5 hours leep during the in-ilight sleep period. Factoring in this additional sleep, tile M predicts individual and
unit performance on arrival to be near 90 percent, a subsLmtiaJ
improvement over pre- leep, pre-flight estimates.
Enemy resi tance to the insertion of tJle 'Peditionary force
is uppressed. 11,e build-up in-theater continue. Forry-eigbt
hours into the operation, the expedition:try force comes under pressure as the enemy launches all its forces in a coordinated ounterattack. Commanders expect tile period of su
tained operations to be intense bur brief. At this pOint. again
in accordance with doctrine, commanders elect to implement
tile STIMS P ro enhance the alertne of personnel at all positions and help ensure adequate performance over me ensuing 10-12 hours. The counterattack is repul ed; me operation proceeds as planned. Commanders continue La use the
SMS to manage the sleep/wake cyde en optimize perfoffilan e.
Two weeks into the operation, organized enemy a tion ceases. The first ph.15e of the operation condudes u cessfuUy witll
minimal casualties from enenlY action and no 10 e from accident or friendly fire.

leep is nOI possible due to operational rea·
sons, the Department of Behavioral Biology
established that a single dose of caffeine (300600 mg-the equivalent of three to six cups
of brewed coffee)-can improve performance for 10-12 hours after 48 hours without leep. caffeine, in tablet fOJTl1, is currently
considered the drug of choice for the
STlM UP component of tl,e Sleep Manage·
ment System.

Over a erie of rotations, we will evaluate the SMS and recursively inlprove it. With
the Ballie Lab, we are: working on revisions
of Army continuolls operations doctrioe, to

include tl,e suggestion that the assignment
of an appropriate person be trulde at me com·
pany level to act as unit leep manager; and,
preparing a center for ti,e Army Ie son
learned newsletter on the current information/knowledge base on sleep and perfor·
mance dUring continuous operations.

Doctrine, Information,
and Education
Developing tl,e SMS involves detem1.ining
effectiveness, assessing user acceptability, solidting suggestions for teclmical improvements, and eliciting input for doctrine development. The Department of Behavioral
Biology' working with the Dismounted Infanrry BattJe Space BaWe L:.b (DillBL) at Fort
Benning. Under Battle Lab auspices, we will
deploy tile SAM (with integrated sleep mod·
e1) and other components of tile SMS in units
going tllfOugh rotations at tile Joint Readiness
Training Cemer (fRTC).

COL GREGORY BELENKY, Me, is
chiefofthe Department qf Behavioral
Biology, Division of Neumpsychiatry, Walter Reed Anny Institute ofResearch, a laboratory ofthe u.s. Anny
Medical Research andMateriel Command. He received his B.A. degree
from Yale University, and his M.D.
degree from Stanford University.
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An Acquisition Success Story. ..

FORCE
PROVIDER
Natick's Force Provider Team
Completes R&D Program
12 Months Ahead of Schedule
And $1.5 Million Under Budget
By COL Morris E. Price Jr.
and James J. Tierney

Each
Force Provider
module,
which
will house
up to 550
"guest" soldiers,
is air
transportable
and comes
with all
necessary
equipment
to operate
independently
from other
Army facilities.
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June 21, 1994. was a great day for the
U.S. Army atick RD&E Center as the lead·
ers of its Force Provider Team received the
prestigious Secretary of Defense Award for
uperior Management. Jim McLaughlin.
MAJ Cbuck G1lult and Jim Tierney successfully managed this high visibility effort lO
develop. test and field a system that
improves the quality of life for U.S. Army
soldiers. Devising and executing an innovative acquisition strategy, the Force Provider
Team completed the program 12 months
ahead of schedule. 1.5M under budget and
created a design that reduced the projected
production cnsts by $ 130M. Tbe Secretary
of Defense award was presented to Team
Force Provider by H. Noel Longuemare.
under secretary of Defense (acquisition and
technology) at a ceremony in tbe Pentagon
last year. Other di tinguisbed guests were
James R. Klugh. deputy under ecretary of
Defense (logistics). Gilbert F. Decker, assi .
tant secretary of the Army (research. development, and acquisition), and GEN Leon E.
Salomon, commander, U.S. Army Materiel
Command. This secretary of Defense award
was the crowning achievement follOWing
22 months of intense efforts.
Force Provider is a "tent city" which will
accompany Army soldiers to areas of the
world where little infrastructure exists. Tts
prime mission is lO offer soldiers a place to
rest and recuperate from the rigors of field

living. While staying in Force Provider, sol·
diers will have bot meals and showers, use
clean latrines and receive laundry services.
They will sleep in air-conditioned tents and
have a full range of morale, welfare and
recreational facilities available. These migbt
include satellite television, recently
released movies and a library. Other facilities will provide a variety of sports activities, shopping for snacks and toiletry items
and access to telepbones wbere they can
make calls to loved ones. Each Force
Provider module, which will house up to
550 ·guest" soldiers. is air transportable
and comes with all necessary equipment to
operate independently from other Army
facilities.
Army Chief of Staff GEN Gordon R.
Sullivan initiated Force Provider after he
saw the unsatisfactory living conditions
nffered to Army soldiers in audi Arabia
during Operation Desert Shield. Soldiers
were living in 1950s vintage general purpose tents and using makeshift latrines and
showers. 10 stark contrast, the Air Force
located their "Bare Base" systems literally
across the street from Army compounds.
There, airmen stayed in air-conditioned
tents developed during the 1980s and
used modem, sanitary latrine and shower
facilities.
10 response to a challenge from GEN
Sullivan, Headquarters, Department nf the
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Army (HQDA) ga,'e the Army Materiel
Command (AMC) three years to prove a
Force Provider type capability. The ultimate program goal was to begin buying 36
S50-soldier modules during FY95. Tilis
mree-year plan included the development
of commercial Nor items resulting in a
demonstration of cap'lbilities. AMC ubsequently named Natick as the lead developer for Force Provider. Natick took the initiative and created an innovative strategy
iliat accelerated Force Provider's development and testing. Natick successfully fielded
a complete module immediately after testing
and began making inlprovemenrs before
purchasing rhe remaining 35 modules.
Concurrent engineering, testing and production planning were tbe prinJary characteristics of the newly developed acquisition
trategy. To accelerate the engineering
aspect, atick pursued a 75 percenr solution by centering on critical requirements
that exi ting Department of Defen e (DOD)
equipment could meet. Tilis choice simplified the program effort sufficienuy to allow
the prinlary focus to shift from full development to a sy tem integration effort.
Focusing on system integration allowed
atick to maximize Force Provider's flexibility and increase its usefulness to rhe 01diers who will be responsible for its operation. Force Provider uses the TEMPER tent
(rent, Extendable, Modular, Personnel),
from me Army deployable medical systems.
Other Army invelllory is used as well, such
as the M85 laundry, and standard petroleum and water distribution equipment.
Examples of systems adopted from other
ervices are the latrine and hower taken
from the Air Force Bare Base System.
Another example is the Navy's Triple
Container thar stores most Force Provider
equipment.
WhiJe pursuing the 75 percent solution,

ule to try out the services avallable in Force
Provider. Overwhelmingly, the soldiers
showed high acceptance of Force Provider,
especially when compared to their experiences. At the conch. ion of dle test, GEN
Sullivan officially handed the module to ule
1st Corps Support Command as an operational asset.
Procurement planning was anomer key
factor in the toral program strategy. The
scheduled period for contract awards was
FY95. However, Natick attempted to speed
up the purchase and assembly of Force
Provider modules. atick and HQ ATCOM

alick set about obtaining the various

prepared to award contracts as early as late

items needed to conduct an operational
test. To ilccomplish tillS, Natick awarded
contract for a variety of subsystems and
teamed lip ,vith other agencies to secure
me re t. TIley asked He'ldquarters, U.S.
Army Aviation and Troop Command (HQ
ATCOM), t. Louis, MO, to find line items
ava.i.Jable in the Army supply system. Natick
,Il 0 leveraged it existing relationship with
HQDA to locate and obtain existing inventory to assemble a complete Force Provider
550-soldier module.
Further program acceleration came
through fielding the first 550-soldier module after the operational test. Force
Provider was set up ilnd operated on
ijmegen Drop Zone, Fort Bragg, NC, during October ilnd November 1993- During
that period, Over 1,650 soldiers from the
XVIII Airboflle Corps rotated mrough me
module during an illlegrated tmining sched-

1993 ln me event mat dley obtained end-ofyear funds. This was possible because using
existing DOD items in Force Provider presented a low-risk scenario that the Army
was making a poor production decision. In
effect, a significant history existed on each
subsystem within Force Provider. Therefore, tI,ere was little reason to wait two
years to begin purchasing equipment. So
intriguing was this possibiJity that the
Milestone Decision Authority approved a
type classification-lintited procurement
decision concurrent with Milestone O. ill a
best case simation, production is accelerated by 18 monms. [n me worst case, production starts exactly on the original schedule.
The final elemem of Force Provider's
strategy was early identification of the areas
that would require improvement beyond
the 75 percent solution. The Force
Provider team idemified fOUI areas for
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Force Provider has
given the Army
a new capability to
project and sustain
forces. Interestingly,
Force Provider is
much more than
a soldier rest area;
it is a multi-purpose
system that supports
direct military action
overseas, humanitarian
aid missions abroad
and disaster relief
efforts here at home.

inlprovemenr before d,e operational test:
development of containerized latrines, a winterization kit, miltenel handling equipment
and a waste water trearmeO[ capability.
atick is pursuing solutions to these
needs throUgll a pre-planned product
inlprovemenr program (P3I). Niltick used
the operational test to challenge or verif,\,
ti,e need for these pre-plafll1ed improvements. Lesson learned dUring the te t
resulted in a strategy change with d,e addition of a containerized laundry and the
deletion of rna teriel handling equipment.
These P31 efforts were initiated inlmediately after ti,e test. The current plan integrates
each of ulese capabilities into ilie first two
production modules in December 1996.
This avoids dIe unneces ary procurement
of the Air Force latrine and ti,e Arml' M85
laundry currently in Force Provider.
Force Provider has given Ule Army il new
capability to project and sustain forces.
Interestingly, Force Provider is much more
than a soldier rest area; it is a multi-purpose
system mat suppOrt direct military action
overseas, humanitarian aid missions ilbroad
and disaster relief efforts here at home. It i
one of ulese "other" scenarios that gave
Force Provider its first oppOrtunity. The
Army deployed elements of Force Provider
to the Grand Turks Island, north of Haiti,
and to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in July
1994. TI,e Force Provider system is supporting U.S. persOlmel who are processing
Haitian refugees in tlIese locations. Force
Provider is playing a key rO.le in proViding
quality facilities for personnel while they
process the asylum claims of Haitian
refugees attempting to enter the United
States.

COL MORRIS E PRICE JR. is the
commander, u.s. Anny Natick Research, Development and Engineering Centel; Natick, MA. He
holds a B.S. degree in industrial technology and engineering and an
M.B.A. degree from Prairie View
A&M University, Prairie View, TX.
JAMES J. VERNEY is the Force
Provider manager at tbe Natick
RD&E Center. He balds a B.S. degree
in mechanical engineering from
Northeastern UnilJersily, Boston, MA,
and an M.B.A. degree from Babson
College, Wellesley, MA.
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HIGH
PERFORMANCE
COMPUTING:
AN ARMY
INITIATIVE
By Dr. Jagdish Chandra
and Dr. Tayfun Tezduyar

Introduction
High Perfonnance Computing (HPC) is an
enabling technology for a large class ofArmy
needs, induding weapon system de ign, simu1atioo and modeling, intelligence, automation, advanced manufacturing, and training.
Recognizing this, the Army, in 1989, e tablished the Army HPC Research Center at the

Figure 2.
Heterogeneous
computation,
with Cray
C90 and CM-5,
of flow
inside
a regenerative
liquid
propellant
gun;
gun
configuration
and the
MACH number.
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Figure 1.
Cray T3D simulation of a large parafoil; pressure distribution on the parafoil surface and a cross section, and
stream ribbons color-coded with the pressure.

Diversity of Minnesota. TI,e Center consists
of four integrated activitie : interdisciplinary
research into various aspects of HPC including
novel solution techniques, advanced algorithms, applications, and graphics and visualization (GV); evaluation of advanced computing systems and implementation of an
ad anced HPC environment; infrastructure

support and tedmolob')' tmusfer to Army and
other DOD activities; and, an aggressive out·
reach program through participation of HistOrically Black Colleges and Universities and
Minority Institutions.
TIle prime COnlrdctor for the center is the
University of Minnesota. Its academic partners are Clark Atlanta, Florida A&M, Howard,
and Jackson tate Universities. Its industrial
partner, the Minnesota SupercompUler Center, Inc. (M I), maintains and operate the
supercomputing resource of the Army
Center.

Research Activities
A number of center interdisCiplinary reo
search teams are working on HPC strategie
u ing advanced computing sy tems, and applying tl,ese powerful stmtegies to Army problem . The imulation and Modeling Team focuses on techniques to provide solutions to
complex, 3D problems. Finite element computation of compressible and incompressible
flows i.nvolving complex geometries with
moving boundaries and interfaces is one of
the major center activities. In this area, tbe
AmlY Researcb. L1boratory (ARL) and the center researchers are collabol"'dting on the regenerative liqUid propellant gUll (R.LPG) and
on missile aer<>dynamics.
In a collaborative effort with Natick Reearcl1, Development, and Engineering Center, the center is simulating the deployment
and gliding of large ram-air parachutes. Figure t shows the results from a recent imulation carried out on the Cray 1'3D, a new
parallel computer.
The Advanced Manufacturing Team is focusing on HPC techniques and software for
adv:anced material design and manufacturing
processes. TI,e advanced material de ign
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efforts emphasize imulation of resin trnnsfet molding and includc collaborations with
ARt and the Ccntcr fot Compositc Materials
(CeM) at University of Delaware. The efforts
in manufacturing processes emphasize computer-aided manufacturing, induding process
planning for on-<lemand manufacture, and algorithms and software for Vi ion, robotic,
and adaptive control.
The Environmental Science Team is
working closely with the Anny Corps of Engineer Waterways Experiment tation
(CEWES) in appUcation of advanced HPC
techniques to groundwater modeling and environmental fluid mechanics. These activities
include developing new models to predict
the dispersion, absorption, capillary pressure,

and di solution of contantinants in ground-

fort with the Tank-Automotive RD&E Center

well as developing new computa·

(TARDEC), the centcr researchers are also

tional hydrodynamics tools ba ed on the
aVier-Stokes equations and their shallowwater approximations.
The Information Tcchnology and Algorithm and ofrware Technology Teams are
focusing 00 tools which facilitate efficient and
easy implementation of many appUcations on
variou advanced HPC architectures. These
tools include parallel scalable algorithms and
Ubraries; database support for manufacturing
and simulation; and virtual interactive distributcd simulation. These teams also focus
on visualization of large data ets resulting
from simulations based on structured and unstrucrured computational grids. ill a joint ef-

working on numerical methods and software
for real-time simulation of multibody systems
and interactions between rigid-body systems
and defonnabJe systems.

\vater,

a5

Advanced HPe

Environments

As a result of an aggressive acquisition and
systems integration program as wcll as being able to capitalize on the computing environment cxtant at the M CI, Anny center
researchers have access to a feature-ricb, robust, heterogeneous computing environment
that i a model for excellence in HPc. The
hardware provided by the Anny includes a

~."' • • • • • • • ~._ • • ~_4

·- .. ~a

Figure 3.
Digitized echoes from ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation rendered with BOB.
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Thinking Machines Corporation CM·; with
896 proce ing node and an advanced GV
lab, wbereas the MSCI computational resource include a Cray nD with J28 processing nodes, a Cray Y-MP C9Q with nine
proce sors, and a Cray-2 with four processors. This integmted environment provides
researchers \vith the latest in computing tech·
nology, high-speed networking, and userfriendly system and graphic utilitie .
The Army center researchers have always
been at the forefront of effective and relevant
utilization of advanced HPC systems. Soon
after the CMoS supercomputers became
available nationwide, the center researchers
were anlOng the first to carry out application

Figure 4.
Parallel
computation
of the
tidal
waves
in
Tokyo Bay:
stream
function
at low,
mid
and
high tides.

computations on this platfonn. The center
researchers were also among the first who
carried out application computations on the
Cray nD. At Supercomputing '92, the center used heterogeneou computing in irouIating thermal flows in the Earth's mande. The
application executed on four different HPC
platforms: a CM- -, a Cray-2, a CM-200, and
an SGI workstation. This demOfiStmtion was
judged the "Best of the Best" in upercompuling '92 Heterogeneous Challenge Com- •
petition. In another heterogeneous computing application, recentiy the center
researchers Simulated the flow inside a RLPG
by using the Cray C9Q at MSCI for ti,e tlirect
solution of the coupled equation, while us-

ing the center' CM-; for the rest of ti,e computations (see Figure 2). The excl1ange of
dllta every time step is accomplished over a
HIPP! channel.
The GV DIboratory' at the center is a unique
facility specifically to support the demanding requirement of visualization of
gigabyte-size data sets. With the software written mo til' at the center. the re earchers are
able to visualize the 3D flow simulation data
genemted by using structured grids as well
as urtstruetured grids on complicated geometries.

Software Development
Tbe center supports efforts to develop systerns software, mathematical subroutine libraries. GV tools, and applications software.
TI,ese are made available to the broader Army
and HPC community through on·line librarie
and oneoOn-one research collabor:ttions. A
good example of ti,e system software developed at ti,e center is DistributedJob Manager which provides interactive and optimal
use of parallel computer re ources.
In the category of GV software, BrickoOfBytes (BOB) ba been very widely di erni·
oated to government, academe and industry.
For e."(ample. BOB is extensively u ed by researchers in their modeling of composite materials at the CCM (see Figure 3). BOB provides for interactive volume rendering, and
efficienLly visualize ,'ery large 3D data sets.
DASPK, a mathematical subroutine library of itemtive algOriLllms for IVing differential algebraic equation systems, and its
data-parallel and me sage-pa sing-parallel
versions found Widespread acceptance at
many research sites across the country and
i used exten ively at TARDEC.
Application software developed at the center have also proven to be very useful co the
Army. For example, about the software de·
veloped for the flow simulation inside a RLPG,
an Army official commented that this software
• ...provided crucial analy i in a short timeframe which was instmmental in the ..~pid
recovery' of our weap n to the firing line."

Technology Transfer,
Training and Collaboration
TI,e center has a major commitment to
technology tean fer, training and collaboration. As an innovative computational testbed,
it is the focus of everal technology tr:msfer
projects designed to 010 e university research
direcLly into Army lab and research centers.
Several infr:tstructure support experts placed
at both the center and the Army labs playa
viral role in the day-to-day npemtion of me
center and ar an inlportant link to me reo
search program, serving as a bridge between
tbe university and Army researchers_ Technology tmnsfer and collaborative projects cur-
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, ill continue to work with the Army and me

DOD to maintain" n"tional leadership role
in HPC research and education, with a renewed and expanded emphaSiS on collaborations with the Army and an aggressive outreadl program.
Army management of the center will transfer from tile Army Research Office (ARO) to
ARL. 11le center will become "n additional
teclmologl' partner under tbe ARL Federat·
ed Laboratory concept. The Federated laboratory concept envisions a partnership of
govcmmcnt. industry and academia to address
the critical tcclm010gics of: advanced sensors,
advanced and interactive display , software
and intelligent systems, tclecommurtications/information distribution, and advanced
distributed imulation. Thi partnership creates an entirely new paradigm for aCcom·
plishing Army research. The center will prove
to be " great asset in this new "enture.

Figure 5.
Army High Performance Computing Research Center 1994 Summer Institute
students.
rendy underway include:
• Real-time simul"tion of large·scale multibody sy tems (TARDEC)
• Design of Uquid propellant guns (ARL)
• Groundwater modeling (CEWES)
• P"rafoil aerodynamics "rick RDEC)
• Re in transfer molding (ARt)
The center researchers h"ve also been involved in indu trial collabomtions in are"s
such as hardware ,md softw"re development,
ffi:lterials processing, environmental fluid mechanics, and [low simulation of high-speed
tr:lnsportation vehides.
Imemational coU"borations are also encouraged. Exa.mples indude collaborations
with the Chua niversity in japan; Obser,,,,toire de Ia COte d'Azur in France; and Ecole
Cemrale de Lyon in France. Figure 4 shows
an example of uch c llaborath'e effons: parallel compumrion of an environmental fluid
mechartic appUcation. namely, the effect of
tidal wa,'es on the Tokyo Bay.

Education, TraUting
and Outreach

Many Ph.D., M.S., and undergr-ddu"tc students are involved in dle center researdl project. Approximately 2()'25 graduate students and I()'15 postdoctor:il feUows are
funded cadl year by the center. Additional
graduate tudents and postdoctoral fellows
are funded by other federal. state and industrial research grant leveraged by dle resources and activitie at the cemer. For example, three of the postdoctoral fellows
originally funded bl' dle center were also
awarded Po tdoctoml Associateships in
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Computational Science and Engineering by
the National Science Foundation. Gmduate
srudems are encouraged to spend time at the
Army labs. working on projects upervised
jointly by the Army and Cemer researchers.
A cemer graduate student who spem several months at the ARt working on numerical
simulation of liquid propellant guns later accepted a postdoctor-.tJ "ppointment there.
Since the Sununer of 1991, the center has
organized an annual six-week ummer institute for training of pronlising lI11dergradmlte

students. Each SUOUller, 15-20 smdents from
dIe Urtited St"tes and Puerto Rico attend tllis
intensive training in HP , with emph"si on
numerical methods, parallel computing, and
GV. The program also encourages dlese students, especially women and minorities, to
pursue gr-.rduate srudies or careers in HPC.
111e center faculty, postdoctoral fellows, ,md
graduate students serve as !ccrurers and project menlOrs for the srudents. 111e Army researchers are also invited to give lectures. pro-

DR.JAGDISH CHANDRA is the direclor oflhe Mathematical and CompUler Sciences Division at the Army
Research Office. He is a Chmter
Member of the Senior Executive
Service. He holds B.A. and M.A. degrees in mathematicsjrom Osmania
University. Hyderabad, India, and
a Ph.D. degree in mathematics
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
DR. TAYFUN TEZDUYAR has been
the director of the A,-my HPC Reea rch Center since Ja numy 1994.
He is a professor ofaerospace engi/leering and mechanics at the Universi(Y ofMinnesola. He holds M ..
alld PhD. degn;!f!S in mechaniCal engineerillgfrom Caltech.

viding information on the research activities

at the Army labs and potential intemship and
career opportunities. The 1994 Summer In·
stitute had 18 students from 13 institutions
including Clark Allanta, Florida A&M,
Howard, and Jackson Stale Universities (see
Figure 5).

The Future
After an open competition, the foUow-on
requirement for Opcrdring the center beyond
january 1995 has been awarded to the University of Minnesota md its partners: Clark
Atlanta, Florida A&M, Howard and jackson
Slllte Urtiversities, and the MSCI. TI-li team
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SIX SIGMA
IN
PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
Risk Reduction Techniques
Benefit Customer
And Supplier
By Rich Karm
and Ron Randall

Imagine a complex product moving
through all the operations necessary for fabrication and assembly, but the product
flows with no mistakes, no repairs and no corrections. Inspections and tests are minimal:
there simply are no defects to be found. Now,
compare this to the typical scenario with
modemtely good yields, but eocwnbered with
the nece ary rework, troubleshooting and
repair. Which product is likely to have lower cost of manufacturing, horter cycle time,
and less prohlems in the field?
At Texa In tnlmeOlS Defense ystems and
Electronics Group (DSEG), we are absolutely
convinced that higher quality products provide the benefits of reduced Cj'cle time, lower cost and increa ed reliability. We adopted the 10torola Six Sigma stretch goal in
1991. From 1991 until today, we have seen
a 60 percent decrease in production defects
rates and a 50 percent reduction in manufacturing cycle times. These twO improvements reduce schedule and cost risk for the
manunlcrurer and the bu)'er.
Throughout industry, mo t of the quality
improvement efforts are focused toward manufacturing processe . It eems intuitive that
a major lift can be achieved by improving the
quality of designs, so as to be more compatible with manufacturing proces es. We
know what a Si." Sigma process is; but what
is a 'ix igma design? This article will deSCribe
our approach to answering that question. But
first ...
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What is Six Sigma?
ix Sigma is a statistical yardstick for quality, a stretch goal, and a methodology for continuous improvemenr.
• As a measurement tool, Six Sigma quality means no more than 3.4 defects per million opportunities (dpmo). If the reader is

Achieving Six Sigma
requires deliberate
management which
begins with thoroughly
understanding the
customer's
requirements,
understanding the
capabilities for meeting
those requirements,
and continuously
improving and iterating
toward better results.

fanliliar with the term "process C:lpability indices," Six Sigma is analogous to Cp of 2.0
and Cpk of 1.5. These indices (C p and Cpk)
compare the inherent process capahility to
the requirement limit.
• Six Sigma is also a stretch goal: a reach
which often requires revolutionary change .
'Conveotional wisdom" (a typical, reasonably
well-controUed process) is often found to be
about Four Sigma quality, or 6,000 dpmo. Six
Sigma represents a 2,000 times improvement.
Business as usual, with steady improvement,
won't get to ix igma. Breakthrough thinking is required.
• Achieving Six Sigma requires deliberate
management which begins with tboroughly understanding the customer' requirements, understanding the capabilities for
meeting those requirements, and continuousl)' improving and iterating toward bener
results.

What is Six Sigma Design?
Let' start with an illustration. Suppose the
custOmer require a stem which can derect
a target at a range of ar least 10 miles. This
system might he an infrared UJljt, a low-Iightlevel video system, or a radar t, for example. TIle contractor responds that his system
will have a detection range of 13 miles. Figure la illustrates this situation.
Thi looks good, so far. But, will all the delivered systems have a detection range ofprecisely 13 miles' Of course not. So, if we build
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20 of these systems, what is the detection
range of the m t marginal system? What
about the best system? What about all the systerns in between? Figure I b illustrates what
this might look like.
Given the tatistical infonnation in the histogram of Figure Ib, we can draw the pr bability distribution, iIIustrdted in Figure Ic.

Minimum
specification

-.......

I

These statistics indicate a wide variation

I

,

Detection Range (Miles)

rna assume the more marginal units are ac-

tuaUy defective. That, in tum, contributes to
user dissatisfaction and perhaps unnecessary
rework. i:8: igma de ign i a methodology
to identify and correct this situation before
hardware is built.
In simplest term then, Six Sigma design
Is fhe appiicatiOll oJ statistical techniques
to analyze and optimize the inherent system design malglns. 71Je objective is a design wblch Call be built e-rl'O'--jree.

FIg. Ib
Sample Histogram
10

How Can the Customer
Benefit From This
Information?

14

Probability
distribution
Potential
Yield

Fig. Ie
Statistical View

1088

10

13
Detection Range (Miles)

16

Detection Range (Miles)
Figure 2.
Comparison of two suppliers (A and B).
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Detection Range (Miles)

To help answer that, let's take the exan,pie of Figure Ito another level. Suppose you
wish to evaluate two different design approaches or cwo different suppliers (A and
B). Figure 2 illustrates how thi might look
statistically. Oearly, supplier B's units will operate at a more predictable performance level. We would predict Ie trouble with the
units in production and in field deployment,
Ie s risk with delivery schedules. and over·
all horter production cyde times.
Figure 2 illustrates another key poim: Be
wary of supplier A if he ch,ims he can provide a unit with a 16-miJe detection range.

13

Fig. 18
Design Commitment

I

across the 20 systems. Here are two problems
lhar variation can cause:
FiI"St, some number of units will not meet
mininlum specification \vithour screening,
tweaking, Or rework. All these actions concribute co t and cyde time, but not value, to
the product.
Second, the usetS prefer the be t units, and

10

I
Design
:"--target
I

10

13

14

16

DetecUon Range (Miles)
Figure 3.
Pushing design capability.
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o cost vs. perfomlance;
ore-allocation of system specifications;
o selection of contractor and first rier
suppliers.

How Does DSEG Employ
Six Sigma Design?

Instructions
6 SIGMA
SCORECARD

Figure 4.
Design umbrella.

PARTS

0
Defects In
Purchased Parts

II

PROCESS

I

PERFORMANCE

0 0
Defects In
Faband AS8Y

Defects In
Test

I

SOFTWARE

I

0
Defects In
Software

Figure 5.
Scorecard metrics.
Technically, he's right; he' probably even
done that. ..once or twice. But the risk (and
cost) of doing that consistently is substantial.
Our knowledge of the system's statistics allows US to anticipate those risks and better
evaluate altemarives.
Consider one last example. We have chosen upplier B (or design approach B), but
we reaUy would prefer a detection range of
13 miles. Obviousl)', 13 is better than 10, so
we get a "bener system," right? at necessarily. Figure 3 shows that we are pu bing
the limits of the design capability. At a specification of 10 miles, the production yield is
clo e to 100 percent. At a 13-mile require·
ment, the very same hardware will require
additional testing, screening and tweaking,
all of which add cost and cycle time. Then
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ask this: what's the difference between a system with a 125-mile detection range (whicll
does not meet the new requirement) compared to a system with a 13.5-mi]e detection
range? Clearly, the difference is very slight.
That Ie'dds to one more question: We wallt
a sy tern with a 13-mile detection range, but
do we really need U,at extrd performance.
and what does tilat extrd performance cost?
Thus armed with the additional knowledge
gained from understanding the statistics, tbe
custOIll" anti supplier can /lOW make be/te,' decisions and pursue design trade-Qffs
such as:
o different sy tem at hitectures;
• different or improved component parts;
• different or improved manufacruring
proce se ;

First, the ill:: Sigma deSign methods are part
of our integrdted product and proces development (IPPD) approach. (See]ammry-February 1994 issue of AnllY RD&A Bul/etin.)
Our internal IPPD process brings together all
the de ign take-holders into the Integrated
Product Development Teams. Figure
illustrates how IPPD (which, intemalJ)' we call
U,e Integrated Product Development Process)
is the overriding methodolog)' of planning and
managing the development effort. The output of the design effort is not ti,e hardware
it elf, but mUler rhe caprure of the design in
documentation such as drawings, specifications, and assembly instru tions.
Second, we use a Six Sigma design score·
card to asse s the integrity of the design with
respect to irs manufacrurnbilitr. The unit of
measure for manufacturnbiUry is the number
of defectS we predict to occur as the product is built and tested.

The Six Sigma Design
Scorecard
The scorecard and associated work heets
provide structure to our design-for-manufacrurabWry efforts. We have defined four elements to our Six Sigma design scorec'trd,
as shown in Figure 5.
o Process Sigma estimates the defects
which will occur during fabrication and asembl)', and relates to the compatibility between the manufacI uring processe and U,e
deSign details.
o Parts Sigma estlm.1tes the number of de·
fective parts based on the bill of marerial and
chosen suppliers.
• Peifonnance Sigma estimates the defeers due to inherent de ign margins.
• Software Sigma estimates the defectS in
the software products as they progress from
requirements definition U1fQugh coding, integration and test.
TI,e lntegrated Product Teams usc the prediction techniques to identify, prioritize and
eliminate potential SOttrces of manufacturing
defects. The key is that thesc teclmique are
applied long before the design is committed
to hardware.
The scorecard S} tem was first used in mid1992. By the end of 1993, mosl new design
programs in D EG were using the scorecard.
One program manager srared this: "By using
it in the de ign phase, it allow us to identify our defect drivers, Ull. allOWing the en·
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gineers 10 see where the defects are in the
design. We can catch them before the manufacturing process, thus reducing the costs,"

Manufacturing Process
Capability Data
A key element of concurrem engineering
is product development teams which are multi·functional, Equally importanl i ready ac·
cess to reliable data on the manufacturing
process capabilities, which we have in an online library. The data for this library were readily captured, thanks to Our years of using tao
tlstical process control on the faclOry floors.
Given access to the data, the designer can
modify the design parameters to mlninlize
manufacturing defects, As an example, one
of our designs required a close tolerance fit
between a tank thernlal sight retainer window and the head mirror housing. The ini·
tial design tolerance of the retainer window
using a punch press as the primary process
looked like Table J.
The punch press process did not have the
capability to hold the true position of ,014,
but other options would have gre:'tly in·
creased manufacturing cost, The designer reviewed actual punch press process capabil·
ity data and assembly stack-up rules 10
re·allocate the tolerances from the assembLy
proces to manufacturing processes and cre·
ate a more economic design, The new tol·
erances and expected yields are shown in
Table 2. Again, the key is that the design was
modified before any hardware was built,

A Tool For Risk Analysis
Even before the detail design phase, sm·
tlstical techrtiques are used to analyLe the system specifications, One of our systems engineers stated that the scorecard serves as a
good risk management tool. "We use it to
track down the problems in Our deSign, so
it' a good tool to get an early picrure of the
kind of design you need," he said, "It's also
a good tool for measuring design time,"
To oversimplify a bit, this technique
means looking at each critical system reo
quirement as shown in Figure Ic. We can calculate the statistical design margins, then estimate the Sigma value, defect mte, or
probability of meeting eadl requirement, The
engineer, the progmm manager and the customer aU benefit from tills quantitative visi·
bility into the potential risks.

Since implementing
our Six Sigma
design methods,
we have witnessed
the expected
production
defect levels
come down rapidly
while the product is
still in development.
focused on manufacturing capability im·
provements to enhance production yields,
Now we better recognize bow careful reo
quirements allocation and trade-off can provide substantia! risk reduction and cost sav·
ings. Moreover, failure to do so can be a
non-recoverable blunder, The customer
plays a key role in these requirements allocations and trade-off decisions. In mo t c:,ses, the customer controls the top level specifications; as a minimum, he defines the needs
and expectation ,
One of our customers left the two-day Six
Sigma class with the comment, "You can't
get to Six Sigma without us, can you'" In a
word, no, He also under tood that, as we
progress toward Six Sigma, he reaps the benefits, too.

22 Slots
39 Surfaces
15 Surfaces

Tolerance
TP of .014"
+1- ,010"
TP of .056"

lhe Customer's Role
True concurrent engineering involves the
customer, Technical risk to tbe contractor
ineVitably means risk to the buyer or user.
That risk translates into problems, cost and
time".for both. supplier and customer.
The Sigma value is a comparison of capa·
bility to requirements, In years past, we have
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Summary
Since implementing our ix Sigma design
methods, we have witnessed tile expected
production defect levels come down rapidly wrule the product is stiU in development.
Reducing defect levels has also reduced progrJm risk and cost for that critical phase reo
ferred to as the "transition to production."
We're seeing a more inteUigent approach to
setting requiremellls and speciftcations.
We're also seeing effort and fllnding directed early to potential risk areas.
In a sense, we are sinlUlating the initial production shakc-out period, The participants
in tbls simulation are not just the designers,
but tbe producibility engineer, process engineers, manufacturing engineers, fabrication
sbops, component engineers, purchasing, and
the customers, This smtisticaJ design methodology bas thus been a significant enabler to
concurrent engineering.
We know that Six Sigma works in production, We nOw have statistical methods and
tools to go up tream from production inro
product development. The potential benefit j enormous in avoided problems, reduced
cycle times, reduced cost, and inlproved product reliability. TIle customer and supplier reap
these benefits together.

RICH KARM is director ofsupport
engineering with Texas Instruments
Defense Systems and Electmnics
Group. He bas been with Texas Instrumentsfor 23 )Ni'atS, and cwrently
leads the Six Sigma design initiative.
KARM holds B.S. and M.S, degrees
in electrical engineering from the
University of Texas at A ustin and is
a registeredprofessional engineer in
Texas,
RON RANDALL is a senior member of the tecbnical staffwith Texas
Instruments Defense Systems and
Electronics Group. He is the DSEG
Six Sigma champion, and holds a
B,S. in mechanical engineering
from the University q{ Texas at Artington. Randall is an examinerfor
the Malcolm Baldridge National
QuaUty Award, and a registered professional engineer in Texas
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REPAIR
OR REPLACE?
The Army at Financial Crossroads
Introduction

(RDTE); and other. The "otber" appropria-

TI,e Army is restructuring and changing the
way it does busine s to focus on maintaining a superior strategic force into the 21st
century. The Army i down izing, pursuing
berter infonnation systems, and streamlining
processes to maximize the limited resources
available. However, all the efficiencies the
Am)l' institutes will nor be enough to satisfy the needs of a modem i\tmy if the budget continues to decline and modenlization
and replacement needs cannot he met. The
composition of the Anmy equipment inventory is fonned through tedmology insertion;
procurement of new equipment/systems; the
retiremem of old, obsolete equipment; and
the sustainment of existing systems/equip-

By Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar
and Nannette M. Ramsey

menl. [rmhility to effect these types of ch:mges
will result in an overage inventory that falls
shorr of meeting mission requirements.

The Army Budget
The Army budget is made up of five appropriations: military personnel; operation
and maintenance (O&M); procurement; research, development, test, and evaluation

tion includes such tbings as military con·
struerion, Army family bousing, and Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC).
Figure 1 shows the current and historical
proportion of these five appropdalions as part
of the total Army budget. The chart reveals
that the Army hudget has gone down approximately 25 percent in the last 10 years,
however the Jive appropriations have not
been reduced proportionately. TI,ere bas
been a radical shift in the proportion of the
budget spent in tbe area of procurement.
While the overall budget bas been reduced
hy 25 percent, the procurement account
has declined more than 72 percent. This
tran late into a 63 percent reduction in the

ARMY BUDGET
(FY95 CONSTANT DOLLARS)

FY95

FY85
26.1 42%
4.6 6%
5.9 7%

24.7 30%

6.8 11%

$82.3B

$61.9B

II MPA g;] PROC 0 RDTE 8S OTHER

~

O&M

Figure 1.
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proportion of tbe total budget spent in procurement. The O&M and military personnel
account (MFA) segments, on the other
hand, have remained fairly steady in constant
dollars, but, as a proportion of ti,e overall
budget, dIe O&M segment has increased 40
percent and the MPA segment bas increased
31 percent (from 25 percent of the total budget to 35 percent and from 32 percent to 42
percent respectively).
The procurement appropriation is used to
buy new equipment, replacing existing
equipment witb modem hardware as new
threats develop around the world. AldlOUgh
this money is called modernization money,
some of it i also used to replace WOrD out
equipment (see Figure 2).
HIstorically, the RDTE portion of the Army
budget bas been held at a fairly steady level, although in recent years it is dropping.
The procurement budget, however, has
readIed its lowest level in history. In fact, it
is reduced to a Jevellower than after World
War U and Korea. The precipitous decline
in the procurement budget is shown in Figure 3. The ROTE budget, which used to be
about one-fourth of the procurement budget,
in FY95 is nearly equal to it. This budget scenario translates into very titde replacement
of aging equipment and little transition of
tedmology generated with the ROTE portion
of the budget.
To demonstrate this, Figure 4 shows equipment procurement quantities for several classes of equipment. In 1985, we procured
13,405 Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (TWVs),
but will only procure 4,957 in FY95. The
s;lI1le reduced levels appear in the procurement aggregate for helicopters and tanks.

Force Structure Should Drive

PROCUREMENT ACCOUNT

MODERNIZE

REPLACEMENT
Figure 2.

RDTE & PROCUREMENT FUNDING
from 1975 to 2001
$M

FY95 Constant Dollars

30,000

Funding

These reduced procurements inlpact the
rate at which the Army's aging equipment
i replaced. Yet, it is the force structure that
should transliLte into equipment requirements,
in tum identifying the necessary budget. More
specifically, the current Army requirement
is to support 10 active divisions_ Figure 5 identifies a summary of equipment quantities of
key systems required for this force structure
for various categories of equipment and the
estinlated funding requirement. to replace
equipment as it becomes practical to do so.
The total Army budget estimate required to
replace the aging equipment in the current
force Stf11crure at an acceptable rate is $9 billion. An additional $4-5 billion, approximately
half the estimated repiacement funding requirement, is needed for modernization. This
yields a total budget requirement of $13-5 billion. The current budget of $6.8 (shown in
Figure 1) is approxilIl<1tely balf of the $13.5
billion needed.
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mSTORICAL EQUIPMENT PROCUREMENT REVIEW

equipment than keep the older equipment
and maintain it. However, since the budget
is so low that most new procurement is prevented, the Army cost of ownership is rising.

Replacement Impact
13,405

2,225

4,957 +

HELICOPTERS

141

215

60

TANKS

720

450

70

TRUCKS

* Includes FMTV
Figure 4.

10 DIVISION/NGIAR FORCE EQUIPMENT SUMMARY
FUNDS

QTY
NEEDED

TAC WHEELED VEHICLES
HELICOPTERS
TANKS
Other Tracked Vehicles

AVGLIFE
EXPECTANCY

REPLACE

NEEDED

#/VEAR

(IN BILLION)

204.52J

17

12.031

1.0

5,000

20

250

2.5

6,000

30
30

2oo
7oo

2.0

•

•

3.5

21,000

OTHER

TOTAL REPLACEMENT COST

9.0

* Includes Ammo, Missiles.
Communication, Soldier Sysrems

Figure 5.

Impact of Shortfall
TIlis budget shortfa1l will result in little modernization, continued problems in the industrial base, and ltigher operation and support (0&5) costs (see Figure 6). Funding
levels are not expected to improve in FY96.
Soon we will not even be able to replace
wornoQut equipment let alone perform any
significant modernization, and our O&S
costs will bankrupt us.

Effect of Cost of Ownership
When older inventory is not replaced at
the point when it reaches the end of its service life, O&S costs escalate. Figure 7 displays
typical cost curves for ownership of equip-
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ment for acquisition and O&S. Also shown
is a combined cost curve wnich represents
a total of tne two cost curves. Replacing the
inventory with new equipment every year
would be very costly, but it would result in
low O&S costs because there would be little maintenance on tne new equipment. As
tne equipment inventory ages, the maintenance costs tart growing until tne inventory reaches an age where maintenance costs
are proltibitive. The service life, wltich varies
by system, cOrTesponds to the lowest pOint
of the combined cost curve and is the most
economical point at wltich to replace the aging inventory. This is because it will actually be cheaper to buy and maintain the new

The bUdget figures indicate the Army WiU
have to maintain the older equipment as they
are translated into actual procurement quantities for equipment such as lWVs. The current Army inventory of lWVs worldwide
numbers approximately 250,000 With an average service life of 17 years. In FY95, the
Army is proCuring less than 5,000 lWVs. At
this rate, it will take 50 years to completely
turnoQver the TWV fleet. This will leave the
Army with vehicles that are older than the
soldiers who drive them. To exacerbate the
aging problem, the Army is participating in
more exercises, such as Operation Just Cause
and Operation Restore Hope, than it did in
the past. Consequently, the affects of salt water (as a result of shipping), inadequate road
systems, and sand are increasing the need for
fleet maintenance and the aging process is
accelerated.
A more specific example of the problem
is the popular High Mobility Multi-purpose
Wheeled Velticle (HMMWV) with an age distribution that is expected to go from a median age of six years in 1994 to a median age
of 19 in 2010. This is five years beyond its
projected service life. Another example is the
medium fleet wltich consists of 2 1/2- and
5-ton veltides, most of wltich would be replaced by the Family of Mediurn Tactical Vehicles-if it were not for fiscal constraints.
In FY93, the 2 1/2-ton fleet started to reach
its service life for Force Package 1 (first to
fight) soldiers. Cuts to the FMfV program may
leave these trucks in service. Approximately $1.3 billioo is needed for "bare bones"
maintenance on Army lWVs. To stretch malntenance dollars, fleet managers have: reduced
ti,e OPTEMPO to save wear and tear on the
equipment; parked "old dogs"; and where
possible, are using 5-ton trucks to do the
work of 2 1/2·ton trucks because of the ltigh
maintenance required on the older, lighter
vehicle.
Much of the Army's helicopter fleet is also
aging and, with the current budget outlook,
the trend will continue. Table 1 shows the
service life for the three major categories of
helicopters. The service life shown for each
category reflects consideration of technology, logistics supportability, margin for
growth, and changes in threat. A goal for the
fleet is to keep the average age at or below
50 percent of the service life. Helicopters beyond their service life have higher supportability costs and promote the risk of decreased
combat effectiveness and safe operations. The
CH-47D helicopters have actually "used up'
one life as a CH-47 AlB/C airframe before the
o model modification program which added
20 years to the service life. As can be seen
in the table, the attack/reconnaissance fleet,
with the average age at the service life, is in
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IMPACT AT CURRENT FUNDING LEVEL

ACfUAL
FY95
PROCUREMENT

FUNDING

NEEDED

$13.5

vs

NO MODERNlZATION
illGHER O&S COSTS

$6.8

BROKEN INDUSTRIAL BASE
Figure 6.
the most need of anention. Based on Table
I, the attack/reconnaissance fleet has
reached that age that makes modernization
of the .fleet a bener option. However, the state
of the budget and the lack of emphasis on
modernization does not allow that option to
be implemented.
A look at end item maintenance costs identified in the U.S. Army Cost and Economic
analySiS Aviation Cost Report shows that for
a UH-IH fleet size that basically remained constant from 1989 to 1991, the end item maintenance costs climbed from $28 million to
$43 million in the same period. This occurred
at a time when the OPTEMPO hours were
decreasing. This demonstrates how maintenance costs can rise as systems age.
The tank is yet another system for which
the replacement rate has dropped so dramatically that the invemo.ry will have to reo
main in service far beyond any other time in
history. In the late 1980s, 60 new Ml tanks
per month were manufactured in order to
equip a force structure that required approximately 10,000 tanks. At the production
rate of 60 per month, the total requirement
could be met in approximately J4 years. In
comparison, the current force structure requires approximately 6,000 tanks while the
budget allows for upgrading around 70 tanks
per year. At this rate, a rank will have to last
86 years before it is replaced or upgrdded as
shown in Figure 8.

will, in tum, require a larger readiness float
pool-an additional cost. An intangible cost
associated with the maintenance of these systems is equipment availabillty to support various Army missions.

An additional concern is that with Iinle

modernization, the equipment inventory will
not only age, but there will be Iitlle technology inserted into the weapon system fleet.
With modernization, we can change fielded
equipment to enhance its performance. We
may also want to modernize our equipment
to meet a changing threat, safety or environmental requirement.
The reduced procurement levels are also
impacting the industrial base. With budget

cuts, some contractors are closing production lines while others are going out of business. CapaCity is being lost. Major companies
are announcing that they no longer wish to
do business with DOD. The government is
having to pay the bill to qualify new contractors for the few systems we are still
procuring and it is a bill we can ill afford. Although the Army is working to assure critical capabilities are not lost, it is hard to maintain cognizance of contractor activit)' at the
sub-tier level. If there is a break in production and industry must restart from a cold
base, there are significant start-up costs, higher unit cost and long production lead times
(24-30 months). Industry will need to requalify their vendor base and manufacturing
processes, and may have to acquire and trdin
new personnel.

Conclusion
The Anny has a set of reasonable continuous modernization goals to acquire capable,
cost-effective equipment. Continuou modernization means that for every class of major weapon system that makes up our key war
fighting capability, our goal is to have either
a system in production, being upgraded, or
a replacement next generation system in development. However, resources are not available to maintain, much less improve, the
level of equipment modernization. A lapse
in this process can cause repercussions that

C
COMBINED COST

CURVE

OPTIMUM

Other Considerations
When we look at Intangible costs related
to operations and support activities, another point to consider is operational readiness.
When a vehicle, tank, or aircraft is "down"
for maintenance or repair, f10al equipment
from the readiness pool will be used wtiJ the
disabled equipment is repaired. This process
assures the mission effectiveness of Army
units. The older the Army's vehicles, tanks,
and aircnft become, the frequency rate and
quantity of equipment that will be "down"
for maintenance and repair will increase. This
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Table 1.

I

I

HWCOPTER

I

MODEL

ATIAClC/RECON
FLEET

SERVICE LIFE

I

AVE AGE OF FLEET

I

The Army is actively pursuing three ini·
tiatives as part of a trategy to belp mitigate
the lack of procurement doUars. First, ac·
quisition reform initiatives, induding full use
ofsimulation, are being aggressively put into
place to maximize the return on our pro-
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curement doUars. second, borizontal tech·
nology insertion on existing platforms will
optimize modernization. The third part of the
strategy involves careful identification and
support of essential industrial capabilities that
will ensure an adequate base will be there
when funding upturns. These measures
will lessen the rising co t of ownership and
hopefuUy the future procurement budget will
rise before the .increasing bow wave of de·
ferred replacement cosrs are unaffordable and
i.rreversibly affect future readines .
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Figure 8.
effectively Ie sen our war fighting ability by
eroding the industriaL base and related crit·
ical skills, interfering with the fielding
process, stagnating technology, increasing the
age of the fleet, and dulling our war fighting
edge. A cohesive integrated strategy with reo
g:lrd to tbe spending of procurement funds
to replace older inventory will iliow the Army
to more judiciously maintain it' equipment
inventory and avoid the exce sive 0&5 costs
that come with having to maintain equipment
that has exceeded its ervice life. It also fa·
cilitates the development of a procurement
strategy that replaces equipment at a rea·
sonable cost as it wears out and keep man·
ufacturing facilities rurtning continuously.
If we try to maintain the current equipment
inventory witbout procurement of techno10gicaUy advanced systems we are deterio4Q
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rating our capability to defeat furure opposing
forces. We cannot afford to put off the reo
placement of all categories of equipment. If
we continue along these procurement lev.
els, our trucks, belicopters and tanks will con·
tinue to age and maintenance co ts will con·
tinue to cIin1b. At orne point, the costs to
maintain the aged equipment will be prohibitive and the bill to replace it will be astronomical. With current budget deficits, it
would appear that we just cannot afford the
necessary bUdget to teadily repla.ce equipment. A little foresight teUs us we cannot af·
ford to wait. ot only wiU tl,e maintenance
bill continue to climb along with the co t to
eventuaUy replace the worn out inventory,
but when we eveotuaUy try to replace the
equipment, there may not be much of an in·
dustrial base available.

DR. KENNETH j. OSCAR is tbe acting deputy assistant secretary ofthe
Army (procurement). He erved
previously asprincipal deputyfor acquisition at Headquarters, Army Materiel Command. He holds a B. . degree in physics from Clarkson
University, and an M.S. and Ph.D.
in physicsfrom American Universi0'. His professional memberships include the New York and Virginia
Academies ofSciences. In addition,
he has published more than 30 papers, many in international scientific journals.
NANNEITE M. RAMSEY is a general engineer with the U.S. Army Industrial Engineering Activiry, Rock
Island, IL. She holds a B.A. degree
in economics, a B.S. degree in engineering, and an MBA. from the
Florida Institute of Technology.
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Approximately 300 representatives from
the Department of Defense, indu try, and
academia met earlier this year at the Anny
Acquisition Workshop in San ADtonio, TX.
The theme was "Army Acquisition-21st Cen·
tury Management for Force XXI."
Sponsored by the Army Acquisition Ex·
ecutive Gilbert F. Decker, and hosted by the
Center for Professional Development and
Training at The University of Texas at
Austin, the workshop provided progtanl ex·
ecutive officers (PEOs) ,tnd program/prod·
uct/project managers (PMs) the opportuni·
ty to receive current acquisition philosophy
and insight. In addition, the worksbop
served as a vehicle to inform attendees about
matters impacting their ability to more ef·
fecrively execute acquisition programs.
Gilbert F. Decker, who also serves as asistant secretary of the Anny (research, de·
velopment and acquisition), welcomed the
attendees. He noted that this year's workshop
had a broader range of attendees, induding
members of the otber Services and industry
Jeaders. He 'ilso tressed the importance of
matrix management, indicating that it may
not be flawless, but it's a very nece ary fonn
of management. Both military and industri·
OIL organ.iz.1tions can benefit from matrix man·
agemem, he said. Its success depends on great
teanl\vork and respect, he added. Decker
closed ills remarks by expre sing his allticipation that O,e conference would result in
greater teamwork, and serve as a rnuruaIleam
ing experience for tbe am:ndees. Decker then
introduced the keynote speaker, Under Sec·
retary of the Army Joe R. Reeder.
Reeder spoke on the state of the Armywhere Jt is going, and why the Anny ac·
quistion leadership is essential to that progression. He stressed the importance of Force
XXl, noting mat ir will only be a minge un·
les quality people are hired and retained.
Reeder also spoke on the need to remain focnsed on the prinlary goals of protecting the
American people and providing good equipment for our soldiers. Reeder also stated that
our Army remajns the best in the world alld

Army Acquisition Workshop...

ACQUISITION
COMMUNITY
DISCUSSES
PLANS FOR
21 ST CENTURY
general, U.S. Army Space and Stl1lt<:gic De·
fense Command (SSDC). His presentation,
SSDC and Force XXI, focused on challges in
doctrinal emphasis, tenets of Army 0Jx:ratiollS
and the declining budget. Garner projected
Ollee new areas of doctrinal emphasis fnr
Force XXI-force projection, peace opera·
tions, and cnmbined operations. "If we're going to control the force, what we have to do

Evaluation, Office of the Under Secretary of
Defense (Acquisition and Technology). Catts
gave an overview of O,e FCT prognrn and
discussed current projects to illustrate the
rdnge of available opportunities. Carts not·
ed the need to determine whether there is
interest in a particular foreign item, how to
rest it alld then to execute O,e test. "Success
is measured by procurements as a result of

for the 21st century is openue over wide ar-

testing, not the amount of testing we do," said

eas, have total knowledge of power move·
ment, deny enemy control of infomlation, 'mel
have assured access to space: said G'dmer.
'The challenge to all of us is to be able to
define our requirements, work the tech·
nologies, tum it out to the I'M , aIld get space·
related products directly down link to the war
fighter," said Garner.
A presentation on non·developmenral
items (NOI) and foreign compan,tive testing
(FCT) was provided by COL Randall G. Catts,
who is the manager, foreign comparJtive t<:sl·
ing in tile Office of the Director for Test and

Catts.
LTG Thomas G. Rhame, director, Defense
Security Assistance Agency (DSAA), spoke On
the conventional arms trdllsfer pollcy. Ac·
cording to Rllallle, key objectives for O,e conventional arms transfer policy include: main·
taining American rrength; helping alUes meet
security needs; promoting regional security;
maintaining a healtlly alld adaptive Defense
industrial base; and supporting U.S. national security at home and abroad.
A pmel discussion was held on "Defense
Industry's Perspective for the 21st Celltury.·

emphasized we mnst always find a way to
JTh1intain it. Reeder closed by thanking Ole
attendees for their tremendous efforts in providing our soldiers wim the best equ.ipment
in me world.
Joshua Gotbaum, a sistant secretary of De·
fense for economlc security, spoke about the

Office of tbe Secretaty of Defense (OSD) in·
dustrial base initiatives. He cited some basic
concerns in preserving the indu trial base,
including the potential los of Orne capa·
bilities if not supported and me declining bud·
get. Gotbaum also emphasized the impor·
tance of sector studies, stating that they are
being used as tools to help the Army, Navy,
and Air Force gather better data and establish a dialogue with industry. He, like other
speakers, stressed the inlportance and diffi·
culties of pre erving the industrial base.
An overview of the Army's space role wa
given by LTG Jay M. Garner, commanding
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Joshua Gotbaum, assistant secretary of Defense for economic security, spoke
about OSD industrial base initiatives.
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Sara E. Lister,
assistant
secretary
of the Army
(manpower
and reserve
affairs),
spoke
on manning
Force XXI.
Panel members included: moderator, Thomas
W. Rabaut, president and chief executive officer, United Defense LP; MG(USA Ret.) Lynn
H. Stevens, program manager, BriIlialll AntiAcmor Submunition (BAD Program, Electronic ystelllS Division, Northrop Grwnman
Corporation; Eric M. Levi, retired vice-president and as iSlam general manager, Mi He
System Division, Domestic and International Requirements, Raytheon; and MG(USA Ret.)
Donald R. Infante, vice-president and manager, Defense Systems, Hughes Aerospace and
Electronics Company. Each gave a brief presentation about their programs and then
addre sed qllestions from the attendees.
Topics included: reducing elements of bureaucracy in weapons aCquisition by both government and industry; the effects of the computer chip on weapons acquisition and
modernization; integration of chip technology into the products; specialized testing; and
commercial pecitications and standard .
GEN Leon E. Salomon, command.ing gen·

eral, U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC) presented AMC's perspective of Force XXI. He
aid tbat AMC' goal is to provide relevant,
responsive and besr value suppon to the customer. He listed some of AMC's Force XXI
challenges, wbJch included: giving PEas the
support they need, dealing with accelerating
technology obsolescence, world-wide proliferation of high-tech manuals, information
warfare, and merging the commercial and Defense industries.
Sara E. Uster, assistant secretary of the Army
(manpower and reserve affairs), spoke on
manning Force XXI. 'One of the premises of
Force XXI is that the Army of the furure will
be flexible and creative enough to meet
threats that we are unable to predict today,·
she said. "We mu t prepare by using the best
technology to develop adaptable forces capable of doing the job, whatever that job is, •
she added. According to Lister, her thoughts
about manning the force are based on the assumptions that there will not be enough money to do aU that is needed and tbat the world
will continue to be dangerous pia e. She pro-
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jected that jobs will be more complex, tequire greater understanding of computers and
the ability to think creatively, whatever the
siruation, and that every Army soldier and
civilian will be challenged to do a bigger job
with fewer resources.
An overview of Defense Contract Management Command (DCMC) Support for
Force XXI was given by RADM Leonard
Vincent, deputy director, acquisition and cornmander, DCMC. Vincent stressed the need

for greate.r government and industry cooperation. He said that traditional relationships
between industry and government must
change and that adversity must be replaced
with more open communciation and other
cooperative efforts.
The dinner address, given by Paul G.
Kaminski, under secretary of Defense for acquisition rec!mology, focused on acquisition
refonn. Kaminski said that he is part of a team
that i promulgating a hift in the balance between the use of military and commercial elements of our industrial base. This team, he
said, is collectively moving our system 10
place greater reliance on commerdal sources
at the subsysrem and component levels with
the intent of reducing not only costs, but the
acquisition cycle time, which will allow for
faster fielding of advanced technology. Some
of the suggestions offered by Kaminski included: right-sizing of our infrastrllcrure; reducing the cost of weapon system ownership;
implementation of acquisition reform; and improved leveraging of our national industrial
base and that of our allies. He called for new
incentives and opportunities in the way we
conduct our acquisition process, resulting in
a legacy for the long-term future.
Kaminski was followed by presentation of
the PM of the Year awards. (See sidebar below.)
Following presentation of the PM Awards,
Decker recognized LTG William H. Forster,

PM of the Year Awards
Recipients of the FY 94 Project and
Product Manager of the Year Awards were
recognized earlier this year during a dinner presentarion at the Army Acquisition
Workshop in San Antonio, TX.
COL Willie B. Nance Jr., project manager, Army Tactical Missile SystemBrillianl Anti-Armor SubmuniLlon, received the award for his contributions to
the TACMS-BAT Project. Nance is re ponsible for supervising a staff of 191 acquiSition and rechnical professionals and managing program costs, schedule and performance, and courses of action to
achieve acquisition requirements. Be also
manage t.be government and contractor
acquisition reams in support of program
objective to include de elopment, te ting and integration of live major products
covering the entire acquisition spectrum.
ance uccessfully managed the combination of two distinct, complex projects
and managed the transition from twO
projects into one.
LTC harles A. Canwright, product
manager, Paladin/Field Artillery Ammunitiou uPPOrt Vehicle, was recognized
for his accomplishmenlS in the management of these program dlfough a transitional period. He is responsible for supervisu,g a staff of more than 40 and for
maintaining program baseline cost, pro-

duction schedule, technical dlfesbolds,
fieldulg logistically supportable and technically capable systems, and testing and
fielding hardware and software product
improvements. In addition, he coordinates and manage the activitie of more
than 200 managers and engineers in government labor-dtories, depot, arsenals
and test facilities. Canwrighr transitioned
the MI09A6 Paladin production program
from low rate to full-scale production and
was instrumental in establishing what is
considered the Army's "model program"
of government and industry cooperation.
In Jan. 1994, he was directed to take management of the tilen-troubled FAASV progr-.un, and within a few shorr months
brought the program back on schedule.
The awards were presented at the dinner ceremony by Gilbert F. Decker, assistant secretary of the Army (research,
development and acquisition) (ASA(RDA))
and Army acquisition executive; LTG
William H. Forster, director, Army
Acquisition Corp and military deputy to
the ASA(RDA); and Paul G. Kaminski,
under ecrerar)' of Defense for acquisition
and technology.
Decker made closing remarks in whicl\
he expre ed his pride to be part of the
Acquisition Corps and commended the
PEas and PMs for their contributions.
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George T. Singley III, deputy assistant secretary of the
Army for research and technology, spoke on Army
Research Lab streamlining and technology development
for the 21 st century.
director, Army Acquisition Corp, for sig·
nificant and dramatic contributions to the
Army Acquisition Corps, and the Army
modernization progmm. Forster was commended for his personal invol,'ement and
leadership which led to the AAC becoming
a fully· integrated military and civilian Acquisition Corps. "... For these initiatives and
for many other successful battles he has
fought on behalf of the AAC and the Army.
I extend my hean·felt appreciation for a job
well done," said Decker
The second day of tl,e conference began
with a panel di cussion on "Changing Re-

LTG William H. Forster, director, Army Acquisition Corps,
provided an update on AAC career development.

from the Scrvices, academia, and industry.
BGcP) Jan A. Van Prooyen, deputy com·
manding general, U.S. Army Space and
Strategic Defense Command (SSDC), gave a
presentation on missile defense technologies.
continuing process. Van Prooyen also dis·
cussed five area of advanced technology
weapons progmms in support of pace.
which were: Light·weight Exo-Atmospheric
Projectile Technology, Tactic" High Energy
Laser, Anti·Satellite Technology Progrdffi, Sensors Technology; and Measurement Platforms.
A question and answer session proVided

it is rele\'ant to the PEO and PM commnnity
because it will m;lke available to them d,e best
class I..bomtories in industry and academia.
LTG Otto.J. Guenther, director of information syslems for cOJ11.mand, control, com·
murucations and computers (DISC4), Office
of the Secretary of the Arm)', followed with
an overview of the AmlY Enterprise Strategy and the OJ C4 role. Guentl1er stressed me
inlportance of tl,e Enterprise tmtegy in that
it provides an overarching process to ensure
.. seamless architecture from top to bottom
on the battlefield.
MG Joe R. Rigby, director, Army Digitiza-

sources and the Impact on Force XXI." Pan-

attendees \vith 1I,c opportlillity LO direct their

lion Office, spoke on Army Digitization In-

el members included: moderator, Keith
Charle , deputy assistant secretary of the
Army (plans, progmms ,md policy); BG
William A. West, director of operations and
support, Office of tl,e Assistant Secretary of
me Army (finan ial management); and BG
Joseph E. Oder, director of requirements for
horizontal tecl1Jl010gy integration. Office of
the Deputy Chief of Smff for Operations and
Plans. Each gave a brief oven'iew of their spe·
cific programs and then addre ed questions
from tl,e attendees.
Anmony J. Ganlboa, deputy general coun·
sel (acqttisition), Office of the General
Counsel, Office of the Secretary of the Army,
explained the legislati\'e changes in acquisi·
tion law. He gave an overview of me Fedel"dl
Acquisition Streamlining Act (FASA) of 1994.
According to Gamboa, tllC FASA '94 wa
based on the recomnlendation of tl,e Section
800 panel which was comprised of experts

questions to Mr Decker. Topics induded:
downsizing; career opportunities and career
development; acquisition streamlining; ac·
quisition reform; DA, OSD and congressional
oversight; modernization; technology; sinJu]ation; budget constmints; and Force XXI.
George T. Singler HI, deputy assistant secretary of the Army for research and technology. spoke on Army Research Laboratory (ARL) streamlining and technology
development for tl,e 21st centu,)'. Singley noted that the laboratory system and the way
the Army and d,e Department of Defense conducts science and technology is changing. ingley said it is more relevant. not just to the
military, but to d,e rest of me acquisition communit)' ,md to Ihe war fighter. We are making the technology available to the acquisi-

tegration Processes. He said tllat tlle payoff
is having the right force, at tl,e right place,
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Van Prooyen noted that modernization is a

lion community a lot sooner ill a more

efficient way, he added. Singley also discussed
the Fedemted ulboratory concept, noting tllill

at the right tinle with decisive victory.
t

A panel discussion followed on "Techno~
ogy Integration Processes." Panel members
were; moderator, l.TG Guenther; MG Rigby,
BG(p) Van Prooyen; Rr. Oder; BG Peter C.
Franklin. assistant deputy for system management, OSARDA; and George T. Singley Ill.
Topics ulcIuded: horizontal technology integmtioll projects; and joint participation in
advanced warfighting experiments.
LTG For ter closed tl,e workshop with an
update on AAC career development, emphasizing the need for certification in multiple acquisition career field , an impro\'ed
central referral system for civilians, more developmental assignments, and more focused
gmdu.1le programs. Forster also reviewed AAC
accomplishments and encourdged the at·
tendees to keep up their grelll work.
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SPECIAL
FORCES
RESEARCH
PROGRAM
Enhancing Manpower and
Personnel Effectiveness in the 90's
By Dr. Judith E. Brooks
Introduction

.s. AmlY Special Forces are regionaUy-ori-

ented units with special purpose missions and
characteristics. They are an increasingly imponant element of the total Army forces and
are critical to the Army's ability to perform
its strategic roles in national security. Special
Forces growth in recent years, sustainmel1l
in an era of force reductions, and requirements for highly skilled soldiers have challenged Lhe Special Forces manpower system.
To help meet this chaUenge, Lhe u.S. Army
Research Institute CARl) and the U.S. Army
John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and
School initiated a research program to refine
the assessmel1l and selection process and to
identify trJining requirements and needed per·
formance enhancements. This progrJlll is resulting in improved Special Forces manpower
and personnel effectiveness.

Approach
In 1990-91, ARI conducted a needs analysis to identify imponant manpower and peronnel issues that could be addressed
through re earch. At that time, ARI researchers were already helping the Special
Warfare Center and School develop a per-
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sonnel database to answer immediate questions about the characteristics and success
rates of candidates attending the Special
Forces Assessment and Selection Program.
Analyses of this database and interviews with
leaders and staff at the Special Warfare Center and School uggested how research might
lead to improved personnel Bow and enhanced skill levels.
TI,e needs analysis yielded a framework for
organizing areas needing enhancement. The
framework reflects key elements of pecial
Force manpower and personnel development: In-service recruitment of enlisted soldiers and officers, selection, assignment of
enlisted soldiers to a milit.'lI)' occupational speCialty (MOS), qualification tmining, performance in a Special Forces job, and personnel retention. In each major area, we
identified needs that could be scientifically
addressed.
The analysis of recruitment, for example,
suggested a need for effective recruiting strategies, personnel screening tools, career decision aids, and pool expansion trategie.
Selection needs included improved perfor·
mance asse sment procedures and validated
selection tests and methods. With respect to

MOS assignment, we saw a need to develop
predictors of job success and an improved
job assignment system.

In the area of trainJng, the analysis uncovered a need to examine medical sergeant
(MO l8D) tf'dining, as well as a need to improve specific skills related to intercultural
communication and Special Forces mission
planning. lnlproved performance measures,
teamwork trategies, and stress-coping strategies were among the needs identified in tbe
job performance area. Retention issues included Special Forces career management
overali, and, in particular, strategies for retaining medical sergeant .
These findings, developed in the context
of a systems approach for conducting reSC'arcIl, supponed the development of a longterm research program. Work continues on
the personnel database whicb now permils
researchers to track individuals au the way
through qualification training. Planned expansions for the database will provide an opportunity to also record and track perfor·
mance in operational settings. To funher
support the research program, ARI now has
a Scientific Coordination Office at Fort
Bmgg, C. This office will provide suppon
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through the entire research and development
life cycle, from planning and research execution, to prototype developmem, implementation, and evaluation.

Major Program
Accomplishments
Several accomplishments to date are
linked to the recruiting area. Recruiting was
of major concern for Special Forces early in
our pl"og-rn01. because the reactivation of3rd

Special Forces Group (Airborne) created an
immediate need for new personnel. We began with ,m in-depth analysis of Spedal Forces
tecruiting that stimulated two key projects.
One was to evaluate the impact of a physical training handbook on preparation for and
peIformance in the Spedal Forces Assessment
and Selection Program. The handbook, designed by the Special Warfare Center and
School, the U.S. Anny Recruiting Command, and ARJ, lays out a five-week physical training regimen to help recruits prepare
for this rigorous program. Candidates who
received the handbook and knew their proMay-Jlllle 1995

gram start date at least four weeks in adV3J1Ce

did more preparatory nJckmarch training,
were less likely to fail physical fitness prerequi ites, and were more likely to be selected. TIle results helped tile candidate 3Jld
recruiters highlight the importance of physica] preparation.
The other project addressed the need for
a career decision aid for soldiers who are conidering Special Force _ Researchers identified the additiomtl information needed for soldiers and their wj,'es to make an informed
decision, and developed a realistic job preview in booklet form. The booklet includes
information about the differences between
Special Forces and conventional forces,
myths vs, the reality of Special Forces, assignments to Special Forces MaS and regionalJy-oriented groups, qualification training,

missions, career

progression, COl1lffion

family adjustment issues, anct family support
mechanism . ARJ is evaluating the booldet,
including its inlpact on soldiers- commitment
to and knowledge about Special Forces,
ARJ conducted one other recruiting proj-

ect at the request of the Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel. This investigation focused on the reasons for low minoricy represenmtion in the active duty enlisted pecial Force Researchers identified
critical .-rages in the qualification process and
exanlined factors at each stage that might restrict the flow of minorities, especially
blacks, into pecial Forces. The result have
helped focLls efforts bl' the Special Warfare
Center and School 10 identify and implement
new strategies for increasing Ininority representation.

In support of the Special Forces Assessment
and Selection Program, ARJ conducted research to improve the asse mem skills ofthe
Special Warfare Center and School cadre who
assess candidate perfomlance. The new program alleviate the problem of llom",1 cadre
turnover by rapitIJ)' providing new cadre witil
the skills they need [0 function independently
as assessors. ARJ researchers and Special Warfare Center and School staff de,'e1oped a
program using films, workbooks, manuals,
and other aids to structure asseSSOr skill
AnllY RD&A
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GRADUATION RATE BY PRE·SFAS MAXIMUM MILES MARCHED

70%
60%
60%

Olance categories and individwu attributes derived from the job analysis. TI,e goals are to
describe ti,e roLe of peer evaluations a predictors and criteria in dle assessment and
tr'J.lniog process and to recommend improved
peer assessment techniques.

Looking to the Future
A need change and new priorities come
into focus, our research program must
adapt accordingly. One anticipated direction
for research is in the area of interculrural communication. For the types of missions d13t
Special Forces soldiers currently perfOffil and
will likely perform in the funlre, interclUtura!
communication is vieal. II involves not only
foreign language skills but also non-verbal

50%
40%
30%

communications, cultural awareness and area

20%

oriellt.1tion, and interpersonal kills. ARl envisions research to support a renewed

10%
0%

0-10 Miles

11·17 Miles

18+ Miles

RUCKSACK MARCH PREPARATION

development. The expected payoffs include
more efficient lise of staff time, more con-

sistent cadre ratings, and improved selection
decisions.
Other major accomplishment include
dlree projects in the area of qualification tr'dining. One investigation focused on causes of
high attrition from the Medical Sergeant's
Course. Researchers identified the major attrit ion factors and developed recommendations to achieve an optinla.1 attrition r.lle. A

second project looked at the relative importance of general cognitive abilities and spatial abilities to land navigation performance.
The findings supported the potential usefulness of paper and pencil spatial tests as
diagnostic or screerting instmments and have
implications for the development of specialized land navigation training. Third, we
examined mission planning skills and factors
affecting the performance of teams planning
in isolation at the Joint Readiness Training
Center. Our analyses led tn recommendations
for enhanciJlg Operational Detachment AI·
pha Leader Training at the Special Warfare
Center and School.
Finally, the re ults of a recently completed Spec~'Il Forces job analy is 'u-e proving useful for addressing seve,..J.l areas identified within the needs :tnalySis framework. This work
resulted in the development of behavior-based
rating scales for Special Forces jobs, definitions of individual attributes important for successful performance, and ratings of dle importance of various task categories for
effective performance in the field. The in-
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fortrultion obtained through this research provides a solid basis for developing new performance measures and for idemifying appropriate predicrors for Special Forces job
performan e.

Current R&D Efforts
Building on-the-job analy is finding , ARl
is laying the foundation for a comprehensive
validation of new and existing predictor of
Special Forces job performance. TIlis project iJIVolves developing a roadmap of key decision points (i.e., in recruiting, seleclion, assignmelll, and training) and, at each point,
g.1thering iltfonnation about the predictor and
criterion measure that are currentl)' used or
available. TIlfough literature reviews, interview ,and expert judgments, we will be able
to identify promising predictors, areas measured by everal predictors or criteria (i.e..
redundancies), and measuremenl gaps (attribUles and criteria for which no measures
exist). FollowiJlg tills, decisions will be made
aboul the most appropriate validation Sll-alegy needed to produce an enhanced selection and job assignment sy tern.
Also underW3}' is an exan-uJlation of peer

assessment in . pecial Forces selection and
tmining programs. The Special Warfare Center and School has expressed a need to maximize the information that an be obtained
from peer evaluations bodl in dle assessment
and selection program and the qualification
course. ARl researchers are identifying the
critical dimensions peers use in evaluating
performance and linking dlem to perfor-

em~

phasis on personnel election and training
that will help ensure interculUlral communication Sl..Lccess. AJ 0, research on recruiting is likely to be extended. A shortage of SpeCial Forces officers suggests a potential need
to address officer recruiting str:ttegies and,
perhaps, issues related to officer career paths.
Moreover, as the Special Warfare Center and
School implements new ways to recruit high
potential minOrit)' candidates, ARJ is also likely to participate in the evaluation and refinement phase of dlese recruiting str:ltegies
and program .
Although current ARJ research focuses on
.S. Army pecial Forces, many of the findings are likely to be broadly applicable to odler Army elements. As Army roles and missions
continue to evolve, d,ere wiU be greater 01>
portunities to share findings and methods in
ways that may enhance ovemIJ Arm)' manpower and personnel effectiveness.
OTE: Questions concerning this program
may be direcled to Dr. Brooks al DSN 6670312, Commercial (703)617-0312 or to
ARJ's Scientifi Coordination Office-Fort
Bragg, AITN: Dr. Michael Sanders, D N 2397413. Commercial (910)432-7413.

fUDIlli E. BROOK is a seniOl' research psychologist at the u.s. Army
Research Institutefor tbe Bebavioml
and Social Sciences, She holds BA,
andMA. degreesinpsychologyfrom
State University ofNew York al Geneseo and a PhD. in cognitive p:)Jchology./i'om Southern Illinois University at Cat-bandale.
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What's Different About
Peacekeeping?
GEN George Patton once said d,atthe m.ission of dIe solcUer was not to cUe for his country, but to make Some other oldier die for
his country. More recendy, Harry Summers,
noted military author and commentator, said
tbat the rni ion of the Army was to kill and
maim people and destro)' things. These similar tatements of the Army mission may be
indelicate, but in essence, the)' are true. They
state what the Army was uppo ed to do.
With the fall of tJ,e Soviet Union, tJus mission of killing and destruction did not dis·
appear. Interestingly enoug/l, at lie very time
that forces were and "re being reduced :md
resources decreased, lie Arm)' h"s been as·
signed ml additional and, it must be em·
pha ized, new mission-peacekeeping.
These two ntissions, war fighting md pe"cekeeping, could not be more different. The
mis ion of killing and destruction was understood, organizations were created specifically for tho e purposes. The organizations
equipped to deliver firepower on tbe enem)'
and personnel were trained to be "all that ther
could be" in delivering thar firepower.
Pe:lcekeeping operations, if properly defined,
end when hooting begins. Quite sinlply, dIe
old and still valid Army mission to conduct
war require shooting. The new mission,
peacekeeping, requires that a variet)' of activities be conducted withom shooting.

The Need to Adapt
If the Army is to be rele,'ant to current and
e,;pected international policy of d,e United
States, it will participate in peacekeeping operations. For ilie foreseeable future, peacekeeping is not a "flash-in-the-p:m.· At lie same
time that we recognize that our Army will
panicipate in peacekeeping operations, we
must also recognize that our Army doe not
have peacekeeping org,mizations. Our troops
are not trained for peacekeeping operations,
and a1moug/l we have equipmeOl wluch can
:tid peacekeeping operations, U,ere have been
no general requiremenrs stating what is needed. If there are those who doubl the need
for peacekeeping organizations, special
training alld 'pecial equipment, they need w
speak wim personnel who have participated in Somalia, ortJlem Iraq and Macedonia.
Peacekeeping is a new ball game. We
wouldn't expect lie Redskins to do a good
job playing basketball again t tJ,e Bullers. We
can not expect our Army to successfully take
on mis new peacekeeping ntission witholl!
creating new orgaoiL'tions and providing
new :md different trailung :md equipment.
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PEACEKEEPING ...
An Additional Army Mission
By Joe Sites
General Types of
Peacekeepmg
There are four general types of peacekeeping operatiOns. They are;
• Show the Flag. Show the Flag operations are designed to let the world and the
contestants in a trouble Spot know that tJ,e
United Nations and ilS members are interested
in what is happenillg. Further, there is an incUcation that if things get worse, the U.N. may
do more.
o Observation. Observation operations
are one step up lie ~~dder from howing lie
Flag. [n these operations, U.S. forces not only
show the nag, they observe something. This
could be movement of forces, civilhms, preparations for war or any activiry related to the
trouble spot.
o Delivery of Supplies. Delivery of supplies is a variation of shOWing the flag wim
the additional purpo e of trying to alleviate

If the Army is to be
relevant to current
and expected
international policy
of the United States,
it will participate in
peacekeeping
operations.

human uffering. A1mough, accepted by nonparticipants as humane, it is often difficult
for one side to understand why oursiders are
aiding its enemies.

• Protection of People. Protection of
people is a tad short of war. Provicling anned
personnel to provide protection to voters duro
ing an election is probabl)' the most innocuous protection of people operation. Jt
should be remembered mat whenever people need protection, there IIlust be weapons
of some sort present and when U.N. force
need to use their weapons, il is no longer a
peacekeeping operation.

General Characteristics
One general thread that runs rllrough lie
peacekeeping operations is ilie requirement mat U. . force be seen. If tbey are to
do their job, mel' must be recognized for
what mel' are. The blue helmet, me letters
"
." on helmets and equipment. and vehides painted white are all used to insure that
U. . forces are recognized for what mel' are.
SolcUers need camouflage, peacekeepers
need plumage.
A second char<lcteri tic of peacekeeping
operations is dle requirement to use r traint.
In war, weapons are used wili reckless abandon. In pe:lCekeeping operations, mere is often the need to present a threat of weapon
use, as well as a need for non·lerl1al weapons.
OtJ,er amues, ootably British and Israeli, are
familiar witil rubber bullet and other nonlethal weapons. The requirement for our soldiers to have these things and to know how
lO lise then] is very new.
A tJurd thread which rims through all U. .
operations is tJ,e chain of commmd. [n IIlost
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If
there
are
those
who
doubt
the
need
for
peacekeeping
organizations,
special
training
and
special
equipment,
they need
to speak
with
personnel
who
have
participated
In

Somalia,
Northern
Iraq
and
Macedonia.

of its conflicts. the U.S. Army has takcn 01'dcrs from U.S. commanders and their taff.
Participation in U.N. operations as a part of
ATO can lead 10 an organization whicb ba
as its lOp !al'cr a U. . commander and his
taff. The next layer could be a NATO commander and his staff and down at the dlird
level could be the U.S. Army commander and
his task force. [n addition, if U.S. air and na\"J.1
force are part of the U.N. operation, there
may be no direct link between them and the
Amly.

Organizational
Requirements
Based on the undcrstanding thaI there are
a finite Humber of po sible U.N. operations,
it would bc possible to design a prolotj'pe
task force which could accomplish the basic requirements of showing the flag, observing, delivering upplies and protecting
people. Acceptance of U.N. missions would
require formation of the task force, provisioo
of equipment and t(",dining of personnel. The
task force requires sophisticated communicaLions, observation devices, survey, psy.
chological warfare equipment and special
lrdnspormtion. Some example of equipment
which would assist the execution of "-dch type
mission are readill' apparent.
• Show the Flag
- Semi-permanent Structures for
Observation Posts
- Flags- .N. and ational
- lights (Flood Lights- pot light)
- Adequate Communications
. Rapid Mean of Egre s
- Helicopter Landing Pads
- limited Personnel Protection
- On-IeUlal Weapons
• Observation
- Electro-optical:

ight Vision Device,
Stabilized Binoculars,
Telescopes. Radars,
TV, Filmless c.uneras
- Adequate Communication (Betwcen
Observation Posts, Patrols and Task
Force CP)
-GPS
- Boundary Markers
- Flares
- Helicopters equipped with SLAR and
other ob ervation devices
- podights
- Public Address System (with pretra.n lated tapes) to wa.rn prospective
crossers of border violation or other
instructions

- Mobile Communications Net (Allinclusive within convoys and to Home
Base)
- Light Weight Haulers
- Fork lifts
- Force to Aid Extraction of Convoys
(Lethal Weapons)
• Protection of People
- Riot Control Gear
- Non-lethal and Lethal Weapons

Where Do We go From Here?
The Army Materiel Command Field Assistance in Science and Teclmology Activiry has
contributed to the peacekeeping operations
in omalia, Nordlem Iraq, and Macedonia.
Special observatiou equipment has been provided, but invariably, there are requirements
for trainin and maintenance. USAREUR, with
aU the distraction of draw-down, has responded to the requirement to provide forces
in Macedonia, but for a smoodHunning operation in future U. . operations a great deal
more needs to be done. It is a simple fact that
the U.S. Army must be prepared to partici·
pate in peacekeeping operations. We have
the organizational kill to produce world·
class peacekeeping organizations. We bave
the soldiers who are capable of operating the
most sophisticated equipment in the world.
We have produced the be t milimry equipment in the world and we can acquire the
best peacekeeping equipment in the world.
We just need 10 bring it together.

JOE SITES is vicepresident, director
of Defense Systems at Baum Romstedt Technology Research, Inc., Vienna, VA, and a 1951 West Poinl
graduate. During his 30years ofaclive duty, he served in both the Korean and Vietnam conflicts. He also
served nine years in Europe including assignment as a student at
the Italian War College and as an
operations officer on a NATO staff
at Verona.

• Delivery of Supplies
. Wheeled Vehicles
- Reconnaissance Vehicle (Motorcycles)
(Riot Control Wheeled Vehicles)
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DIGITIZING
THE BATTLEFIELD
By David A. Davison
and Steve Taulbee
As Army strategists and technologists
peer over the rim of the 21st cenn,<)', they
can see opportunities for technological advancelnent that will change the way war is
waged.
An explosion in the information ciences
is now taking place. 11,e speed and ease in
which information can be gathered and distributed is constantly increasing. These developments have poised information technology as a paramount wea pon to be
employed-and reckoned witll-on tile fi.1rure battlefield. Succes there will depend on
ti,e Army's ability to apply current and emerging information technologies to "digitize the
battlefield" and provide commanders with
complete, accurate and detailed infonnation
about battlefield events as they happen.
Operations Just Cause and Desert Stolm
pro ided a glimpse of the future battlefield.
America's military was able to successfully
conduct swift, simultaneous and synchronized
attacks on numerous objectives at night, using forces stationed in various locations. ntis

Today's command and control proce s is
manpower intensive and the state of the battlefield is defIDed for tl,e commander Witll
informal ion thai is minutes, onletimes
hours, old.
As ti,e Army begins to digitize the battlefield, part of the work load will be picked
up by compUlers and the commander will
have access to current information on the
state of tbc b:tulefield. Enhanced situational awareness wiil keep the coml11'll1der informed at all times of the location of friendly and enemy forces greatly redUcing the
chance of friendly fire incidents.
On tile future digitized battlefield, COI11puters will carry mOSI of tile rOUline load of
the commander at all levels of comm'Uld. Not
only will tl,e comm'Ulder have acce to nearperfect infomlation on tl,e battlefield, he will
h:tve a wargaming capability that, like a dless
progmm, will enable him to game, in real
tinle, multiple courses of action to help him
select the best one.
I
Ne~ infoffilation technologie already de-

tory," wltich will bring together physical scientists and engineers from ARl., university and
industry laboratories, as well as military scientists who develop doctrine_ (See tile November-December 1994 issue of AI~")I
RD&A Bulletin.) The federated laboratory will
provide the ledmoJogy for tl,e Army to dose
rhe opportunity gap permanently, while ensuring tI,at future technology and doctrine
:tre developed in tandem. l1tis relationship
will make effidenr usc of the strengths of both
govemlnent and private sector resources.
Where tllere is little e".-temal expertise, or
market, for the technologies, ARL will continue strong in-hou e re ear h and development to meet Army-unique requirements.
Where the centers of expertise are definitely outside the government and the potential
of the leciUlologies has a much broader appUcation, ARL will forge direct as ociation
witll industry and wtiversity laboratories witll
recognized competenCies in specific technology areas.
The result is that ARL will draw upon the
best of the public and private sectors

application of nlodern technologies, orga-

veloped for

nization and doctrine achieved decisive results which were not possible a few years ago.
However, research never stops and the

great potential for use in digitizing the battlefield if they can be adapted to the baltlefield's hostile environmel1t. Some, such as

technology and £aeties that won in Panama

hand-held computers. ceUular lelephones, di-

In addition, a cLose ·working relationship

and outhwest Asia will not win ti,e battles
of the 21 st centUf)'_
GEN Gordon R. Sullivan, Anny chief of -taff,
has made winning the infonnation hattie the
first objective of the Army's modernization
strategy for Force XXI. 11,e foundation for
winning til<: infonnation battle is successfully
applying infonruuion technology throughout
the battlespace or "digitizing ti,e battlefield."

rect-broadcast television and wireless computing, are already here. Others are on the

will be formed wi th the research, development and engineering centers (RDECs).
11lis framework will enablc eI,e Anny Matcricl
Command to idemif)' the best emerging information tecimoLogies for accelerated developmenr and acquisition by the AmlY.

Closing the Opportunity Gap
The Army Research L~boratory CARL) is fousing the Ann)"s technology ba e research
programs to meet GEN Sullivan's mandate to
digitize tile battlefield and dose tile "opportunity gap" tI,at has opened between commercial and mililary information systems.
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way.

~uch

dlC

cOllunerciaJ m.arkctplace have

as personal communications sys-

tems that will usc cellular technology 10 transfer and die play voice and graphics. New generations of devices emerge every few years
priced for the mass marker.
ARL is focusing its tech base to maximize
the oppornutiry to adapt and integrate this
mpidly developing commercial information
technology into Army systems.

Organizing for the Future
ARL's task is to supply the SCientific suppon 10 the Anny as it strives to close eI,e tedlnological opportunity gap. To accomplish
tllis, ARL is developing a "federated labom-

(0

pro-

duce ti,e research and technology needed for
presel1l and furure Anny infonnation w.ufare
sy rems.

Strong Interaction
with TRADOC
ARL will also have a strong interaction with
the Training and Doctrine Command
('[RADOC). As tile "architecr of the fi.lture,"
TRADOC must understand the impact of tlle
emerging technologie on funrre operational concepts. At ti,e same time, TRADOC
must ensure that evolving opcmtional concepts for the digitized battlefield are
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supported by ARL' research program.
The foundation for this partnership is "Furures Concepting," a new TRADOC-ARL initiative designed to bring physical and military cienti t togedler to imultaneousLy
develop future technology and doctrine. The
intent of Furures Concepting is to develop
furure technology and doctrine in tandem
thereby eliminating any gap. [n this way,
when a technology is ready for battlefield application, so is the doctrine.

Information Technologies
The road that will take the Army to the funlre digitized battlefield has many obstacles.
Advanced information technology in the commercial world was developed to operate in
relativell' benign conditions. The hostile
environment of the battlefield is much
different.
Combat infom13tion must be gathered by
automated sensors providing near-perfect
sensing of the battlefield. That infomHltion
must be moved instantaneously tlll'ough and
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around a hostile battlefield environment,
where the enemy is trying to jam or corrupt
the infomlation as it is distributed to multiple mobile nodes, wh.ich are Ulem elves vulnefllble to destruction. This wealth of information must then he tumed into useful
knowledge and presented in a fomllit that ClUl
be easily and quickly understood by commanders and their troops. TIle emerging chal·
lenge is tlns: Can the Army provide a small,
afford.,ble, deployable sy tern for on-tile-move
collaborative planning and situational awareness that requires little infrastructure, is based
on commercial technology, and is compatible widl systems currently in the Army Inventory, but capable of evennlally moving beyond those systems?
ARL has identified four broad areas of technical endeavor in which the Army must excel to hilly exploit the information technology =plosion and close the technological
opportunities gap. A blief discussion of "'dch
of these areas follows.

Sensing
Sensing technologies must provide the
commander with automated, near-perfect in·
formation about the battlefield, induding target data, friendly and enemy lOC:ltion , terrain features, and time..cJependent data such
as velude movement and weather condi·
tions. The primary challenge is to autonomously extract combat information
from I"dW sensor data and package it for transmission over tacticaL networks. TIJ..is will be
accomplished by integrating new sensors, signal and data processors, and communications
hardware in a low-cost, low-power, miniaturized package. TIle extraction of combat
infom13tion also requires accurate knowledge
and predictions of how the battlefield envi·
ronment affects sensing.
Sensi.ng i the first step in battlefield digitization, and it is critical to harness the technology needed to automatically develop ac·
curate infonnation aboUl what is taking place
and tIlen transolit it in real time to command
and cOntrol elements. Areas of research
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fom13tion-intensive environment of a digitlzed
battlefield, a sue sM ra k that could exceed
tl,e cognitive and sensory limits of the soldier. ARt has ti,e cbaUenge of measuring the
ability of tl,e soldier to assintiJate information
in a stressful environment and defining concepts and technologies to efficientl)' present
and transfer battlefield knowledge to tl,e
warfighter. The following are the primary research areas whicb ARt will concentrate its
resources to achieve the capability for tuming knowledge into action: three-dimensional
auditory and visual displays, high-definirion,
color, flat-panel displays, large-screen displays
for cODlmand and control, human performance in information-nch environments
and soldier perfoffilance in inteUigence and
electronic warfare operations.

Summary

The combat information processor is a task-specific multiprocessor testbed,
developed at ARI, that is designed to explore hardware and software architectures for the collection, storage, process and display of combat information in
real time.
include automatic target recognition, atmospheric profiling, multisensor fusion,
neural networks, learning theory, complexity theory, integnlted sensor/processor/
conununications ~uchitectures. targel environment and background mOdeling.

Analysis
Technologies are reqUired to process, in
real time, the vast quantity of information reo

Distribution technologies must be identified to enable the Anny to ctistribute the right
info.ffilation to the right place at the right
time, through a hostile banlefield environ-

ceived from multiple sensors and other
ources and to prOVide the commander accurate, timely knowledge of the fast-paced,
Widely dispersed operations of the future battlefield. The challenge to ARt is to provide
the technical foundation in knowledge representation schemes, reasoning paradigms,
and processing architectures to support real·
time, knowledge-based operations. BatUefield

ment. Lnfonnation that must be distributed

infomlation that is complex, "noi:l.--y," and of-

across the battlefield includes images from
sensors, graphical representations of battle
plans, statu and location of friendly alld enemy forces, and weather and environmental
information. As analysis and a imilation research efforts create the capahility to condense and present this wealth of information
in a usable format to the conlnlander users
will identify the need for additional information. To meet this need, ARL wiU tap into
the wellspring of technology being generated
at university and industrial telecommunication research centers. ARL will focus its research efforts in the following areas to build.
in coilaboration with indu ·try and academe,
the technical foundation to support seamless
battlefield cOLULUnnications: information abstraction, automated distribution, adaptive
networks, multi-access network schemes, tactical protocols, wireless broadband integrated
service digitlll network.

ten ,mcertain (in part because of deception)
must be pre ented in a form that gives the
comnlander timel)' and accurate SiUI3tionaJ
awareness in a distributed. dym\.ffiic enviromnent. uccess in this effon will require
intensive research in tlle follOWing areas: ter-

Distribution

I
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The dawo of the information age promises to revol utionize warfare. The Army can
close the gap tllat has grown between military and commercial rechnology by exploiting
tlle explosion in information technologies.
The Army Research Laboratory, by draWillg
upon the varied and best resources of the
Anny, private industry and academe and by
partnering technology and doctrine de,'elopment, will be well eqUipped to help tl,e
Army define and equip Force XXI to fight and
win in the infonn3tion age.

DAVID A. DAVISON is a public affail"S specialist with the Army Research Laboratory. He holds a B.S.
degree/min Youngstown State University and has done graduate work
at the Unive1"Sity ofSouth Carolina.
STEVE TAULBEE is an engineer
with the Army Research Laboratory
where, as the laboratOlY's technical
program development coO/"dinator,
he has compiled a variety of technicalpublications and managed an
active exhibits program. He holds
bachelor's degrees in engineering
and science ji-Oln Penn State University.

rJ.in, environmental reason.ing, tactical event

detection and synchronization, automated

querying over heterogeneous databases,
battlefield weather intelligence, scalable architecture applications and advanced 11llm,m
computer interfaces.

Assimilation
Having received a wealth of "flrst-hand
knOWledge" of the battlefield events almost
instantaneously after they occur, the commander or soldier must be able to make sense
of this information so tI,at a tactical decision
can be readily, but not hastily, made. Tuming knowledge into action will be, ill ti,e inArtily RD&A
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NAME

FA

BRANCH

LANCE, DARELL G.
LANGBEl ,GEORGE L,
MCARTHUR, WlLllAM S.
MCMILLEN, LEROY B.
PLANCHAK, JOSEPH E.

51
53
51
97
51
51
97
51
51
51
53
97
53
51
53
51
97
51
51

AV

RAIFORD, ROBERT C.

MAJ Bridges Joins
Acquisition Career Management Office
We 11ft. pleased to announce the arrival of MAJJon Bridges to tbe Army
Acquisition Career Management Office. He will serve as the executive
officer to the deputy director, acquisition career man.agement, as well
as the Arm Acquisition COrps Management Information System (MCMIS)
project officer. MAl Bridge came to us from the Program Executive Ofnce, Standard Army Management Information Systems (STAMlS),
where he served in the Personnel Electronic Record Management ystem Producl Management Office and the STAMIS TacticaJ Computer Projecl Office. He holds a B.S. in business adminisLf'dLion from Murray tate
University, a master's degree in management information system from
Auburn niversity, and is a graduate of the Materiel Acquisition Management and SysLem AutOmation Courses.

Army Acquisition Corps
Scholastic Achievement Award
Congratulation to l TC Brad R. Naegle for his seJection to receive the
Army Acquisition Corps (MC) Scholastic Achievement Award in stem AcquiSition Management at the Naval POStgraduate School. LTC
Naegle's academic achievements exemplify his dedication to e..xcellence
and the Me. LTC Naegle i currently assigned to the Program Execu·
tive Office-Tactical Wheeled Vehides.

Colonel Promotion Selectees
CongLdtulations to the follOWing Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) officers selected for prom tion to coJonel by the FY 94 Colonel Army Competitive Promotlon Selection Board, Overall selection rate for the Army
was 50.3 perCent. Overall selection rate for the MC was ;6 percent.

NAME

FA

ANDERSON, LARRYD,
AN LEY, STEPHEN P,
BERRY, CORLIS S. ill
BURKE, DONALD S.
CANNATA, GREGORY A.
CARR, HERBERT M.
CER TTl, EDWARD A.
COMO, JOHN A,
DAVENPORT, BRIAN w.
DEETER, LOillS P.
DEKANTER, SCIPIO JR.
DOBECK, KENNETH R,
DODD, MARY C.
DRESEN, THOMAS E.
EHLY, WILllAM E.
l'LAVlN, MARKJ.
HAMlLTON, PHILIP E.
HORTON, WAlTER S.
JEONG, JOHN C.
JE KA, ROBERT .
KEE, STEPHEN G.
KEEBLER, HENRY C.
KERSH, TODD B.
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51
51
51
97
51
51
51
97
51
51
51
53
51
51
97
51
51
97
97
51
51
53

BRANCH
00
00
00
AV
0.0
AD
FA
AD
QM

00
SC
EN
AG
00
0.0
QM
IN
AR

QM
AD
AV
0.0
FA

ROMANC[J(, DAVIDJ.
RUSSELL, MARK W.
SAVAGE, RlCHARD T.
SORENSON, JEFFREY A.
TETER, WllLlAM A.
TONER, SHEILA C.
TRIPLETT, CHARLES L.
URIAS, JOHN M
VlGE ,EDWARD M.
YOSS, JAMES S.
WALSH, JOHN C.
WOLFE, JACK L.
YOUNG, JAMES E.

SC

AV
AV
A

C
AD
AV

AY
MJ

IN
QM
IN
AD
Ml
IN
IN

OD
AV

PERSCOM Notes..
Career Field Certifu:ation
Career field certification i still a requirement. Every acquisition
officer must be certified in at lea t one Career neld and meet the
certificatlon requirements of each position to whidl he or she is
assigned. By going to one FA, we hope to allow more officers to
become certified in multiple career fields, Officers must stlJJ
meet all the educational, tralning and experience criteria for
Career field certification,

MAMB Does Slating For PMs and Commands
Starting with the FY96 PM and Acquisition Command Bo:U'd, the
Military Acquisition Management Branch (MAMB) will do the slating of the officers selected for PM, which is subsequently reviewed
by the depury chief of staff for personnel and approved by the
director, acquisition career management/army acquisition executive, In the past, the PM selectioo board would not only select the
officers, but slate them as well, TIlis wa the only board that both
selected and slated officers. 1\I1AMl3/PERSCOM has always done the
slating for the Acquisition comnlands, and this year will slate dle

program managers also. This brings the Acquisition Corps slating
into line with the other branches of the Army-aJl command slating is done at PERSCOM,

DAD Courses Vs. the MAM Course
TItis is to clear up the confusion about the Fundamentals of
Systems AcquiSition Management Course (ACQ 101), Intermediate
Systems Acquisition Course (ACQ 201) and the Materiel
Acquisition Management Course (MAM), The MAM Course is the
equivalent of ACQ 101 and ACQ 201. ntis means if you have completed the MAM cour e you do not need to attend either of the
ACQ courses. nle MAM Course is eight weeks in length and is
taught at Fon Lee (Army Logistics Managemen! College (ALMC).
To sign up for this course you need to contact your assignment officer, Uyou plan to take the course TDYand retum, approval in writing must be submitted by your conunand to your assignment officer. ACQ 101, a two-week course, and ACQ 201, a one-month
course, are both Defense Acquisition University Courses, These
courses are taught at various U.. military installations, SUdl a
ALMC; Fon Belvoir, VA; Redstone Arsenal, AL; Wright Patterson Air
Force Base, OH; and Fon Monmouth, NJ. Instruction on how to
sign up for these courses can be found on page 16 of dle Me
Playbook, Eitller the MA.M course or ACQ 101 and ACQ 201 atisfy tlle prerequisites for attending the Advance PM (pMT 302)
course at the Defense Systems Management CoJlege.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
AAC Playbook
In January, the MAMB mailed out the Me Playbook, which is a
compilation of newsnotes and information papers. The Playbook
was sent to every officer in the AAe. We have gotten many com·
ments, both good and bad, on tbe Playbook, and we welcome your
comments on making it a bener product. We hope to put out an
updated Playbook every year. The need to put an insert in the
Playbook show just how fast things in the AA change. With tl,e
exception of time·sensitive information, MAMB will continue to
use Army RDA as the primary vehicle to get information out to the
field. If it is not delivered to your home addres , it is time for you
to update the address PERSCOM has on fiJe.

Information Number
The MMvlB has an information telephone number to handle rou·
tine questions such as promotion data or list release dates. We ask
officers to use this automated number to get information. The num·
ber is commercial (703) 325·3411, or DSN 221-3·411.

On the Horizon
"Deep Battle" MAPL
Based on the FY 96 Military AcquisiUon Position list (MAPL) oUlbrief
to LTG William H. Forster, director, Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) and
MG(p) Ronald V. Hite, deputy for systems management, Office of tbe
A sistant ecretary of the Anny (RDA) earlier this year, several actions
have been iJljUated 10 address the future direction or "Deep Battle" MAPL
in order to bener posture tbe ability of the AAC to successfully support
Force XXI. A summary of the actions follow:
• MAPL Long·Range Plan: To date, ti,e management of the Army's
military acquisition positions has been focused on the nC'Jr term exe·
cution of each year's MAPL with major commands (MACOMs) gener·
ally retaining a 'status quo" baseline with little changes from the orig·
inaJ/FY92 MAPL. This will no longer be the case. Beginning tWs fall,
both the FY97 MAPL and PERSCOM Accessions Boards will be based
on an AAC long·range plan which will be directly tied to tbe Pro·
gram Objective Memorandum (POM), and provide specific direction
to "shape" the AAC toward Force XXI. Thi process bas already begun with tbe recoding of numerous positions within ti,e PEOsIPMs.
Forster's message to all PEOs 0710 I0 February 1995) provided the
following specific guidance ... "I would expect a minimum of one
FA 53 position in every project management office whose progtanls
include either C31 and/or embedded software requirements. In ad·
dition, l would also like to see an increase in the number of FA97
po ilion in those progtanls past Milestone II."
• AAC Force XXI Training: In addition to DOD software courses being developed by the Defense Sj'stems Management College,
the MC Proponency Office has the lead to develop a plan to support AAGspecific training requirements for Force XXI (i.e., infomlation
technology, digitization of the hattlefield). This plan will address mil·
itary, civilian and reserve members and include a means to export
the tmining to the l'EO/MACOMs in the near term.
o Advanced Civil Schooling (ACS)/Training Widl Industry
(1WI): In order to addres the need for an increased number of tech·
nical degrees to meet Force XXl requirements, a review of the funding, throughput and sources of advanced degrees is in process. As
a st,trt, every position on the FY96 MAPL now has an associated ad·
vanced degree area of concentration which forms the initial reo
quirements baseline for both Ule ACS and TWI progtanls. Based on
guidance from Ule director of acquisition career management duro
ing ti,e FY 96 MAPL outbrief, future ACS and TWI progmms will focus heavily on technical and/or system engineering rype degrees
with the aval Post Graduate School as tbe offerer (except for spe·
cific requirements such as the Simulation program at me Universi·
ry of Central Florida). In the TWI arena. the focus has already shifted from what was a one·lime FA97 production-oriented program (0
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now include several software and information technology organizations
such as Carnegie Mellon. Questions on the above subjects or any
omer AAC proponency subjects sbould be directed to the appropriate ASA (RDA) FA proponency offices listed below.
FA 51 (LTC Mark W. Jones): JONESM@BELVOIR·AJMl.ARMY.MlL
FA 53 (LTC Earl Rasmussen): RASMUSSE@BELVOffi·AJMl.ARMY.MfL
FA 97 (MAJ Vicki Diego-Allard): DIEGOALV@BELVOffi-A1MI. ARMY.MIl

From the Proponent FA 53...
Force XXI, digitization, horizontal technology, simulation, virtu·
aI realiry, and distributed nerworks are terms tI,at are spoken more

and more often. TI,ese concepts are playing a key role in shaping
Ule furure of our force structure and how we do husiness. The move·
ment to an information-<1ependent environment is a necessiry to en·
sure our abiliry to quickly deploy and mass decisive forces when reo
quired in our current and foreseeable, fiscalIy<onstrained realiry. How
does one grasp and deal with such a rapidly changing scenario? How
does one prepare to move into the 21st century? Where do we go
from here? The answer must include exploiting the talent available
in a functional area (FA) 53 officer. In the next rwo issues of Army
RDA, the Army Acquisition Corps (AAe) Proponency Division will
present a two-part series about FA 53 (automation) officers, wbat
they are, and what Uley can contribme. TIle Amly currently bas more
tI,an 2,000 officers who are deSignated witil FA 53. These Army au·
tomators are broken into three basic categories: AAC-39 I ; Single
Track-79; ,md Dual Track-1556.

Reserve Officer Opportunities in R&D
The following U.S. AmlY Reserve (USAR) officer po itions are
available in Ule Office of the Assistant SecreL1ry of the Army
(Research, Development and Acquisition) (OASARDA). AU vacan·
cies are restricted to USAR individual mobilization augmentees
(fMA) Or those Reserve officers desiring to enter the L"lA program.
AUTH

POsmo

GRADE

AUfH

POS. CODE DUfYSECITON

STAFF OFFICER

06

51Aoo

DIROF ADV CED
CONCEPTS SPACE

TAFFOmCER

06

97Aoo

DIR, CO rRACTING

STAFF OFFICER

06

97Aoo

orR, CONTRACTING

STAFF OFFICER

05

51AOO

DIR, RESO RCES

STAFF OFFICER

05

97Aoo

DIR, ACQUlSl110N
& !ND BASE POll Y

ASST DIR (LOG)

06

51Aoo

DIR, AVlATIO
AND JEW SYSTEJVlS

STAFF OFFICER

05

15D51

orR, CLOSE COMBAT

STAFF OFrICER

U5

t3A51

DIR, CLOSE COMDAT

STAFF OFF! ER

05

35G51

DIR, AVlA110N
AND lEW SYSTEMS

STAFF OFFICER

05

18AOO

DlR, SPECIAL
PROGRAMS

For additional information, contact the [MA Management
Division, U.S. Aml)' Reserve Personnel Center, al DS : 892·2327,
commercial (314) 538-2752, or toll free, 1-800--245-8466. [n addi·
tion, specific OASARDA agency information can be obtained from
SFC eard at DSN 225-6496 or commercial (703) 695-6496.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

Mentor Workshop Conducted
A training session/workshop was conducted March 79, 1995 in San Antonio, TX, for mentors of Department
of Defense Scholarship Program graduates. These mentors are charged with administering the initial career development phase and internship for the program's graduates.
Hosted by Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley, deputy director for
acquisition career mlUlagement, the meeting was attended
by six of the nine mentors involved in the program. The
attendees included the foUowing four of five new mentors: Pat Kofalt, chief, logistics management, Office of
the PM, OIDIER; Dave Lacy, duet, Seeker Division, Office of lie PM, National Missile Defense; John Shannon,
project manager, Aviation Life SuppOrt Equipment; and
Mike Viggato, program analyst, Office of the Program Executive Officer (PEO), Armored Systems Modernization.
One new mentor, John Green, deputy PM, SMOKE, was
lUlable to attend. The newly appointed mentors were

ably introduced to the program by two of the four previously existing mentors: Linda Gentle, chief, program
management Office of the PM, Multiple Launch Rocket System; and Marlene eaton, program analyst, Office
of the PM, Instrumentation, Targets and Threat Simulators.
Other workshop participants included Dr. John Daly
from the University of Texas-who pre ented a one-day
training session-and Dr. Jerry Davis, also from the University of Texas, who is developing a mentor training
course for the Army whidl will be announced in the near
funlre. Also in attendance were Dale Fradley, chief of
program management, Army Acquisition Executive Support Agency; and Jinl Welsh, frODl the Acquisition, Education and Training Division, Office, Deputy Director,
Acquisition Career Management. Bom individuals are responsible for implemention of Dr. Pinckley's Mentot/Intern Program.

BOOKS
Activity Based Management
For Service Industries,
Government Entities
And Nonprofit Organizations
By James A. Brimson and John Antos
Reviewed by MAJ Taylor Chasteen of the Production Base
Modernization Activity at Picatinny Arsenal, NJ.

Here is a timely book that capitalize on the present craze associated widl activity based management (ABM). The current right
sizing of dle Department of Defense is focusing everyone's attention on increasing the value the taxpayer gets for his Defense
doUar. Activity based management has come into vogue as one
tool to accomplish this task. The book gives the reader a thorough description of what ABM is and how it works. Besides writing a very readable book, me aumors have included several "real
world" examples in the appendix and a glossary for me uninitiated in the langllage of ABM.
TIle authors have done a good joh of co,'ering the subject along
with including "news you can use.' Among the more interesting ABM tools covered in the book are the following: a methodology to identify activities, resources and cost objects; data collection techniques and creating activity maps. The "news' mat
the book expounds includes the robust utility of ABM that breaks
down into: identification of non-value added activities, cost driv-
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er analy is, benclunarking, product costing, activity budgeting
and many more. The reader develops me feeling that the only
thing standing between hi organization and becoming "world
class' i the use of ABM.
AldlOUgh the book has a broad scope and is packed with information, this is not a do-it-yourself cookbook. Rather, the book
is a primer. It piques the reader' curiosity and implicidy poses
enough questions to fill another volume. For instance, how does
management decide if ABM is tight for dleir organization? What
are the critical success factors for implementing ABM? What are
the lessons learned from failed ABM attempts? Should the organization hire consultants to implement or train re ident experts?
How much will implementation co t? The authors make a good
ca e for why an organization should implement ABM. However,
perhaps by design, the book does not addres many critical issues managers must consider before investing in ABM.
In conclusion, although a welcome addition to dle activity based
canon, the book ha it shortcomings. First, the book does not
focus as much on government entitie and nonprofits as the title would suggest. TIle narrative information is essentiaUy generic. The authors argue convincingly, however, that tlle information is applicable in whole or in part in government settings
bec:llIse "the building blocks of aU organizations are activities and
processes.' Second, dle purpose of the appendix is not clear and
the individual examples seem truncated. There are, however, several eXanJples of ABM being used in government setting to include Defense environments. On the whole, Brimson and Antos
have provided a good springboard into the world of activity based
management.
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RD&A NEWS BRIEFS
ACTIVE DUTY
ADDRESS CHANGES
A reminder to active duty officers in functional areas 51,
52, 53, and 97: Since Army RD&A uses your address as listed in your Officer Record Brief (ORB), it is important that
you keep your ORB updated. A number of requests for
change of addre s have been mailed directly to us, but the
editorial office does not have the ability to make those
changes. If you have moved or changed your address recently,
please change your ORB so Am~y RD&A can reach you at
the proper address in a timely manner.

ACompetitive 8(A)
Program Success Story
TlJe following was a "good news" e:xperiencefor the Albuquel'que
DiSl1"ict, US. AI-my COlPS ofEngineers. II concerns a construction
pmject to construct a dormitory at Holloman Air Force Base in
southern New Mexico.
Section 8(a) of the SmaU Business Act (IS U.S.c. 637(a)) established a program that authorizes the Small Business Administration
(SBA) to enter into aU types of contracts with other agencies and
let subcontracts for performing those contracts to small and disadvantaged business (SOB) firms eligible for program participation. Contract may be offered to the SBA for performance by eligible 8(a)
firms on eitller a sole source or competitive basis.
As required by Federal Acquisition Regulation 19.805, acquisition
offered to the SBA under the 8(a) program for construction, which
are expected to exceed $3 million, hall be awarded on the basis
of competition.
More than five years bad passed since the Albuquerque District
had tried a competitive 8(a) solidtation. 1bis method was being strongly requested by the ew Mexico 8(a) Association (an organization
of8(a) contractors in New Mexico) and the SBA. Additionally, ifsuccessful, thi method would ignificantJy help us meet our 8(a), SOB,
and small business goals. Therefore, we decided at the end of FY
94 to identify a project for this program.
In order to increase the probabiliry of numerous and acceptable
bids, we decided not to limit our 8(a) bidding populatJon to just the
Albuquerque region. We also added the El Paso and Lubbock areas
for potential sources.
A market survey of 16 potential 8(a) contractors was conducted
to determine if they would bid on the dormitory project at Holloman as 8(a) competitive. Seven responded that they would bid while
several others stated they were interested. The decision was made
Aug. 30, 1994 to offer this project to the SmaJl Business Administration as an 8(a) competitive solicitation.
The decision was not made by consensus. Se\'eral individuals argued that bids would be high and, therefore, we would have wasted the customer's (U.S. Alr Force) and our time and money. Our previous experience witb tltis method five years earlier was a disaster
and tltis was reiterated more than a few times. However, it was also
pointed out that we had worked with many responsible, WgWy ca·
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pable, very price-competitive 8(a) firms in the past five years and
there was a high probability of receiving acceptable bids. After all
sides were heard, our district engineer decided 10 go competitive
8(a) with this project.
The project was issued Oct. 28, 1994, with bid opening held Dec.
9, 1994. Five bids were received, ranging from $3,509,472.00 to
$3,939,240.00. The government estimate was $3,725,439.00. Three
of the bids were below the government estimate.
By going competitive 8(a) with this project, the Albuquerque Dis.mct: received very competitive prices below tbe government estimate; will award to a low bidder who is a proven good performer;
makes an award which significantly contributes to the district meeting its 8(a), SOB, and small busine s goals; and awards the project
to a contractor within the state where the work is being performed.
There is always risk in every method of solidtation. However, there
is added risk in trying a new, relatively unproven method. in this
case, we did our homework, discussed the options, the unknowns,
and the risks and made a courageous leadership decision. It was the
right decision.
innovation in government is essential, just as ir is in private industry. The risks associated with trying new ideas must be taken in
order for us to succeed as individuals and as organizations. Certainly,
not aU risks will result in success stories, but those tllat are calculated and informed move uS in a healthy and progressive direction.
The turtle only makes progress when he sticks hi neck out. By
sticking our necks out on this project we were able to make tllis a
success story.
The precedil1g article was written-James D. Van Nest, chief, Contmcting Division, Albuquerque District, US. Al7ny Corps of Engineers. He is a certified professional contmcts manager and bas
a B.A. degree in business administration from tbe University of
Washington

Cooperative R&D Agreement
Fosters High Energy
Battery Development
The Army Research Laboratory's Electronics and Power
Sources Directorate and MATSI Inc., of Atlanta, GA, have established a cooperative research and development agreement
(eRDA) to design, build and evaluate ultra-high energy, singleuse, zinc-air batteries for portable electronic devices.
Development of this dual-use technology will extend the
operating time of aU power-intensive portable communication
electronics equipment. Operating time at high power levels is
the major factor currently limiting performance in tllis type of
equipment.
The goal in establishing tllis CRDA is to support military
needs and objectives while fostering development of these
ultra-high energy batteries. Substantial commercial potential for
these batteries exists in areas such as laptop computers and cellular telephones.
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Science and Engineering
Apprenticeship Program
Proves Valuable
The Institute for Advanced Technology ([A1) recently completed its third year of participation in the Department of Defense (DOD)
Science and Engineering Apprenticeship Program for high school
students. The apprenticeship program provides local high school
graduates with hands-on experience in a stimulating research environment. TI,e long term goal is to encourage them to pursue careers in the science and engineering disciplines, particularly in areas related to the needs of the DOD. Participants are selected on
the basis of their academic record, scholastic aptitude test results,
applications, and references from their teachers. tudents are paid
a basic rate over the summer and work directly with a scientist or
engineer mentor on an individual or team project.
Two students participated in the program with lAT during the past
summer. Nathan Atki.n on is a 1994 graduate of Georgetown High
chool, Austin, TX. He enjoys mathematics and working with computers, and plans to pursue a degree in electrical engineering at Texas
A&M University. T-J. Dawkins is a 1994 graduate of Leander High
Sdlool, Austin, TX. T.). is interested in environmental engineering
and plans to pursue a civil engineering degree at Texas A&M University.
For his research project, athan worked directly with Dr. Tom
Kiehne, IAT assistant director for hypervelocity physics, and Dr.
Stephan Ble s, technical director for inlpact physic . His project was
titled"A Close Encounter with Penetration Mechanics." The study
dealt with novel ideas for warheads designed to penetrate tank armor at high velocity. Thus, Natllan was asked to quickly clinlb ti,e
learning curve in this discipline so that he could analyze and compute trends based upon existing dam_ By his own admission, he learned
a great deal in a shon tinle. athan came away from the research
experience with a deep appreciation for the physical considerations
involved in warhead designs.
T-J. worked directly with Pat Sullivan, lAT assistant director for
electrodynamic, and Dr. Chadee Persad, technical director for materials science, on a project entitled "Bonding ofYttriwn Barium Copper OX.ide for Use as a Resistive L~yer on Conductive Rails in Electromagnetic Railgulls." His researdl addressed the potential of
conductive ceramic as a resistive layer Witll a specific task centered
on analyzing bonding techniques.
The apprenticeship program has proven a valuable vehicle for introducing motivated high school students to the re.~lm of scientific
and engineering research. At the end of the apprenticeship, the students made formal presemations and prepared a technical report
which sUlllWarized their project re ults. Most participants go on to
prestigious IJIliversities in pursuit of science and engineering degrees
and everal have either remmed in subsequent summers, or stayed
on pan tinle to continue their research.
The Institute for Advanced Technology is an Anny University Research Center dedicated to support ti,e U.S. Army with scientific and
engineering research essential to the national security of the United States. As an autonomous laboratory research celller of the Uillversity of Texas at Austin, tAT's specific tasks are to conduct basic
and applied research in electrodynamics and hypervelocity physics;
conduct independent and objective technical assessments, testing
and analysis of critic:lItechnology issues; and plan, develop, and present technical education progranls for Army officers and civilians
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in electrodynamics, hypervelocity physics, and related critical technologies. Dr. Jerry Davis, assistant director for education, IAT, oversees the apprenticeship program.
17Je preceding article was w"Wen by LTCjam.es C Pollard, U.S.
A'7ny, "eUred, who is the education coordinator for the Institute
fo,' Advanced Technology.

The Power of Prototype
The force of an anti-tank mine exploding under the front tire of
a 5-ton truck has almost always meant certain death to tl,e driver
and passenger. The human body can withstand about I5G (15 times
the force of gravity) without sustaining injury. The force of a mine
explosion is nearly 1OOG.
The Tank-automotive and AnnamenLS Command, Warren, MI, was
recently tasked with finding a way to reduce the lethality of such
an explosion and proViding additional ballistic protection to the crew
on board. Since the 5-ton truck .is probahly the most Widell' used
vehicle for military and hnmanitarian ground tr.lJlsportation worldwide, their task was extremely inlponant to thousand of TACOM
soldiers. Their fir t step wa to reduce the G-force by designing a
special seat with hock ahsorbing capabilities and additional strength.
Engineers ar TACOM faxed a conceptual hand-drawn sketch to
Rock Island Arsenal and expressed the urgency of tlleir reque t. Arsenal engineers inlmediately staned computer aided design (CAD)
draWings and developed a technical data package within two days.
Working with TACOM engineers, the arsenal's Prototype Process
Planning Action Team defined the p=eters of the design and released the package for the initial production of two seat. The design cailed for nine individual aluminum components which formed
a welded seat. Shop orders were written and the plan was set into
motion.
The componems were sheared to near-net configuration and all
sides were machined. Prototype machinists, process pl:UUler , engineers and welders worked together to tack together the puzzle
that would become a seat. When ali the pieces fit together properly, ti,e seats were welded together.
All welds were X-rayed and dye penetrant inspected by arsenal
quality assurance per onnel.
The finished seats were air shipped to the customer just six days
after receipt of the conceptual sketch.
One of the seats underwent testing on a specially designed shock
absorhing system which subjected it to tile inlpact of an anti-tank
mine exploding under the from tire of a 5-ton truck. A "crash test
dummy" measured the inlpact that explosion would have on a human hody. The results showed ti,e prototype seat had reduced tl,e
G-force to approxinlately 30G. In an actual explosion, the driver of
tl,e vehicle would probably have sustained serious injury but would
have survived.
An entire lethality reducing kit has been designed to add armor
to the under carriage, doors, windows, top and to add applique armor for the seat itself. The arsenal's prototype team is producing
most of the kit.
Production of these prolotype seats could be considered a remarkable accomplishment by any m:Ulllfacturing fadlity. But with
the installation's state-<>f-the-an machining capabilities, new surface
treatment and plating facility, new forging capabilities and one of
the Army's premier foundries, tl,e arsenal has shown tllat the "just
in tinle" concept of manufacturing is not only possible-at Rock [sland Arsenal, it is a reality.
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Washing/Leaching Technology
Removes Metals From Soil

Micky Myers, Yuma Proving Ground explosive test
operator, demonstrates the operation of "Andros," with
her sister robot, "Brutus," in the background.

Yuma Robots Clear
Mine Fields
Many youngsters play with remote comrol race cars for flUl, but
U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground explosives experts have brought
it to a new level. By maneuvering several remntely operated electric and diesel-powered robots up and down hills. explosive test operators clear mine fields and recover explosive mines, artillery rounds,
and other unexploded ordnance ilems more safely and quickly than
ever before.
Yuma Proving Ground has developed a reputation in recel1lyems
a an intemationalleader in the development and use of robors to
recover unexploded ordnance. By perfonning detailed failure
analysis of lactical munitions, proving ground teSters provide. olid
lechnical information to ordnance developers, which has enabled
Ihem to shave tens of thous,mds of dolJars from their development
COSts. The resuJl is a better bargain for the American taxpayer and
new mlmitions for Americ;m military forces that are developed and
deployed more quickly than ever before.
The motorized robots are operated either by radio or guide wire
by trained persotmel seated within a specially-buill armored control

USing an innovative combination of advanced soil washing and
leaching technologies, the Twin Cities Army ArrmmniLion Plant
(fCAAP) in Minnesota is pursuing remeeliation of an area of land contanlinaled by open burning and open delonation of munitions. Ten
acres of land were fowlCl to be contanlinated with lead and other
heavy metals, but no existing cleanup technology was readily avaUable. Application of the new technologies will allow reu e of the
property by 1995 and at an acceptable cost.
Built during World War n, the 2,40o-acre instillation lies among
densely populated Miruleapolis/St. Paul suburbs. Now on modified
caretaker St.1ntS, TCAAP no longer has an ammunition production
mission. Activities, inste<,d, are concentrated on the cleanup and
restoration of contaminated soils and groundwater under the Army's
Inslillation Restoration Program. The largely undeveloped TCAAP
land is a wildlife sancntary and is targeted for popular nantre walks
and tours as a part of eventual reuse and reutilization.
Cleanup options considered by the Army included pa,'ing or capping the site 10 reduce the migration of metals from the affecled area,
mixing the affected soil on-site with a cement-like grout to stabilize
or immobilize the melals, and even digging up alJ the affecled soil
and shipping it ro a ha2:trdollS wasre landfill for disposal. According
to Michael Fix, the TCAAP commander's representative, these methods were not suitable for TCAAP and did not meet the Army's goals.
TCAAP selecred a relatively new technology caJled ·soil washing/
soil leaching," which combines soil washing and metals leaching and
generates minimal waste streams. A full-scale lead recovery process
like this had never been fulJy demonstrated in the United Stales. The
soil washing process was adopted from tbe mining industry and involves the excavation of the. affected soil, and the separation of the
larger soil particles and debris from the more heavily metal- saturated
"fines" (e.g., sands and silrs) by me'U1S of a erie of physical/chemical separating sleps. Soil washing also removes larger, loose metallic fragments.
In the process, soil is stockpHed and fed into a hopper to accommodate a processing rate of 10 to 20 tons per hour. 11,e soil
first goes through a machine which breaks up the clumps and screens
out material larger than a quarter inch in diameter. 11,e coarser material is then fed through a conveyor system where cartridge easings are removed for stor-age and elisposal. The rinsed stones and gravel are tested for melals and retumed to the site.
11,e fine material is further separated by another macltine into sands
and tine silrs/days. Heavy metal fmgmenrs are separated from the
sands in a mining industry "jig" and stored in drums for recycling.
The sand is chemicalJy leached. 111e fine material contains most of

the type of rerrain

the lead after soil washing and, following separdtion from lhe coars-

and specific type of ordnance ro be recovered.
One of tbe smalJer robots, emblazoned with the name" Andros'
on its side, is an electrically-powered, tracked, all purpo e vehicle.
Moving at a speed of only two miles per bour, it iJ; equipped with
video cameras which monilor ils movement as il gf"SpS ordnance
with metal jaws at the end of it's extended pneumatic arm. E:teh Andros unil co I' approximately $ 100,000, but prolecls workers from
injuries and saves a great deal of money on a long term basis.
Another robot, dubbed "Brurus,' was transferred to YPG fromJet~
ferson Proving Ground, LN. Much larger than its sister, Andros, Brutus feaUlres a diesel engine which can power it two times farther
(over one mHe) than the maller unil. 11 also incorporates a more
powerful pneumatic aml and jaws. Workers have found Brutus to
be the robOI of choice for crossing rough terrain.
Yuma Proving Ground's intensive use of robols to recover Wlexploded ordnance offers the incalculable benefil of being able to save
lives when necessary, but it also greatly improves the ordnance developmenl cycle.

er panicles, is sent on for soil leaching. Soil leaching involves chen)ical processes to remove metals from tbe sands and tine silts and
clays, and depends on differing physical and chemical properties of
the sands and fine soils.
In the treatment circuits, the soil undergoes an acid wash that diJ;·

vehicle. Sevcrdl robots are uscd t depending
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occurs in a continuous flow process through a series of mixers and
clarifiers wbere d,e leaching agent flows counlerflow 10 d,e incoming
soil stream. 11,e material is progressively cleaner as it proceeds through
the processing steps.
11,e dean sands and tine soils are dewatered, neutralized, tested,
and added to d,e clean coarse material for return to the site. The spent
leachate is sent to a recovery unit where it flows through an electrochemical reduction ystem t11at precipitates the metals out into a cake.
Metals reclamation iJ; accomplished by colJecting the discrete metal particles from d,e physical soH washing process, and the precipitated metal from the chemical soH leaching process. The met.lls are
drummed and shipped via licensed hazardous waste tmnsporters to
a lead smelter. Through reclamation, these metals are removed from
the hazardous material cycle for future reuse.
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The TCAAP site is being cleaned up to satisfy both a federal facilities agreement (under uperfund) between the Anny, EPA, and the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, as well as TCAAP's permit requirements under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).
According to Fix, the site bas received SO much attention and positive pre s that TCAAP conducts guided tours e,'ery other Wednesday for interested regulators, engineers, consultants, and the public.
In adrlition, the site is being evaluated under ti,e EPA SITE (Superfund Innovative Technologies Evaluation) Program, as a successful
demon rration of the "soil washing/soil leaching" technology.
The TCAAP ite i One of the nation's first RCRA cleanup projects
using soil washing/soil leaching to remove metals. The result will be
a "clean closure" of the Site, along with a significant reduction in the
need to dispose of wastes in a landtilJ. Peter Rissell, a project manager with the U.S. Army Environmental Center's 10 tallation Restoration Division, said the Army plans to use soil washing/soil leaching
at additional TCAAP sites where metals are present. A full technical
and cost evaluation of the technology is being conducted by the U.S.
Army Environmental Center's Environmental TeclmoJogy Division.
When rhi evaluation is complete, it will be the basis for using the
teclmology at other Army sites.
The preceding article was submitted by tbe U.S. Anny Environmental Center Public Affairs OjJice.

Walker Signs Health Hazard
Assessment Plan
Late last year, Lewis D. Walker, depury assistant secretary of the Army
(environment, safery and occupational health) signed ti,e historic Health
Hazard Assessment Progtanl (HHAP) Strategic Plan.
The plan is the result of a two-year team effort by representatives of
the Office of the Surgeon General, the U.. Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine (provisional), the U.S. Army Materiel
Command, and ti,e U.S. Anny Medical Research and Mareriel Command.
The team created a blueprint for moving the Health Hazard Asse ment
Program into the 21 st century. Key players in the development of the
plan aaended the ceremon}'. The straregic plan focuses on the vision
of the individual soldier as the ingle most important element in the perfonnance of the Anny.
The strategic plan states, "The U.S. Army established the Health Haz·
ard Assessment Program [0 eliminate or control health hazards in the
life cycle management ofweapons, munitions, equipment, clothing, training devices, other materiel." The strategic plan concentrates on the following four pillars: prevention: protection; performance; and sustain·
ment and survivabiliry. Program efforts will focus on actions related to
providing materiel systems free of healtll hazards.
"The plan focuses on Army readiness by protecting health and maintaining stewardship of our resources,' said Walker.
TI,e HHAP supports the four elements of combat power, which are
maneuver, firepower, prorection, and leadership, and supports the breadth
and diversiry of the Anny technology base.

TARDEC Leads NATO Efforts
The U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development, and Engineering Center CTARDEC), repre ellting the United States, is currently
teamed up with other North Atlantic Treary OrganiZation (NATO) memo
bers in the quest to standardize Battlefield Management Sj'stem (BMS)
electronics in tanks and armored vehicles. TARDEC, the U.S. representative
and chair, is teamed up with representatives from France, Gennany, Italy,
and me United Kingdom to make up the Working Group of Experts 1
(WGE.I) of the NATO Army Armaments Group (NAAG) Project Group
25/WGE.1.
WGE.l was chartered "to arrive at standarrlization agreements that
can be realistically applied to participating NATO groups regarding
electronic associated with battlefield management and interoper·
ability,' according to Art Rofe, depury director of the Vetronics (vehicle electronics) Technology Center at TARDEC.
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TARDEC, located at me Detroit Arsenal in Warren, MI, is the na·
tion's laboratory for advanced military automotive teclmology. Its
mission is to conduct research, development and engineering work
to achieve global uperioriry in military ground vehicles. TARDEC
a sociates design and develop vehicles for all U.. Armed Forces, numerous federal agencies, and more than 60 foreign countries. TARDEC
is recognized Armywide as experts in virtual protoryping, rechnology transfer, vehicle electronics, concurrent engineering, and tech·
nology integration and insertion.
WGE.l's mission is to standarrlize battlefield management electronics
with emphasis on components that would minimize rranslation required for interoperabiliry. BMS technologies, ucb as Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDI) proposed by the German delegates and the
draft tandardization Agreement ( TANAG) for mall Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) propo ed by the United tate, are examples
of the standardization efforts of WGE.l. If BMS technologies, such
as the FOOl or the STANAG for SCSI, can be realistically applied to
all the NATO groups involved, communication between countries
can be improved. TIle mission i to improve transmittal and linkage
of data between countries operating together on the same battlefield.
The Vetronics Teclmology center is respon ible for the electronics
for military ground and land vehicles and is working on a homoge·
neous group of standards applicable for future 'Uld existing vehicle.
The proposed futu.re U.S. standardizarion efforts are: computer resource subsystems, data distribution and control, crew controls and
displays, and power generation and management.

Topographic Engineering Center
Awards Contracts
TI,e u.s. Army Topographic Engineering Center, Alexandria, VA,
bas awarded two contracts totaJlng $2_32 million and 52.78 million

respectively, to Rayrheon Systems Development Co., Bedford, MA,
and PRC Inc., Mclean, VA, for the researdl and development (R&D)
of a multiple intelligence correlator (MICOR). TItis R&D effort is part
of the Advanced Researcll Projects Agency's (ARPA) War Breaker
Program.
The goal of the War Breaker Program is to develop and demon·
strate technologies and S)'stems leading to a full}' integrated, end·toend system capable of targeting and attacking time-critical targets
before the enemy is prepared to trike. The MlCOR is de igned to
accept, understand and automatically correlate intelligence information
from multiple sensors to quickly create a clear intelligence piCture
for the re t of the War Breaker sy tern.
The two contracts are for Phase I competition. A down selection
for further development of a MlCOR protorype system will be made
at the conclusion of Phase 1.

Environmental Products
Catalog Published
Tbe Defense General Supply Cenrer (DGSC), Riclmlond, VA, has
published their first catalog of EnVironmentally Preferred Products.
DGSC is one of the Defense Logistics Agency's five supply centers.
It manages federal stock group 68, which encompasses hazardous
as well as envirorunemall}'·preferred chemicals.
The catalog contains more than 300 stock·numbered items avail·
able right now from DGSC through the nonnal requisitioning procedure. The catalog is being diStributed to DGSC's military and fed·
eral civilian customers worldwide. orne of the product categories
are aqueous c1eaner/degreasers, deicers, aircraft cleaning compounds,
spill control products, marine cleaning compounds, recycling eqUipment, etc.
TI,e catalog includes useful voice and fax telephone numbers to
enable customers to easily reach technical staff at DGSC. If your of·
fice has nor received a copy please call DGSC's Marketlng Office at
(800)352-2852, DSN 695-5698, Fax (804)279·5695.
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Depot workers have completed and fielded the Iirst25 sets of boards
with another 150 sets to be completed sometime in early 1995. Fabricated from aluminum, the battleboards are being attached to MI09 howitzers, FAASVs, armored<ombat earth movers, and nuclear, biological
and chemical reconnaissance vehicles.
Lenerkcnny is one of three depOts designing and fabricating battleboards. In addition, the Tank-automotive and Armaments Command, in
Warren, MI, produces bartleboarcls.

Army Selects Experimental Force

Installation of the new gun mount.

Upgunning the Abrams
Infantrymen who depend on the sure-fire capability of the MIA I
Abrams Tank can look forward to a more powerful weapon. Some
1,600 existing MIA I vehicles are expected to be upgraded; nearly
500 have been completed to date.
'The purpose of the upgrade," says Mike Dahms, an Armament
and Chemical Acquisition and Logistics Activity program equipment
specialist, "is to modify the gun mount and cradle to accommodate
the new 120mm round. This more powerful round will greatly enhance the force and power of the Abrams."
ince program inception in 1993, Rock Island Arsenal upgrade teanlS
have upgunned tanks at military bases and ational Guard ites throughout the U.S. and overseas-from Fort McClellan, GA, to Camp Doha,
Kuwait. The multi-million dollar program is scheduled for completion in 1996.
Upgrades are performed by four a1'Sena.! teams of three machinists. "These teams are required to meet very aggressive schedules.
They work 10 hours a day, six days a week to complete an average
of one tank upgrade a day," said Dahms.
Teams remove ti,e 2,000 pound gun mounts, pull out the old recoil mechanism, insert a new recoil mechanism, and assemble the
parts. The old recoil is then shipped back to Rock Island Arsenal for
modification.
"Adding more firepower and lethality to the Abrams is a rewarding job, but the real bottom line is that we're building the machines
thar will give our soldiers the competitive edge on the world's battlefield-and we're proud of that," Dahms said.

Depot Workers Design
Anti-Fratricide Devices
Identifying friendly force can be a challenge on the battlefield, bur
a de,ice designed and manufactured at Letterkenny Army Depot may
help to eliminate casualties due to "friendly fire."
The device, known as a battleboard, is attached to a vehicle to identify it as belonging to friendly forces. When the vehi Ie is viewed through
an infrared device, the battleboard registers as a cold spot.
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The u.s. Army is moving closer to tile 21st century by selecting the
2nd Armored Division at Fort Hood, TX, as its "E."perimentaJ Force"
(EXFOR). The EXFOR will conduct experiments to further develop con·
cepts contained in TRADOC Pamphlet 525-5, "Force XXI Operations,"
and to gain insights into equipment, new organizational designs and new
operational and doctrinal concepts for America's Army in the 21st cen·
tury-Force XXI.
The initial component of the EXFOR will be a rede igned "digitized
brigade-size task force," called Task Force XXI, plus a combat support
and combat service support "slice" from divisional units. "Stice" units
provide intelligence, artillery, aviation, air defense, engineer, maintenance,
medical and logistics support to the task force during combat operations.
Task Force X>.'1, along with a division command and comrol element,
will conduct an Advanced Wartighter Experiment (AWE) of digitized COmmunication and fire control eqUipment scheduled for early 1997.
The Task Force XXI experiment further evaluates tl,e operabilifj' of
"seamless" communications between command level, de 19ned to im·
prove significantly the control of maneuver units and the integration of
the fires of tile different weapons systems available to the commander
within that commander' banle pace. Task Force XXI will provide insights to the design of the operating forces for Force XXI through ex·
perimentation with a fully modernized brigade·size task force.
The Advanced Warfighter E.xperiment of battlefield synchronization,
conducted at the National Training Center in April 1994, highlighted
how digital technology can enhance letllaJifj', operations tempo and sur·
vivability. Two additional AWE' , Focused Dispatch with hellvy force
and Warrior Focus with light forces, will be conducted in 1995 to gain
lIdditional insights on the impa t of information technology and organi7.ational and opet'dtional changes that improve perfoffilance on the
battlefield. Warfighter insights on organizational de ign and operational
concepts gained from the AWE's will be incorpot'dted in the Task Force
XXI experiment. The task force is expected to take between six and
nine months to outfit and train with tile digital equipment, organizational design and new opet'dtional concepts prior to the experiment.
During the Task Force XXI experiment, infonnation will be passed
digitally, horizonrally wd verticall)', rather than by voice, over a reduced
number of network . This information will include exact location of friendly elements tllfOugh use of ti,e Global Positioning System. TIlese initiatives
are de igned to reduce Iran mission time and increase the accuracy of
the infom13tion, which will compress the commander's dedsion·mak·
ing time and enhance both combat effectiveness and friendly force protection. Weapons and communications systems within the task force
will be oumtted with digital sy terns known as "appliques," which are
added on to existing communications equipment.
The Task Force XXI experiment wUl pave the way for a full divisionlevel experiment, followed by a CONOPS exercise with a digitized corps.
Other Anny projects designed to take the Army into the 21 st century
are on-going. The Louisiana Maneuvers Task Fotce synchronize Force
XXI efforts on a day·to-day basis. The TRADOC Battle Labs focus on the
practical apptiC'Jtions of assessing new warfighting ideas and technologies
for use on the battlefield. E."'J'Criments at the Battle Labs indicate that
digitiZation can enhance every aspect of fighting and sustaining Amer·
ica's Army into the 21st century.
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FORCE XXI AND QUALITY SOLDIERS
THE ESSENCE OF AMERICA'S ARMY

By LTG Theodore Stroup
Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
Force XXI is the transformed Army of the 21st century. Force
XXI is 21st century tedmology. It is an information-based force,
capable of flexible engagement to achieve dominance in the
battle pace through improved lethality, readiness, and shared
situational awareness. It can be conceptualized in a variety
of terms sum as battle dynamics, knowledge-based operations,
tempo, and its joint and multinational aspects, to name a few.
The operational concepts of Force XXI are being built around
intelligent, phy icaUy fit, highly motivated, educated and weDtrained soldiers with confident, competent leaders who can
leverage technology to its full potential. In short, every coocept of Force XXI highlights the fact that the soldier is a fundamental ingredient ofAmerica's Army-the stuff of Force XXI.
Leveraging information-age teclmology to its full potential
is more than acquirillg or improving materiel that exploits the
benefits'of emerging technology. The force structure will be
transformed. Soldiers' jobs will mange. We are working to
define exactly what a "quality soldier" will be in me 21st century. The Army wiD continue to develop strategies for attracting,
acces ing, aUocating, and sustaining quality soldiers for America's Army.
As new systems and product improvements are developed,
mey must be integrated wim the oldier. Optimizing quality
people duough a disciplined process for asse ing me impact
of sy tern design on individual operators and maintainers is
cmcial to the Army of the 21st century.
As we integrate information-age technology into units and
experiment witl] that teclmology, we may not neces arily train
the way we train today. The nature of training will change,
bOtlIin term of its content and the way it is delivered as we
leverage the use of information-age technologies. As we increase the use of simulatioos and otller new technologies, we
are working to develop the training strategies needed to capitalize on these new training capabilities and to ensure readine s for me future. Training is and will remain tile glue that
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binds the force.
Achieving the fuU potential of this 21st century force will
require special kind of leaders; leaders who can be agents
of change: who can create and lead a tructuraUy flat, fast milt;
and who can develop procedures that can keep the leader
informed. It will require leaders who can cope with the load
of shared Situational awareness and hierarchial re pon ibility necessary to synchronize the combat power of an information-age Army. We are working to refine our leader development strategie and to define the requirements for 21 t
century leaders. The Army will develop ways to identify leader and raise them to their fulle t potential to meet the demands of Force XXI.
The deputy chief of staff for personnel (DCSPER), as the
head of the Army personnel commurlity, maintains cognizance
over aU personnel-related researdl1n the Army. The ODCSPER
is the agency re ponsible for the manpower, persorwel and
training systems researm and development that supports Force
XXI. integral to the Army's soldier-oriented research effort is
the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social dence (ARI), the Army's lead laboratory for manpower, peronnel and training systems research and development. Previous issues of Army RD&A have highlighted research and
development program supporting Force XXI at the Army Materiel Command and dle Corps of Engineers. This issue ofArmy
RD&A preseot selected ARI soldier R&D programs, highlighting ARI support for Force XXI.
Force XXI is not a panacea; it is a dynamic proces to force
us to think about the future. It is a way to empower trained
soldiers with information-age technology-to put them into
appropriate organization with confident, competent leaders
where they can achieve their maximum potential. "Quality
Soldier ...The Essence of America's Army...today and in the
future."
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OASA (RDA) ACQUISITION PHILOSOPHY
MISSION
To acquire and field the most effective, affordable and supportable weapons and materiel for
our soldiers.

EXECUTION
Recognizing that the DOD no longer serves as the primary motive force in developing new
technologies, nor alone continues to sustain broad sectors of the industrial base, we must focus our
efforts on acquiring the latest technologies from commercial sources using commercial business
practices. To accomplish this we must eliminate, as much as possible, unique government
requirements in our acquisitions.
To do this wisely, we must also understand the potential, and be in a position to influence, the
development of emerging technologies. We must leverage our intellectual and dollar
resources by cooperating in every way possible with academia, industry, national laboratories and
allies in the pursuit of advanced, high pa~ff technologies.
To be successful, and to make every dollar provide the most for our soldiers, each of us must seek
innovation In how we help users defme requirements, and how we acquire. test, field
and provide for the sustainment of the equipment our soldiers deserve.

GILBERT F. DECKER
ASSISTANT SECRErARY OF TIiE ARMY
(RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUlSmON)
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